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Abstract 
Abstract of thesis entitled: 
Enchanting Borders: 
The Art & Psychology of Chinese Hanging Scroll Mounting 
Submitted by Amethyst Cheuk-ying Chau for the degree of Master ofPhilosophy in 
History of Chinese Art at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in June 2010 
Mounting, as Ming scholar Zhou Jiazhou once wrote, is the crucial 
factor determining the fate of a painting or calligraphy. It is also an 
integral part of an artwork, and the study of art is incomplete without 
leaming about the history and art of mounting. Art history alone will 
only go so far in helping us to understand the close relationship 
between artworks and hanging scroll mounting. The current thesis 
starts with a brief historical review from the Warring States to the 
modem era. Then we will adopt a psychological approach, attempting . 
to scrutinize the seemingly enchanting power of mounting - how a 
frame transforms a painting and brings forth essence and beauty which 
would be overlooked otherwise. In particular, perceptual psychology 
studying the visual experience ofhuman beings might assist our 
understanding of the influence of mounts on our perception ofhanging 
scroll paintings. Although important, Chinese mounting is virtually 
invisible. It exists only in museums and in the hands of collectors, but 
seldom in books, catalogues, online databases, and other forms of 
reproduction. This thesis ends with an experiment on the aesthetic 
quality of scroll mounting, attempting to study the implications of the 
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Introduction: A Psychological Approach to the Art of Mounting 
The experience of witnessing the transformation of a wrinkled Chinese 
painting into a mounted work, regardless of its beauty or the skills manifested 
therein, can be compared to a performance by a talented magician. The crepe surface 
disappears, replaced by an ironed shinny white surface. The picture is framed and 
encircled with fine and elegant silk borders in harmonious shades of light colors. 
Most noticeably, though absurdly, is the seemingly subliminal effect of a frame on 
the artwork it encircles. 
One obvious characteristic that distinguishes Chinese paintings and 
calligraphy from European classic paintings, apart from the different media and 
styles of expression, is the method of mounting. Oil paintings, when properly 
displayed, are usually put behind the ‘window frame，that constitutes the frame -
sometimes simply in wood, but more commonly gilded and elaborate with nametags 
of the masters attached to the lower rims] Chinese mounting, on the other hand, 
plays a subtler role in the display of art. The borders of the Chinese scrolls, for 
instance, are solely layers of paper, twill, and, from time to time, brocade. Without 
vivid colors and attractive patterns, the grace of scroll mounting lies in its 
unobtrusiveness. The silent beauty of mounting, however muted, is an integral part 
ofChinese art and should never be overlooked. 
It is the absence, as opposed to presence, of mounts that encapsulates me. 
Grab any illustrated book on Chinese painting from a bookstore or library; artworks 
1 Elaborate and gilded frames, popular in the art world for centuries since the Renaissance, 
were first abandoned by the impressionists in the 19th century. They were concerned 
about the distraction and interference (such as illusion of depth) attractive frames 
imposed on the artworks and opted for mat frames that were relatively flat. See Mary 
Tompkins Lewis, Critical Readings in Impressionism and Post-Impressionism: An 
Anthology (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2007), 59-60. 
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are almost always thumbnails without frames or mounts. Art historians, museum 
professionals, editors and readers seem to be very satisfied with the omission of the 
borders - most of the time, neither their measurements, visual reproductions, 
material compositions, nor styles of design would be mentioned - as if tacitly 
agreeing on their irrelevance and insignificance. Auction catalogues also conform to 
that norm. The phenomenon should be no stranger to readers ofWestem art books, 
in which frames are seldom reproduced in the illustrations or even mentioned unless 
described as an essential design by the artists, exemplifying this choice as some sort 
oftrick played by the artist as genius. While commonality should never be taken for 
granted as guidance without questioning the validity of the underlying statement, the 
relationship of Chinese mounts with the artistic tradition, society, culture, artists, 
collectors, connoisseurs, and viewers should be examined at great lengths before 
assuming the rationality of the absence of mounts in art books or any other forms of 
reproduction. Conversations with art historians and collectors confirm the opposite -
although incomparable to the artworks they embrace, mounts are undeniably 
important. Subordination to artworks can be expressed in relatively smaller size of • 
research, shorter description, fewer images, and a smaller number of pages, the scale 
ofwhich should, however, never be the same as what we see at the present. 
In order to fill the void of the seemingly peripheral field of study, an in-depth 
and systematic research is needed. A study into mounting of all forms and styles, 
nevertheless, would not be feasible in this thesis provided the limitations oftime and 
resources. Although various forms ofmounting exist in the Chinese artistic tradition 
一 album leaf, fan, screen, handscroll and so on - the hanging scroll, also known as 
the vertical scroll or guazhou 挂[車由 in Chinese, remained one of the most popular 
forms ofmounting to painters and calligraphers probably since the Tang Dynasty. 
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Hanging scrolls combine the advantages of the portability ofhandscrolls with the 
ease ofexhibition ofscreens, while also promoting the display ofartworks on 
interior walls. Focusing on hanging scroll mounting of paintings is probably the 
most appropriate start, a choice which can possibly inspire later research in the field. 
Before moving on to the analysis on the development and aesthetics of Chinese 
hanging scroll mounting, it is important and necessary to understand the role of 
mounting in general in the Chinese artistic traditions. Relevant past literature and 
recent research would aid further discussion as well. 
The Significance of Mounting 
Mounting in the Chinese context, namely zhuangbiao 裝裱 in the Chinese 
language, refers loosely to specific preparatory or finishing treatments ofchiefly 
two-dimensional artifacts for the sake ofpreservation, beautification, display or 
other possible functions. In his renowned treatise Zhuanghuang zhi 裝漠志(The 
Book ofMounting), the Ming scholar Zhou Jiazhou 周嘉冑（1582-c.l658) used 
women's makeup and clothing as metaphors to highlight the importance ofthe 
beautification of artworks through mounting. "Mounting is to a scroll what makeup 
is to a handsome woman. Even when a beautiful woman is gifted with natural charm, 
ifall day she walks about in coarse attire and with tousled hair, although this will not 
detract from her charm, it will make her look insignificant. But if she powders 
herselfand paints her eyebrows, and daintily adds some spots of rouge, ifshe cuts 
her garments from gauze fine like a mist, and fashions her sleeves out of crystalline 
silk, shall not then her beauty be increased and her charm enhanced?"^ Clothing is 
2 Zhou Jiazhou, "The Book of Mounting," quoted and translated in Robert Hans van 
Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, vol. 19 
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probably a better allegory than makeup, since clothes can also protect a person while 
makeup merely beautifies. 
Are any of these similes appropriate? Is it relevant to say that we can 
somehow understand this enchanting transformationjust as we can analyze the 
visual impact of makeup and fashion, for instance the fact that eyes would appear to 
be bigger and hence more attractive by applying eye shadows of darker shades, or a 
dress with vertical stripes appeal to our eyes because it makes a person look tall and 
slim? What we know about Chinese mounting is minimal, however, especially in 
terms of aesthetics and its relationship with the artworks it embraces. What exactly 
happened to an artwork, physically and psychologically, when it is mounted and 
framed? Is it the additional colors, size, or materials applied that contributes to the 
visual experience of a mounted painting? Do the borders in a scroll alter our 
perception of an artwork? How does the study of mounting relate to our 
understanding of Chinese art and art history? Before attempting to answer these 
questions, which is by no means an easy task, it is important to investigate the role 
of mounting in the history of Chinese art. ’‘ 
Mounting is an essential agent in the preservation and display of Chinese art 
on paper and silk, and its study is critical to the understanding of Chinese art and its 
history. It is an art as well as a technology, which has determined the media of 
creation in China for centuries. When contrasted with other art forms, either in the 
Euro-American or the Asian traditions, paintings and calligraphy executed on paper 
and fabric are vulnerable and fragile. Paper, although a great medium for brush and 
ink, is seldom waterproof. Water poses little threat to silk, but insects and bacteria 
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often threaten its condition. Mounting has determined the way Chinese art has been 
made. The medium and styles of artistic expression would have been different if 
preservation ofpaper and silk were not permitted through Chinese mounting. 
Without the invention of mounting, the history of Chinese art in the past two 
thousand years would definitely have been rewritten. 
In fact, Zhou Jiazhou believed that a mounter is in charge of a painting or 
calligraphy's fate, because with excellent mounting, especially the initial mounting, a 
piece ofwork can be well preserved for centuries? We have to thank the mounters 
in the preceding generations for preserving and protecting the arts ofthe great 
masters. The successful preservation of ancient works of art is in itself difficult and 
rare enough - many must have been lost in wars and disasters - those lucky enough 
to survive through the ages also face the constant challenges of ever-changing 
weather, wear and tear, as well as the threat of worms and other organisms, 
including unskilled mounters. Proper mounting can protect an artwork, from all sorts 
of adversities. During the process of scroll mounting, for instance, repellent is 
sprayed across the artwork to keep insects and bacteria away. Backing paper 
attached to the soft and fragile artwork effectively avoids the wrinkles and provides 
extra support while maintaining its flexibility. The edge of an artwork is extended by 
adding peripheral width ofborders or wooden frames in the case of screens. Roller 
knobs on scrolls not only make rolling and unrolling convenient, but also minimize 
the chance of destructive contacts of the artwork and mounts with humid or brutal 
hands (See Figures 1 to 4). 
Mounting has also changed the way Chinese art has been displayed. Screens 
3 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，2. 
裝裱者，書畫之司命也。 
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allowed paintings on silk to be showcased as pieces of fumiture in an intimate 
household environment. Handscrolls made artworks and textual records portable and 
facilitate private viewing among friends and colleagues. Fans enabled the elites and 
nobles to bring with them pieces of art as personal omaments and symbols of status 
and taste. 
Mounting beautifies, protects, preserves, compiles, and systematizes 
artworks. The history of mounting is closely associated with other traditions. We 
cannot see an artwork without seeing its mounts. Or more precisely, in the real 
world, a Chinese artwork on silk or paper is seldom presented and preserved without 
its mounts. Ignoring the importance of mounting is like judging a person as if s/he is 
naked or assuming that anything a person puts on has nothing to do with him or her. 
The study of art or art history is incomplete without the understanding of the art of 
mounting. 
Although focusing on Euro-American frames, the preface by Adam Gopnik 
to the book Defining Edges by W. H. Bailey is still applicable to Chinese mounting 
to a certain degree. Gopnik vividly illustrated the intimate relationship between a • 
frame and an artwork by paralleling it to the paratext of a book, and stressed "a 
frame is more like the book's introduction, its preface, the thing that sets the context 
in which the work must be understood."^ Gopnik's comment is applicable to 
Chinese mounting because Chinese mounts also present art historians with clues to 
trace the history of the artwork - who produced it, who collected it, when it was 
remounted, and sometimes, whether it is authentic or fake. Aged mounting 
materials, such as silk, brocade, and roller knobs, are no less antique objects than a 
piece of ancient fabric or a carved wooden base. These materials, themselves 
4 Adam Gopnik, "Foreword: A Frame," in William H. Bailey, Defining Edges: A New 
Look at Picture Frames (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 2002), 6. 
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valuable historical records, preserve important background information ofthe 
artworks. Formats and styles of mounting also set the backdrops for the art pieces. 
The way an artwork is mounted relates to the societal background, practice of 
collectors and connoisseurs at the time, as well as the function of the work. 
Mounting also provides extra space for inscriptions and seals which are precious 
records showing background information, provenance, critiques and comments by 
artists and collectors. Although ancient mounting materials and styles are rarely 
preserved due to the need to remount after decades or centuries of wear and tear, 
ancient writings and seals are often kept intact and glued to the new mounting. It is 
mounting which reminds us that the history of art collection is almost as old as the 
history of art itself, and the memory of collectors and connoisseurs is still inscribed 
on the mounts. 
Mounting is a complex collaborative process among mounters, artists, 
patrons, collectors and connoisseurs. Artists, whether aware of the process or not, 
somehow decide on the formats ofmounting when they pick a certain size ofpaper 
or fabric as their media of expression. It is conceivable that artists, as well as 
patrons, collectors, and connoisseurs, actively participated in the process by 
discussing the design of mounting with professional mounters. While these people 
are more likely to contribute to the process conceptually, professional mounters are 
the people who make important decisions and execute the mounting, if not also its 
design. No matter which party is overriding in the mounting process, at least one of 
them needs to reflect on the following questions and find an optimal solution based 
on aesthetics, financial considerations, feasibility, functionality, and so on. In what 
format should an artwork be mounted so that its beauty can be emphasized? What is 
the most appropriate design for a given size, theme, artistic style, and color tone? 
. ( g 
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What sort ofmaterials should be used? Is the process feasible and how much will it 
cost? Will the mounts assist the artwork in performing its function? 
It seems complicated to analyze the collaborative process with the 
presumption of a certain level of division of labor. The actual situation, however, 
may be simpler than it seems, as Zhang Yanyuan 張彥遠(618-907) commented that 
failures to judge, read, mount, or differentiate are deficiencies of a collector.� If a 
collector is empowered with the skill and knowledge to mount, we can assume a 
higher degree of conceptual input on his/her part, or s/he may even take up the dual 
role ofboth collector and mounter. The latter possibility would ensure a more 
harmonized, integrated, and also pragmatic design of mounting compared to other 
forms of collaboration and labor division. 
The history of mounting, just as that of other forms of art in China, cannot be 
separated from the broader cultural, social or even political history. The history of 
mounting correlates with the changes of social practice through time. The invention 
ofhandscrolls, for instance, is thought to have been bom from the right-to-left 
writing habit, as well as the traditional use of rolls of wood or bamboo slips as media 
for writing.6 Due to the application and 'mix-and-match' of a wide variety of 
materials - silk, paper, wood, jades, bones, ivory, ceramics, etc. - mounts have 
preserved many priceless historical records of the epoch. Art historians can use these 
materials as sources of reference for the study of patterns, styles, craftsmanship and 
technology, to demonstrate the usage of these materials and illustrate the aesthetics 
5 Zhang Yanyuan, "Lun jianshi shoucang gouqiu yuewan," in Lidai minghua ji, annotated 
by Yu Jianhua (Hong Kong: Nantong tushu, 1973)，45. 
有收藏而未能鑒識’璧識而不善閱玩者；閱玩而不能裝褫’裝褫而殊亡錢次者： 
此皆好事者之病也。 
6 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 1 -3; Chen 
Zengliang, Shuhua biaobeideyishu (Taipei: Hungyeh Publishing, 1999), 10-11. 
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favored by a certain group or class of people during a certain period. The different 
combinations served also as powerful indicators of status for both the artworks and 
their owners. Taking artworks produced in court during the Qianlong reign as an 
example, artworks decorated with horizontal strips ofbright yellow silk are most 
likely to have been either produced by the emperor himself or were highly regarded 
and treasured by the emperor. 
The design of mounting also reflects the interior settings and household 
practice in the past. One of the key practical functions of a mounted hanging scroll, 
for instance, is to be hung on a wall, probably for decoration and display. Indeed 
there are paintings and prints, as well as textual references written by literati and 
civil servants, providing detailed records ofhow mounted artworks were appreciated 
and viewed in the gardens and sitting rooms. While different genres and sizes of 
artworks were suggested for various spaces, corresponding themes were suggested 
for display during different occasions7 
The art of mounting was not restricted to China. The Japanese and Koreans 
acquired the knowledge of mounting when they leamt from Chinese paintings and 
calligraphy. They developed their own styles of mounting based on the Chinese 
prototype. Comparison of mounting styles reveals similarities as well as differences 
in the artistic traditions of China, Japan, and Korea. Japanese mounting, for instance, 
has shown a striking resemblance to the Chinese mounting style. Some mounting 
elements lost in China for a long time can be seen on artworks mounted in the 
Japanese style. Swaying stave strips are still present in mounting in the Japanese 
style, but it has long been replaced by unmovable stave strips in Chinese mounting 
7 See, for examples, Gao Lian, Zun sheng ba jian jiao zhu, annotated by Zhao Lixun et al. 
(Beijing: Renmin weisheng chubanshe, 1994), 226; Zhang Yingwen, "Qing bi cang," in 
Shuhuazhuangbiaojiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai 
shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，347-348. 
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probably since the Ming Dynasty (See Figure 2).8 Robert Hans van Gulik believed 
that fuuchin 風鎮(wind guard) might not be unknown to the ancient Chinese? 
Compared to Chinese mounting, however, Japanese mounters tend to use much 
more vivid and colorflil brocade as mounts.^ ® Different mounting styles in China, on 
the contrary, seem to embrace subtlety and the powerful distracting borders that the 
Japanese prefer are usually rejected. The discrepancy in chromatic choice in 
mounting may reflect a fundamental difference in aesthetical preferences. 
Classical Literature and Past Research on Chinese Mounting 
Before further investigating the perceptual effect ofhanging scrolls, it might 
be beneficial to leam how scholars and practitioners in the past understood them. 
Descriptions and ideas on mounting can be found in writings as early as the 
Southern and Northem Dynasties. The Tang scholar Zhang Yanyuan wrote in his 
Lidai minghua ji 歷代名畫言己（Record ofFamous Paintings through the Ages) a 
whole chapter, titled Lun zhuangbei biaozhou 論裝背標車由（On Backing and 
Mounting of Scrolls), devoted to a detailed technical description of scroll mounting. 
Probably after years of warfare and turbulence, the author saw the importance of 
proper mounting as an irreplaceable means to preserve and conserve precious 
antique scrolls in poor condition. The backing paper and paste for mounting were 
mentioned in addition to the optimal conditions and appropriate facilities for 
8 See the section "Emergence of the Literati - The Ming Dynasty" of Chapter One for 
detailed discussion. 
9 A pair of wind guards, oftentimes resembling modem curtain passementeries or tassels, 
could be suspended to the roller knobs to keep the hanging scroll in place. Robert Hans 
van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, 
vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958)，84. 
'° Liu Shunqiang, Riben shuhua zhuanghuangyanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007)，27. 
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mounting. Zhang Yanyuan also discussed other decorative materials such as roller 
knobs and wrapping brocade. While some people in his time were against the 
practice of using beautiful but expensive materials to adom important scrolls, Zhang 
Yanyuan maintained that only mounting with precious and elegant omaments and 
wrapped by expensive brocade was the most appropriate way." 
Although rare compared to other genres of arts such as painting and 
calligraphy, there were treatises specializing in the study of mounting as early as the 
17th century. One of the figures who carniot be dismissed is Zhou Jiazhou. He was a 
collector residing in Yangzhou in the late Ming Dynasty. Apart from his treatise on 
mounting, he also spent 20 years writing a book on incense. That The Book of 
Mounting was later incorporated in Siku Quanshu 四庫全書(Complete Library of 
the Four Treasuries), the largest collection ofbooks in Chinese history edited by 
court officials under the command ofEmperor Qianlong, perhaps indicates the 
authority and generality ofthe ideas presented in this book in the early Qing 
Dynasty. In order to promote the preservation and conservation of precious artworks 
for posterity, he wrote The Book of Mounting and taught collectors the art of 
mounting and remounting. Apart from recommending the most suitable types of 
paper, silk or knobs for hanging scrolls, he also reminded collectors of the 
appropriate attitude towards antique scr0lls]2 He also emphasized the key role of a 
well-trained mounter and stressed that a good artisan should be well treated by 
collectors for the sake of the antique scrolls�� Robert Hans van Gulik saw that a 
high respect shown to good mounters was suggested by Zhou Jiazhou, and 
‘‘Zhang Yanyuan, "Lun zhuangbei biaozhou," in Lidai minghua ji, annotated by Yu 
Jianhua (Hong Kong: Nantong tushu, 1973), 57-59. 
12 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，2. 
13 Ibid., 7. 
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commented that "such a man [good mounter] is a real artist, and he should be treated 
as such.''i4 Although Zhou Jiazhou highly regarded good mounters and appreciated 
their heavenly skills, the emphasis was placed on the collaborative process between 
the patron (collector) and the craftsman (mounter) in the hope of obtaining favorable 
results.i5 Zhou Jiazhou never equated the status of a mounter to that of an artist. The 
mounter was respected merely because he decided on the fate of the artwork. The 
relative inferiority of the status of mounters might have contributed to the lack of 
written records and studies exclusively on mounting in the past. 
Shangyan suxin lu 賞延素'已、錄(Record ofProlonged Appreciation on a 
Plain Heart) was another treatise celebrating the significance of mounting. It was 
written by Zhou Erxue 周二學(c.1676-1744), who owned a small collection and 
lived in the Southern part of China from Kangxi to Qianlong reigns of the Qing 
Dynasty.i6 Zhou Erxue's treatise was viewed by some as inferior to Zhou Jiazhou's 
book because of its unsystematic organization and its insufficient coverage of the 
topic. The author was concerned with, in addition to some technical records of 
mounting and remounting which mirrored the treatise by Zhou Jiazhou, the 
implements and fumiture for display and viewing of scrolls, as well as the containers 
and covers for scrolls and albums. These sections were found to be somehow 
inventive and ofantiquarian interest as no other ancient scholarly writings have been 
14 Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958), 
284. 
15 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 13. 
其書畫高值者，裝善則可倍值，裝不善則為棄物，距可不慎於先，越格趨承此 
輩’以保書畫性命？書畫之命，我之命也。趨承此輩趨承書畫也。 
16 Du Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong, ed., Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi (Shanghai: Shanghai 
shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 141. 
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discovered with detailed discussion of these issues so far.^ ^ In spite ofhis 
insignificance in mainstream history, Zhou Erxue's ideas possibly reveal the attitude 
ofhis contemporaries in the nearby regions towards scrolls. For them, scrolls were 
collected not only for their historical, artistic or aesthetic value but also to exist 
physically in the study rooms; in that context, their placement, display, viewing 
conditions, protection and packaging should be a concem of the collectors. 
If even scattered comments were also counted, we would at least find many 
more entries related to mounting written before the modem era. Other individual 
collectors and connoisseurs did recognize the significance of mounting of scrolls and 
included in their study brief comments on the subject. Xiang Yuanbian 項元〉、卞 
(1525-1590), a Ming Dynasty collector and connoisseur, for instance, commented in 
Jiao chuangjiu lu 蕉窗九錄(Nine Records from a Banana-tree-shaded Window) on 
mounting techniques and materials, as well as the conservation, storage, viewing and 
display of mounted works in the scholar studio. Apparently made up of casual and 
unsystematic comments, Xiang Yuanbian's text offered some ideas on how 
collectors or connoisseurs viewed and valued mounting during his time.^ ^ This book 
was also included in the Complete Library of the Four Treasuries. 
Gone are the days when mounters left few records on what they had spent 
their lives doing. Technical manuals elaborating on mounting skills and standards -
also briefly touching on history and styles if not its aesthetic premises - were made 
available to amateurs. Historical approaches were adopted in a few books. One of 
the earliest studies was done by the Dutch scholar and novelist Robert Hans van 
Gulik. Although his academic works on Chinese erotic art and novel series The 
17 Ibid, 141-174. 
18 Xiang Yuanbian, Jiao chuangjiu lu (Shanghai: Xi leng yin she, 1914). 
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Judge Dee Mysteries are better known, the author has painstakingly researched the 
art of mounting in his Chinese Pictorial Art as viewed by the Connoisseur published 
in 1958. He found mounting as a significant element worthy of study particularly by 
the connoisseurs. Van Gulik realized the importance of viewing the mounts of 
artworks in its cultural context and hence incorporated ancient texts, paintings, 
prints, interior design, seals and etc. to support his arguments. He brought not only 
the techniques of mounting, but also the history of mounting both iri China and 
Japan, to the English-speaking world.'^ 
A late 80s publication, Shuhua zhuanghuang yange kao 書畫裝？黃？告革考 
(Research on Mounting of Calligraphy and Paintings) by the renowned mounter 
Wang Yikun 王以坤 who worked for the Beijing Palace Museum, also addressed 
the topic with a historical approach. He carefully described changes in mounting 
through the various dynasties based on textual records as well as ancient-mounted 
artworks in the museum collection. It is perhaps one of the earliest theses in the 
Chinese language on the historical changes of mounting. 
Cheng Jiang 成江 wrote Tan zhuang shuo biao 談裝說裱(Talking about 
Mounting) in 2005, devoting the whole book to the history of mounting in China 
from the Eastern Zhou to the Qing Dynasty. The publication targets probably 
popular readers more than serious scholars, as the arguments quite often lack valid 
evidence and the materials are sometimes too casually introduced in the 
discussion.20 The author, for example, failed to differentiate between decorative 
borders and primitive style of mounting when he tried to suggest the continuity of 
19 Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958). 
20 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005). 
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the emergence of mounting.^ ^ The credits of adding recently excavated materials 
including paintings and silk should not be overlooked, but there should have been 
some differentiation and clarification. While very few ancient artworks remain - not 
to mention the rarity of works with their original or early mounting materials kept 
intact - it is difficult, if not impossible, to claim that some artworks or cultural relics 
loosely related to mounting and framing, such as bordered images on sarcophaguses, 
show the prototypical style of ancient mounting. 
Being a professional mounter, Lu Tzung-ruen 陸宗潤 has published several 
important articles on mounting. Lu studied under Bin Zhirong 賓治榮 for over 13 
years in the Shanghai Museum in the 1970s, when the museum began to establish its 
own team of mounters. Recognizing the advantages of Japanese hanging scroll 
mounting, Lu went to Japan to study the Japanese style in the late 1980s. In the mid 
1990s, he was invited to write for the Bulletin of the National Museum of History a 
few articles discussing the history and styles of mounting?^ Having mounted and 
restored numerous artworks, including rare scrolls retaining ancient mounts, Lu 
wrote in his articles some innovative ideas and valuable information which would 
otherwise only be observed and recognized by mounters, bridging the worlds of the 
academia and the practitioners. 
The museum professional Fu Dongguang 傅東光 of the Beijing Palace 
Museum also contributed to the field by publishing a few articles focusing on the 
mounting styles in the Qing Palace. Working in the museum housing the largest 
collection in the country, Fu was granted access to the collection and studied the 
21 Ibid.,4-7. 
22 Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Origin of the Mounting of Chinese Paintings and Calligraphic 
Works: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration ofChinese Paintings and 
Calligraphy (Part 1)," Bulletin of theNational Museum ofHistory 6，no. 4 (1996): 94. 
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/ ^ o original mounts and related materials from the time of Emperor Qianlong. Given 
the large number of supporting materials from the Qing palace, his research provides 
a systematic and in-depth study of the stylistic characteristics of mounting within a 
defmed period of time, i.e. the Qianglong reign. Such research would be nothing but 
a failure if it were carried out in an ordinary museum that did not keep the dated 
mounts intact with the artworks. 
Books on mounting in regions other than China can be valuable sources of 
reference as well. Riben shuhua zhuanghuangyanjiu 日本書畫裝$黃研究(Research 
on Japanese Mounting of Calligraphy and Paintings) by Liu Shunqiang 劉舜強 is 
one of those.24 A history of mounting in Japan, it explains how Japanese mounting 
styles have changed under the influence of Chinese mounting style, primarily due to 
the mobility of peoples, mounted artworks, as well as related materials. The visual 
deviation between mounting styles in China and Japan is unmistakable; the lightness 
ofChinese mounts avoids distraction, while the vividness of Japanese mounts 
attracts attention. Liu attributed the contrasts to the historical differences of the 
subject matter and functions ofhanging scrolls, as the mounting form was first 
introduced to Japan as an accompanying craft when Buddhist paintings were 
imported from China in the Song Dynasty.^ ^ Buddhist paintings demanded splendid 
embroideries, complex patterns, and luxurious roller knobs; choices subordinated to 
the images of the Buddhist masters or divines, as devotions symbolizing the piety of 
the holy followers. Notjust ordinary silk and brocade, but a kasaya or cassock wom 
by a respectful master could be turned into the adornment of the master's portrait 
23 Fu Dongguang (Associate Researcher, Department of Calligraphy and Painting, Palace 
Museum), in discussion with the author, July 20, 2009. 
24 Liu Shunqiang, Riben shuhua zhuanghuang yanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007). 
25 Ibid., 26-27. 
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after his death from the time ofKamakura to Muromachi (1192-1573). The elaborate 
tea culture in Japan — emphasizing the integrity of chado 茶道(tea ceremony), 
chadogu 茶道具(tea ware), and fumishing of the chashitsu 茶室(tea room)-
catalyzed the emergence of a diversity of mounting styles designated to the Japanese 
tea studios. 
Quoting the English poet Gerard Manley Hopkins's words, "Beauty is a 
relation, and the apprehension of it a comparison." Only through proper comparison 
between mounting in China and the way people frame their art in other cultures shall 
we begin to grasp the aesthetics of this peripheral form of art in the Chinese artistic 
traditions. To this end, reading literature on Euro-American frames should be as 
inspiring as consulting texts on the East Asian traditions. William H. Bailey, a 
design teacher and frame consultant to galleries and museums, wrote a book on 
frames at the start of the new millennium, analyzing the development of framing in 
the Euro-American art world, identifying the functions of frames through the ages, 
clarifying their unbreakable bonds with artists^ In the West, religion and art went 
hand in hand for centuries and one should never be surprised by paintings framed 
with splendid borders which can be used as altarpieces in churches and chapels. The 
author specified that the frame sets the stage of the painting to glorify the status of 
the altarpiece or masterpiece? A frame was sometimes also considered as a window 
leading to a virtual world?^ Most importantly, according to Bailey, a frame needs to 
perform the role of a "mediator between the viewer and the painting," inviting 
viewers to fully experience the world created by the painting without letting the gaze 
26 William H. Bailey, Defining Edges: A New Look at Picture Frames (New York: Harry 
N. Abrams, 2002). 
27 Ibid., 18. 
28 Ibid.,31. 
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wander beyond its edge defined by the borders. The frame also declares a transition 
from the physical venue to the virtual sphere of the picture.^ ^ With drastic difference 
in format and cultural background, Chinese mounts ofhanging scrolls probably 
perform similarly as a mediator, signaling the transition between the real and the 
imaginary world.^ ® 
A Psychological Approach 
The significance of mounting is irrefutable. The classical literature and 
recent research mentioned earlier described the changes in style of scroll mounting 
over a thousand years in China, but only occasionally account for such changes. A 
variety of styles and preferences can be the result of changes in the habits of 
painting, the empowering of a new emperor and hence the dominance ofhis taste, or 
even the favoring of certain materials. The basic composition of the scroll is, 
however, unexplained. If the Westem frame is viewed, at least before the rise of 
modemism, as a window to the created reality, then what does a mounted scroll 
mean to the people of the past or even to us? What is the difference of viewing an ~ 
artwork in its own primitive form and when it is mounted as a hanging scroll? Art 
history alone will only go so far in helping us to understand the close relationship 
between artworks and hanging scroll mounting. The current research incorporates 
theories from psychology, attempting to analyze the overlapping area between 
mounting design and the discipline, in the hope of shining a new light on the 
understanding of the art of Chinese scroll mounting. This is the time when a 
psychological approach should step in and guide us to look at the scrolls from a 
29 Ibid., 16-17. 
3° Chinese hanging scroll mounting might also work as a mediator between the physical 
venue and the artwork so that the scroll would fit in harmoniously in a room. See the 
section "Oversized Outfit and Illusionary Size" of Chapter Two for detailed discussion. 
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different viewpoint, 
A psychological approach to art is no longer a novel system. Since the early 
development ofmodem psychology, theories and findings have been frequently 
utilized in artistic creation and art history. Salvador Dali (1904-1989) claimed to 
have incorporated ideas of dreams and unconsciousness advocated by psychologists 
like Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) in his paintings. M. C. Escher (1898-1972) 
demonstrated the attractiveness and power of illusion by means of lithographs and 
woodcuts. As a humanistic science, psychology is as old as philosophy and religion. 
It existed long before the birth ofthe modem subject and the pronounced blend of 
art and psychology in the early 20th century in the United States and Europe. 
Methods and theories might be new, but the targeted materials, i.e. the mental 
functions and behaviors ofhuman beings, have always been there. Wherever there 
are humans, there is psychology. Whether we are aware of it or not, from internal 
functioning to interpersonal interaction, psychology always plays a critical role and 
psychological studies could be applicable to any domain. Physiological psychology 
tells us why and how we can see, hear, smell, and feel. Behavioral psychology tells 
us how we leam through rewards and punishments. Social psychology tells us how 
we interact with one another in a community. Individual findings and psychological 
theories could be restricted to specific people, time, location, and situations, but the 
approach in itselfhas its value in most circumstances. 
Recognized by scholars with an art or psychology background, the power of 
the psychological approach was stressed in various interdisciplinary studies since the 
mid 20th century. While philosophers and art critics such as Roger Fry (1866-1934), 
Donald Winnicott (1896-1971), Jacques Lacan (1901-1981), and Roland Barthes 
(1915-1980) adopted a psychoanalytic approach to art and aesthetics, trained 
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psychologists tend to tum to other branches of the umbrella subject. Rudolf Amheim 
(1904-2007), well trained in perceptual psychology, for instance, proposed a 
psychology of art, applied psychological theories such as the Gestalt to the study of 
art.3i The art historian Emst Hans Gombrich (1909-2001) reviewed the history of art 
with a cognitive psychological approach, specifically employing the idea of schema 
-our mental representation of the world - in understanding of artistic styles 
throughout the history. Without assuming that ancient people with different cultural 
backgrounds are aware of any modem psychological theories, or that they are 
essentially the same as modem men, Gombrich analyzed the change in artistic styles 
and pictorial representation by studying the art and text in the past.^ ^ Contemporary 
researchers such as Robert L. Solso embrace cognitive psychology and incorporate 
research on brain and vision to enhance our knowledge of artistic creation and 
reception. 
In order to bridge the gap presented by the ambivalent attitude towards 
Chinese mounting — it is important yet subordinate to paintings - several questions 
have to be asked: ‘ 
(1) What was the role of mounting throughout history? What is its present role? 
(2) Apart from protection and preservation, what is the relationship between mounts 
and artworks? And the relationship between mounts, viewers, and the 
surrounding environment? 
(3) What are the consequences of virtually removing mounts from artworks in 
reproduction such as catalogues and online databases? 
As an attempt to answer these questions, a psychological approach focusing on 
31 Rudolf Amheim, Toward a Psychology of Art, renewed ed. (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994). 
32 Emst Hans Gombrich, Art andIllusion: A Study in the Psychology ofPictorial 
Representation, 6th ed. (London: Phaidon, 2002). 
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human perception, complemented by a historical review, could be useful in offering 
some insight to the topic which lacks actual or textual materials. Most of the 
contemporary psychological theories and phenomena were established based on the 
modem Euro-American society, and would fail to account for the thoughts and 
behaviors of people of other cultural or historical backgrounds. Some branches of 
the discipline research on basic development ofhuman beings, and are less 
influenced by these external variances. Evolutionary psychology, for instance, 
attempts to explain human psychological characteristics as functional adaptation in 
the process of natural selection, and hence assumes certain traits are universal and 
there have been few changes in the past hundreds or even thousands of years. Other 
branches ofpsychology which are more tolerant of cultural and historical d i f f e r e n c e s � 
include studies closely related to the physiological aspects of the human body. It is 
of course impossible to totally reject the influence on physiological aspects by 
factors linked to culture and habitat, such as genetic makeup, climate, and 
environmental pollution, but it at most equals a weak to moderate relationship with 
culture. Visual perceptual psychology is one of such subdivisions. Focusing on the 
study of visual perception and depending mostly on innate physiological and 
cognitive systems of the human beings, theories and findings of visual perceptual 
psychology would be of particular value to the present research. 
All in all, we have to assume some similarity between people in the past and 
the present for the sake of research. That includes some sort of perceptual constancy; 
for example, we assume that we see the similar kinds ofblue in ceramics as the 
people in the Ming and Qing Dynasties did, before proceeding to the analysis ofthe 
hues of the cobalt, source of chemicals, chromatic preference, and technical 
characteristics of the period. Although such claim stands on a ground without past 
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findings proving the constancy of chromatic perception since the 14th century, it 
appears to be a reasonable assumption based on our understanding of the 
physiological and perceptual characteristics of the human body. Art historians would 
have to switch to study the historical perspectives of physiology or psychology if 
similar claims have to be verified before stylistic analyses could be carried out. 
It is undeniable that application of contemporary visual perceptual 
psychology theories and findings has to be done with caution. We ciannot assume the 
validity of a theory if it does not assume universality. Findings with variation among 
people of different ethnic or racial groups could imply a strong cultural influence 
and other related factors. Findings applicable to contemporary Chinese people but 
cannot be replicated among other cultural groups could be misleading as well. 
Psychological traits suggested by these research could be explained by the 
modernization in China in the past decades or other factors linked to the specificity 
of the culture and society in the contemporary era. Yet we cannot simply assume 
cultural continuity, and apply such findings on the people living in the same region 
centuries ago. We cannot presume that the generation of our great grandparents had 
the same attitude towards gender equality as we do - the issue is strongly linked to 
cultural backgrounds — but we can safely say that their generation and ours share 
very similar perception of the world. 
Assuming the universality and continuity of certain ideas in the field of 
visual perceptual psychology, the thesis includes an analysis on the psychological 
effect ofmounts. In particular, the study attempts to understand the general stylistic 
characteristics ofmounts based on such ideas as simultaneous brightness contrast, 
chromatic induction, figure-ground segregation, and illusion of size. These 
phenomena and ideas are generally believed to be universally true and tolerant of 
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cultural interference. The appropriateness of the application ofratio theories 
proposed by many researchers in Europe and the United States will also discussed. 
To keep the present dissertation focused on the relationship between mounts 
and the Chinese pictorial tradition, there will be no specific discussion devoted to 
hanging scroll mounting of calligraphic works. Although technically similar, the 
mounting of calligraphic works might demand slightly different stylistic, chromatic 
or material combinations compared to paintings because of their monochromatic 
feature. Due to the limitation of study scale, the study will not elaborate on the 
different styles of mounting among various schools or regions in China, although 
their existence and significance is undeniable. Just as there were Northern and 
Southern schools in painting, mounters practicing in different regions preferred 
slightly different color schemes, pattems, and compositions. Since the Ming 
Dynasty, for instance, the mounting style of Suzhou has been highly regarded and 
mounters from the region were summoned to serve in the court. Suzhou mounters 
were renowned for applying tranquillizing combination of colored silk, usually 
creamy yellow or Alice blue, in monochromatic system 一色裱(Figure 1) or 
dichromatic system 二色裱(Figure 2). The softness of the Suzhou style also 
allowed the scrolls to be rolled and unrolled easily and prevented potential damage 
caused by constant movement. The Beijing style, on the other hand, although 
derived from the Suzhou style, demonstrated dramatic differences from the Southern 
style. Various layouts, vivid colors, and thicker brocade were sought after. There are 
other regional styles of mounting such as the Yangzhou, Lingnan, and Hangzhou 
styles.33 It is essential to bear in mind the variety of mounting styles within China, 
but over-emphasizing discrepancies would yield little knowledge on the general 
33 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuangshuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 160-161. 
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aesthetics of Chinese mounting as a whole, because among these styles, similarities 
are essentially greater than differences. These styles, despite their slight differences, 
reflect the very same aesthetic premise of subtlety that I will illustrate later in the 
thesis. Within this discussion, therefore, specific styles or comparisons among them 
might be addressed when necessary, but it will not be the focus of the argument. 
A basic technical knowledge of scroll mounting, though would not be 
emphasized in the present thesis, is essential in the discussion of aesthetics. Some 
characteristics of a mounting style at a certain period could be understood by 
adaptations of technical demands such as material limitation, or ease ofexecution, 
instead of or on top of aesthetic reasons. While the choice of a silk border can be due 
to its flexibility and durability, it undoubtedly also adds a beautiful shine and subtle 
pattems. Sometimes the line between technical practice and aesthetics barely exists. 
Take Zhou Jiazhou for instance: although he recognized the classical beauty ofblack 
twill, he disapproved its use due to its poor durability.^^ Technical details will be 
discussed only when necessary.^ ^ 
Dissertation Structure 
Given the limited amount of relevant classical literature and actual dated 
objects, a historical review of mounting styles from the Warring States to the 
modem era is needed to set the stage for further discussion on the psychological 
34 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi，，，in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，103. 
天地巷綾雖古雅，音不耐久，易爛，余多用月白或深藍。 
35 For the general process of mounting and practical concems on conservation and 
preservation of scrolls, see, for examples, Feng Zengmu, Zhongguo shuhua 
zhuangbiao (Jinan: Shandong Fine Arts Publishing House, 2008); Yang Zhengqi, ed., 
Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao daguan (1997, repr., Jinan: Shandong Fine Arts 
Publishing House, 2002); Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua 
Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 
2002). 
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processes and perceptual effects of mounts. The first chapter will provide a brief 
introduction of the history of Chinese mounting, particularly the mounting of 
hanging scroll paintings. The way people in the past viewed and valued the framing 
of an artwork will also be discussed. Relevant records can be found, although rare, 
in a few treatises specialized in mounting as well as scattered comments made on 
painting and calligraphy by ancient scholars, collectors, and connoisseurs. Such a 
historical review is also essential to fill the academic void presented by the lack of 
research in the study of mounting in general. 
The following chapter will investigate the aesthetics ofhanging scroll 
mounting of Chinese paintings from a psychological perspective, and examine the 
perceptual relationship between the frame and the artwork it surrounds, in the hopes 
of filling the intellectual gap created by a lack of studies focused on the history and 
aesthetics of mounting. Basic styles of Chinese hanging scroll mounting, especially 
the monochromatic and dichromatic systems, as well as the style of Song Dynasty, 
which were commonly used since the Ming Dynasty, will be examined. While 
theories and findings in the field of visual perceptual psychology have been around 
for a long period of time and constantly updated with new knowledge, they have 
apparently failed to fuel our knowledge of Chinese art and art history. As a 
peripheral form of art which is made to subtly appeal to the minds but not the eyes — 
or else the eyes would have been attracted to the edges instead of the central artwork 
-Chinese hanging scroll mounting certainly demands an in-depth study 
investigating the perceptual processes involved. 
However important it may be, Chinese mounting is virtually invisible. It 
exists only in museums and in private collections, but seldom in books and other 
forms ofreproduction. A frame, whether loaded with history and passed down 
. « • 
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through generations, or made by our contemporary mounters regardless of the 
provenance of the artwork, to a certain extent, is an inevitable factor influencing our 
perception of an artwork. The thesis will end with an experiment on the aesthetic 
quality of mounted hanging scrolls, examining the implications of the absence of 
frames in catalogues and museum online databases. Without the touch of the mounts 
and packaging materials in the museums, without the presence of frames in 
publications, we can, at best, only make a wild guess as to what a painter, 
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Chapter One: 'ScrolKng' through History 
Desire to Display - From the Warring States to the Tang Dynasty 
Chinese mounting has played a role in the long history of art in China. 
Although peripheral and subordinate to artworks made by anonymous or extremely 
famous artists, the backing and mounting ensure the survival of the artifacts and 
accentuate their existence. Looking back in search of the origin or early forms of 
mounting in the traditions of China, we would probably be easily puzzled and 
cannot help but ask what Chinese mounting is. Mounting, loosely defined as the 
preparatory or finishing treatments of two-dimensional artworks for the sake of 
preservation, beautification, and display, can be said to come into existence shortly 
after the invention of writing and visual records in China. Although hanging scroll 
mounting probablyjoined the show some years later, its emergence, as we will see, 
might owe very much to the forms of mounting, especially handscrolls, which came 
before it. 
With excavated objects, specialists in mounting such as Cheng Jiang 成江 
and Wang Hongmei 王紅梅，believed that the suspension cords on top ofancient 
siUc paintings found in the tombs of the Warring States and Westem Han were the 
primitive versions of scroll mounting] A siUc painting ofafigure apparently riding 
on a dragon-like creature surrounded by animals was excavated in a tomb ofthe 
Warring States period at Zidanku 子彈庫’ Changsha 長沙’ Hunan, in 1973 (Plate 1). 
At the top ofthe rectangular siUc painting which measures 37.5 x 28 cm, a thin 
bamboo stave was wrapped under the siUc with a brown siUc cord attached to its top 
1 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 1-2; Wang 
Hongmei, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijiexi (Hong Kong: Cangzhenge chubansht 
2008)，10. ‘ 
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c e n t e r . 2 While the bamboo stave echoes later mounting staves, the suspension cord 
is attached to the top at one spot rather than supporting the weight of the painting at 
more than a single point. Such a design not only enables convenient display and 
quick removal, but also allows the painting to be tied into a roll after use, provided 
that the cord is long enough. 
A less well-known example was found in another Chu tomb at Mashan ,馬山， 
Jiangling 江陵，Hubei. A thin bamboo stave was found attached to the top of the siUc 
painting on the coffin. The ink on the 25 x 37 cm painting is barely visible due to the 
poor condition ofthe artwork. A 130 cm long, 0.5 to 1 cm thick bamboo stave with 
branches and leaves was placed on the siUc painting with the bottom endjust about 
10 cm away from the top stave of the painting.^ Liu Xinfang 蕃1]信芳 believed the 
close distance suggests the siUc painting was hung on the long bamboo stave with a 
suspension cord, the length of which led to the 10 cm gap between the two staves. 
She argues the long bamboo stave is the only actual support device for siUc paintings 
of the period.4 The linkage between the long stave and the painting is plausible but 
the suggestion of attaching the painting to the thicker end is imaginative yet 
infeasible as the thinner end of the over-a-meter-long bamboo stave cannot possibly 
support its weight. No suspension cord was found in that tomb and the placement 
could have been random unless more supporting examples can be found. 
Feng Pengsheng〉馬鵬生，in addition to Cheng Jiang and Wang Hongmei, 
linked a T-shaped painting on siUc excavated from Tomb no. 1 at Mawangdui ,馬王 
2 Hunan Provincial Museum, "A New Silk Painting from a Ch'u Tomb at Changsha," 
CulturalRelics, no. 7 (1973): 3-4. 
3 Jingzhou Museum, Hubei Province. Chu Tomb No. 1 at Mashan in Jiangling (Beijing: 
Cultural Relics Publishing House, 1985), 9. 
4 Liu Xinfang, "Guanyu Zidanku Chu bohua de ji ge wenti," in Chu wen yi lun ji (Wuhan: 
Hubei meishu chubanshe, 1991), 118. 
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堆，Changsha, Hunan to the early history of Chinese mounting (Plate 2).5 The siUc, 
painted over with brilliant pigments and a complex composition, was found draped 
over the inner coffin ofLady Dai 軚侯妻銘旌（?-168 BC), wife ofthe chancellor of 
Changsha Kingdom in the Westem Han. According to the illustration published on 
the archaeological report, a brown siUc cord was attached to the upper bamboo stave 
ofthe siUc painting. The cord was reconstructed tojoin the top stave at two points 
forming a triangular device. The line drawing in the report appears to conform to the 
reconstruction, showing that the cord and the painting arejoined on the left ofthe 
painting, away from its central axis when it was excavated. The actual situation, 
however, is difficult to determine without a detailed investigation ofthe actual 
objects. The siUc painting was adoraed with two pairs of conical omaments made of 
fine blue linen fabric measuring more than 20 cm long at the four lower comers; 
these bear a strikingly resemblance to modem passementeries found at the ends of 
curtain tie backs.^ Another T-shaped siUc banner in Mawangdui Tomb no. 3 was also 
suspended with similar conical decorations at six comers, though in fine dark brown 
hemp f a b r i c . 7 The ancient desire to display and omate siUc paintings is undeniable. 
Sun Zuoyun 孫作雲 suggested that this kind of siDc paintings was hung in front of 
5 Feng Pengsheng, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jifa (Beijing: Beijing gongyi meishu 
chubanshe, 2002), 1; Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 
2005)，2; Wang Hongmei, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijiexi (Hong Kong: ’ 
Cangzhenge chubanshe, 2008), 10. 
6 Hunan Provincial Museum and Institute of Archaeology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 
ed.，Changsha Mawangduiyi hao Han mu, vol. 1 (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 1973)，36，39-45; Hunan Provincial Museum and Institute ofArchaeology, 
Chinese Academy ofSciences, ed., Changsha Mawangduiyi hao Han mu, vol. 2 
(Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing House, 1973)，49. 
Similar adomment was excavated as coffin adomment in a Chu tomb at Mashan, 
Jiangling. See Jingzhou Museum, Hubei Province, Chu Tomb No. 1 at Mashan in 
Jiangling (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing House, 1985), 8-9. 
7 Hunan Provincial Museum and the Institute of Archaeology ofHunan Province, ed., 
Tombs 2 and 3 ofthe Han Dynasty at Mawangdui, Changsha: Report on Excavation, •‘ 
vol. 1 (Beijing, Cultural Relics Publishing House, 2004), 103-104. ， 
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the funeral procession to lead the spirit to heaven.^ That is probably why a cord was 
attached - so that the painting could have been secured to a hanging device and 
swaying adornments were attached to exaggerate the movement during the funeral 
procession. 
The discovery of primitive mounting design might be promising - the upper 
bamboo stick with a cord attached parallels later designs and the swaying 
decorations might indirectly be linked to stave strips. However, the relationship 
between ancient hanging devices and subsequent mounting is still difficult to verify. 
Ancient examples with suspension cords are limited in quantity, making it 
impossible to generalize to a longer period of time and other regions without such 
excavations. In fact, hanging scroll mounting was absent from Chinese art history 
for at least another few hundred years. Without similar designs in other periods of 
time or regions, it is perilous to conclude that the utilization of a string attached to 
the top of a painting with bamboo sticks for ease of display predicted or laid the 
foundation for Chinese scroll mounting or mounting in general. The need to modify. 
artifacts so that they can be displayed or protected is shared among peoples and art 
forms, yet the nature of treatments may vary with little correlation. 
Scholars and mounters have suggested that hanging scrolls were developed 
from the religious pennants fan 幡.Originating from India, pennants made an early 
appearance in China before that ofhanging scrolls. Given that handscrolls and 
hanging scrolls are closely related, Lu Tzung-ruen, whose argument was 
supplemented with excavated and existing objects, debated in one of his articles that 
it is very likely that hanging scrolls were developed from handscrolls instead of 
pennants. However he agreed with other scholars that the origin of stave strips might 
8 Sun Zuoyun, "Zhangsha Mawangdui yihao hanmu chutu huafan kaoshi," in Mawangdui 
hanmu yanjiu, ed. Yu Mingzhao (Changsha: Hunan renmin chubanshe, 1981)，256. 
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be tracked to the swaying omaments fanshou 幡手 and fanjiao 幡腳.Given the 
similar vertical format of the omaments on pennants and that ofstave strips, even if 
Lu’s hypothesis were correct, exactly when and how the former influenced the 
development ofhanging scrolls remain unclear. A Tang Dynasty painting o fa 
Bodhisattva holding flowers in the hanging scroll format was excavated in Mogaoku 
莫高窟，Dunhuang 敦煌 and later included in the collection ofthe Taipei National 
Palace Museum. With a backing in the style of the Five Dynasties, fusing the upper 
and lower sections, together with the side borders into a frame, the painting has been 
remounted from a religious pennant. Lu argued that the original fanshou andfcmj'icjo 
were not placed in the same locations of the stave strips is evidence that the latter is 
in no circumstances an altered form of the former.^ On the other hand, the bonding 
between hanging scrolls and handscrolls is much stronger than that with religious 
pennants. Both Lu Tzung-ruen and Wang Yikun saw the close resemblance between 
the two as a form ofkinship, with handscrolls appearing earlier in the history of 
Chinese mounting.^® Except the stave strips, various sections ofthe hanging scroll 
mounts have their counterparts on handscrolls. For example, the upper section o f a 
hanging scroll is comparable to the head section of a handscroll, and the lower 
section to the endpiece. 
Record ofFamous Paintings through the Ages written by Zhang Yanyuan 
was probably the earliest written record on hanging scroll mounting, in which Zhang 
devoted the chapter Lunjianshi shoucang gouqiu yuewan 論監識收藏購求閱玩 
(On Comioisseurship and Collection) to mounting. He suggested, "A stand should be 
9 Lu Tzung-ruen, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin ofthe National Museum 
ofHistory 10，no. 12 (2000): 21-22. 
10 Jhid., 22-27; Wang Yikun, Shuhua zhuanghuangyange kao (Beijing: The Forbidden Ci'ty 
Publishing House, 1991)，18. 
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made for da juanzhou 大卷車由(big scrolls) which can be hung when viewed.’’" 
Juanzhou generally referred to handscrolls in Zhang Yanyuan's time. Handscrolls 
have to be unrolled on a table or any flat surface but cannot be hung. The da 
juanzhou Zhang Yanyuan mentioned should not be handscrolls but probably 
hanging scrolls. If this hypothesis can be accepted, the initial categorization of 
hanging scrolls under the umbrella ofhandscrolls would be additional evidence for 
the kinship of the two mounting formats. Although paintings by Six Dynasties 
painters were reported to be mounted as hanging scrolls in the Southern Song, these 
scrolls might be remounted works, which were originally mounted as screens and 
the 13th century text should never be considered as a proof of the existence of 
hanging scrolls in the 3rd century.^^ Excavated objects, moreover, may serve as a 
better clue for the earliest appearance ofhanging scrolls than ensuing textual records. 
Hanging scrolls mounted with upper and lower sections, staves, rollers and roller 
knobs dated to the late Tang Dynasty were indeed found, though in a Liao Dynasty 
tomb. ^ 
Two hanging scrolls of siUc paintings were excavated in the Liao tomb at 
Yemaotai 葉茂台(Faku〉、去庫，Liaoning), which was believed to be built during the 
late Tang Dynasty, and therefore no later than c.986," were regarded as valuable 
surviving examples of early hanging scrolls before the Song Dynasty. The landscape 
painting, referred to as Awaiting Chess Mate 山弃{|矣約圖(Plate 3) depicting red 
11 Zhang Yanyuan, "Lun jianshi shoucang gouqiu yuewan," Lidai minghua ji, annotated by 
Yu Jianhua (Hong Kong: Nantong tushu, 1973)，46. 
大卷軸宜造一架，觀則懸之。 
12 Zhou Mi, "Qi dong ye yu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，211. 
13 The Archaeological Team of the Liaoning Provincial Museum. "Excavation of the Liao 
Dynasty Tomb at Yemaotai in Faku County, Liaoning Province," Cultural Relics, no 12 
(1975): 30; Yang Renkai, "Yemaotai Liao mu chutu guhua de shidai ji qita," Cultural 
Relics, no 12 (1975): 33,37. 
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buildings in the mountain with human figures playing board games was mounted 
with upper and lower sections ofbrown siUc. The bird-and-flower painting Birds and 
Rabbits 竹雀雙兔圖(Plate 4), illustrating three birds resting on bamboos and two 
rabbits in the foreground, was mounted with upper and lower sections ofsiUc in olive 
color. Contrary to the usual practice of placing rolled scrolls in tombs, these two 
scrolls were initially hung respectively on the Eastem and Western walls ofthe room 
where the main coffin was placed, forming part of the interior decoration ofthe 
tomb.i4 The approximate ratio of the length of upper to lower section is 3:1.^^ This 
ratio should not be taken seriously as the paintings were remounted after excavation, 
because they were found separated from their original backings in the tomb. Plant 
dyes fade with age and hence the original colors of the mounts ofthe two siUc 
paintings might have been purple and bi 碧（light blue) respectively.'^ Side borders 
are absent on both paintings. They were equipped with bamboo staves and ivory 
roller k n o b s " According to Lu Tzung-ruen, the colors ofpurple and light blue, 
which were among the preferred colors in imperial Tang mounting, and the 
preciousness of ivory suggest that the paintings excavated in the Liao tomb were 
mounted in the official Tang style/^ although the precise mounting conditions such 
14 Yang Renkai, "Yemaotai Liao mu chutu guhua de shidai ji qita," Cultural Relics no 12 
(1975): 39. 
15 Lu Tzung-ruen stated the ratio was about 2:1. See Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Evolution ofthe 
Mounting ofPaintings and Calligraphic Works in the Southem, Northern, Sui and Tang 
Dynasties: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration ofChinese Paintings 
and Calligraphy (Part 2)，，, Bulletin of the National Museum ofHistory 6，no. 5 (1996). 
101. 
16 ftid. 
17 Yang Renkai, "Yemaotai Liao mu chutu guhua de shidai ji qita," Cultural Relics, no. 12 
(1975): 39; Lu Tzung-ruen, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin ofthe 
National Museum of History 10，no. 12 (2000): 23. 
18 • • * Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Evolution of the Mounting ofPaintings and Calligraphic Works in the Southem, Northern, Sui and Tang Dynasties: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting 
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as the nationality of the mounters or the location of mounting remain mysteries still 
due to the interactions among the two cultures at the time. Yang Renkai 楊仁惜， 
however, suspected the paintings were mounted in popular instead ofofficial style 
which might explain the lack of side borders. The so-called earliest excavated 
hanging scrolls with upper and lower sections may indeed reflect only the style of 
mounting in the Liao but have little to do with that of the Tang Dynasty.^^ 
Splendid Adornment 一 The Song Dynasty 
The royal family of Song was said to have built the foundation of modem 
mounting by remounting works in the royal collection and developing royal styles 
highly valued and imitated in later dynasties. Precious materials, although not new 
to the Chinese, were utilized as mounts for scrolls collected by the court to 
demonstrate not only the importance and value of the artworks but also the wealth of 
the court, which differentiated royalty from the populace. Tao Zongyi 陶宗儀 
(1329-1410), who was nevertheless most active in the Yuan, wrote that scrolls in the 
Song royal collection were mounted with blue and purple twill, patterned jin 錦 
(brocade) cords, together withjade, crystal and sandalwood r o l l e r s ? � W h i l e works 
created by painters and calligraphers were ornamented with expensive mounts, 
official documents in the court were also enhanced by mounting. The letters of 
appointment for different royal family members and government officials in the 
and Restoration of Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 2)," Bulletin of the National 
Museum ofHistory 6，no. 5 (1996): 101. 
19 Yang Renkai, "Yemaotai Liao mu chutu guhua de shidai ji qita," Cultural Relics, no. 12 
(1975): 39. 
20 Tao Zongyi, "Nan cun chuo geng lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du 
Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，234. 
宋御府所藏，青、紫大綾為裱，文錦為帶，玉及水晶、檀香為軸。 
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Northern Song were adorned with mounts of various materials. The emperor's 
concubines, for instance, were entitled to receive official letters with paper bearing 
golden dragons flying among clouds, and roUers decorated with precious stones; in 
contrast, princesses were only allowed to receive letters mounted with phoenix 
motifs.2i 
Not long before the fall of the Northern Song, during the Xuanhe period 宣 
和年間（1119-1125) ofEmperor Huizong 宋徽宗（1082-1135), works collected in 
the court were remounted and impressed with royal seals. Hanging scrolls in the 
collection were mounted as handscrolls, with narrow side borders ofbrown siUc 
about a centimeter wide on the longer edges of the artworks, flanked by separators 
between the head section and the endpiece. This style was later referred to as the 
style ofXuanhe 宣和裝.Selected seals of the emperor were impressed on these 
remounted scrolls. Emperor Gaozong of the Southern Song Dynasty 宋高宗（1127-
1163) mentioned that seals ofEmperor Huizong, inscribed with Daguan 大觀， 
Zhenghe 政和 dm&Xuanhe 宣和，were impressed on the Northern Song Dynasty 
royal c o l l e c t i o n ? A set of the seven seals ofEmperor Huizong is indeed often found 
on paintings or calligraphy retaining Song mounting. The Emperor, although often 
blamed for his failure in governing and protecting the country, is well recognized as 
a painter and calligrapher and his works are highly sought after. His love of art 
possibly led to his demand for consistent and standardized mounting for his own 
creations as well as the royal collection. 
21 Song Minqiu, "Chun ming tui chao lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du 
Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，369. 
2>2 Zhao Gou, "Hanmo zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，377. • . ‘ 
先帝時……用大觀、政和、宣和印章。. 
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Surviving Song paintings are rare, not to mention those still retaining Song 
mounts. Most likely owing to technical reasons - scrolls have to be remounted from 
time to time - most of the surviving scrolls that used to belong to the collection of 
Huizong were remounted and hanging scrolls in the original Xuanhe style can barely 
be seen. Two paintings probably have preserved some of the elements of the style of 
Xuanhe. The Five Dynasties painting The Harmonious Family Life of an Eminent 
Recluse 高士圖 by Wei Xian 衞賢（fl. 10th century) is one ofthe two 0"late 5). The 
hanging scroll was remounted as a handscroll in the Qing Dynasty based on the 
Song style.23 In this case, the upper section of the hanging scroll is comparable to the 
head section of the handscroll, and the lower section to the endpiece. Separators 
flanking the artwork are equivalent to separators in hanging scrolls mounted in 
dichromatic system. The front separator preserves the title written by Emperor 
Huizong. The set of seven seals is present: (1) a double-gourd seal Yushu 御書 
impressed astride the seam of the upper section and the separator; (2) a dual chilong 
mark within a square overlapping the title at the bottom left comer of the upper 
separator (Plate 6); (3) aXuan he 宣穌 connected-bead seal 連珠印，with each 
character within a square, at the right bottom comer of the upper separator bleeding 
on the painting (Plate 7); (4) a Zhenghe 政和 seal at the upper left comer of the 
lower separator bleeding on the painting; (5) a Xuanhe 宣和 seal at the top right 
comer of the lower separator; (6) a Zheng he 政穌 connected-bead seal impressed 
astride the seam of the lower separator and the lower section; and (7) a Neifu tushu 
zhiyin 內府圖書之£口 seal impressed on the lower section. All the seven seals are in 
23 The Palace Museum, Liaoning Provincial Museum, and Shanghai Museum, ed., Chinese 
National Treasures of Painting and Calligraphy from the Jin, Tang, Song and Yuan 
Dynasties [Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 2002], 263, cat. no. 24. 
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the orientation of the handscroll, i.e. tumed 90�counter-clockwise ifthe painting is 
hung upright, in the same direction of the title inscribed on the upper separator. 
The painting Blue Magpie and Thomy Shrubs 山鷓棘雀圖（Plates 8 and 9) 
by the Song painter Huang Jucai 黃居菜（c.933-after 993) was also preserved with 
some Xuanhe style elements. The painting was probably remounted during the 
Qianlong reign. The right portion of the upper separator was replaced by Qianlong's 
inscription and the lower separator filled with inscriptions by Qing court officials. 
Despite later remounting, three seals ofEmperor Huizong - a dual chilong mark 
within a square at the bottom left comer of the title slip, a Zhenghe 政和 seal at the 
top left comer and a Xuanhe 宣和 seal at the top right comer ofthe lower 
separator — are preserved. These three seals are all in the same orientation as the 
handscroll. A seal Rui si dongge 睿思東閣，also attributed to Emperor Huizong, is 
found impressed on the painting below the title slip.^^ There is a seal remnant 
showing two square brackets on the bottom ofthe lower separator. Although the text 
ofthe seal remnant is too small to be decipherable, it is very likely to be a part ofthe 
Zheng he 政穌 connected-bead seal usually found at the left center ofthe separator 
following the artworks mounted in the style ofXuanhe. 
The set ofseven seals present on The Harmonious Family Life ofan Eminent 
Recluse is probably also applicable to handscroll paintings mounted in the style of 
Xuanhe. All seals, except the Neifu tushu zhiyin one, are present on the handscroll 
painting Fishing Village under Snow 漁村小雪圖卷 by Wang Shen 王誅（1048-
1104) ofthe Northem Song (Plates 10 and 11). The set ofseven seals is also similar 
to the common set found on the calligraphy handscroll believed to have retained the 
24 National Palace Museum, "Blue Magpie and Thomy Shrubs," Painting and Calligraphy 
of the Northem Sung (960-1127), http://tech2.npm.gov.tw/sung/. 
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style ofXuanhe. The selection and placement of seals on both formats is more or 
less the same, except that a dual chilong mark within a circle is often used on 
calligraphic works instead ofthe one within a square. The calligraphy Ritual to Pray 
for GoodHarvest 草書行穰帖 by Wang Xizhi 王羲之（303-361), for instance, 
shows all seals ofthe set except the double-gourd one — including a circular dual 
chilong mark below the original title slip - indicating that the Song Dynasty 
separator and endpiece are preserved (Plate 12). 
The existence ofHuizong seals, especially those astride the seams 馬奇縫长口，is 
often rigorous proofofage. The presence of the set of seven seals on The 
Harmonious Family Life ofan Eminent Recluse allows us to make the claim that the 
painting retains not only the style ofXuanhe but also the mounting material ofthe 
period. Mounted in the format ofahandscroll, twill with designs ofphoenixes and 
clouds was used in the head section, golden yellow plain siUc was used in separator, 
while creamy yellow paper was used in the endpiece. A similar combination of 
materials and colors was also used in the painting Fishing Village under Snow, as 
well as the calligraphic work Ritual to Pray for GoodHarvest. It is very likely that 
mounts for handscrolls and hanging scrolls were not differentiated in the court of 
Huizong. The greenish brown plain siUc as the separators of Blue Magpie and 
Thomy Shrubs could be either an exception in color or due to poor preservation 
condition. 
While most surviving works mounted in the style ofXuanhe employ plain 
siUc as mounts, patterned twill was also used. The front and rear separators ofthe 
calligraphic masterpiece Ping'an Heru Fengju san tie 平安何如奉橘三帖 by Wang 
Xizhi were in light creamy yellow twill with pattems made up of phoenixes and 
clouds (Plate 13), comparable to the fabric used in the upper section of The 
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Harmonious Family Life of an Eminent Recluse. Considering the difference in seal 
placement - a Zhenghe 政和 and a Xuan he 宣穌 seals are found at the upper 
portion ofthe front separator, and a Xuanhe 宣和 seal after the first artwork 
Ping'an - this handscroll portion may represent a mounting style that emerged 
before or after the rather standardized style observed on other scrolls. Another 
example showing alternative seal placement is the Yuan huan tie: Sending Regards 
to a Friend 遠宦帖 by Wang Xizhi (Plate 14). Instead ofdual chilong within a 
circle, a square seal was impressed on the title. While Xuan he 宣穌 and Xuanhe 宣 
和 seals are at their usual location, a Daguan 大觀 seal replaced the seal Zhenghe 政 
和.Due to the lack of actual dates of relevant artworks, whether there exists a 
chronological development trend of the mounting style ofXuanhe is a research 
problem beyond our present knowledge. 
Various scholars have studied paintings and calligraphic works possibly 
retaining the mounting style ofXuanhe. Liu Fang-ja 劉芳如 ofthe National Palace 
Museum, who had the privilege to access some ancient paintings once in the Song 
Xuanhe court such as Blue Magpie and Thomy Shrubs, believed that the style of 
Xuanhe referred to a dichromatic mounting system with stave strips and narrow 
borders sealing the four edges of a painting.^^ These suggested characteristics are 
unlikely to be features of the Xuanhe style but later idea ofwhat the Northern Song 
style could have been. In fact, narrow borders could only be found on the left and 
25 Liu Fang-ja, "The Mounting Formats, Conservation, and Remounting of Chinese 
Painting and Calligraphy," in TheArt of Mounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy 
(Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008), 15，30. 
Liu Fang-ja claimed that the Song painting Buddha Preaching the Law 如來說法圖 by 
an anonymous Song painter retained the mounting style ofXuanhe. This comment is 
probably based on the fact that four seals ofEmperor Huizong were found at the comers 
of the painting. Yet these seals were not bleeding on the edges, indicating that the •. 
separators cannot be the original Xuanhe mounts but later remounts. 
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right sides ofthese artworks. Instead of narrow borders, a separator is attached to the 
upper and lower edges of the artworks. Given the way hanging scrolls were mounted 
as handscrolls during the time ofHuizong, the addition of narrow borders was 
probably a key feature of the style ofXuanhe. Lu Tzung-ruen indeed compared the 
title slip on Blue Magpie and Thomy Shrubs with that on the handscroll Yuan huan 
tie: SendingRegards to a Friendond considered it evidence that the invention ofthe 
hanging scroll was based on the model of the handscroll.^^ The fact that seals of 
Emperor Huizong were impressed perpendicular to the paintings, so that they are 
eligible in the handscroll orientation, seems to agree with the suggestion. It is highly 
plausible that the hanging scroll was indeed regarded as a subcategory ofthe 
handscroll, sharing similar mounting formats, materials and seals. 
The late Southern Song official Zhou Mi 周密（1232-1298) wrote in the 
chapter Shaoxingyufu shuhua shi 紹興御府書畫式（Format ofPainting and 
Calligraphy in the Royal Court of Shaoxing) of Qi dongyeyu 齊東野語(Rustic 
Words of a Man from Eastem Qi) that during the Shaoxing reign 紹興年严日巧（1132-
1162) ofEmperor Gaozong, a great number of artworks in the court collection were 
remounted in the style of Shaoxing without preserving the ancient mounts, 
inscriptions, titles or seals applied to the works before or during the time of 
preceding emperors or dynasties. It was perhaps one of the most catastrophic events 
in the study of the mounting history, together with later remounting during the 
course of history, contributing to the rarity of ancient mounts available at the present 
time. According to Zhou Mi, even title slips written by Emperor Huizong had to be 
26 Lu Tzung-men, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin of the National Museum 
ofHistory 10，no. 12 (2000): 24-25. 
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removed and replaced by new tit les? The style ofShaoxing covered works of 
different dynasties, painters, calligraphers, qualities, and formats including 
handscrolls and hanging scrolls. Six Dynasties hanging scrolls ofrenowned 
paintings were said to be remounted with black twill ornamented with luan 驚 
phoenixes as upper and lower sections, between separators in light blue twill 
patterned with luan phoenixes. The whole painting was backed by light blue twill, 
omamented with stave and roller in sandalwood, and first-class jade roller knobs. 
Various seals ofthe Shaoxing court were impressed on the remounted scrolls. The 
proportions ofvarious parts of a hanging scroll were also stated in the text: the 
length ratio ofupper to lower section should be about 5:3, while the upper to lower 
separators should be about 3:2. The tradition of making the upper section 
significantly longer than the lower section was probably established no later than the 
Song Dynasty. This standard is still employed in modem mounting. Shaoxing style 
adornment ofhorizontal scrolls and hanging scrolk was finished with multiple-
layered wrapping bags in multicolor brocade omated with ivory tags?^ 
Song paintings illustrating hanging scrolls may provide additional 
information on the mounts ofhanging scrolls during the period. An anonymous 
27 Zhou Mi, "Qi dong ye yu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，209, 213. 
惜乎豐定諸人……人品不高’目力苦短，凡經前輩品題者，盡皆拆去，故今御府 
所藏，多無題識’其源委、授受、歲月、考訂’邈不可求，為可恨耳……應古畫 
如有宣和御書題名，並行拆下不用，別令曹勛等定驗’別行撰名作畫目，進呈取 旨 ° 
2 8 • Zhou Mi, "Qi dong ye yu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
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figure painting entitled Scholar 人物，now collected in the National Palace Museum 
in Taipei and believed to have been painted in the early half ofthe 12th century, 
illustrates a hanging scroll probably mounted also during the Northern Song Dynasty 
(Plates 15 and 16). The painting depicts a scholar, served by an attendant, sitting in 
an indoor setting filled with fumiture and objects such as screen, chess board, scrolls 
and books dated to no later than the Song Dynasty. A male portrait, most likely 
portraiture of the sitting scholar, mounted in the form of a hanging scroll, is hung 
from the top of the screen. The hanging scroll illustrated is mounted in a 
monochromatic system with dark gray upper section, lower section, and side borders, 
red roller knobs, and a pair of white stave strips. The ratio of the length ofupper to 
lower section (excluding the stave and roller) is approximately 5:2, echoing the 
probably long tradition of mounting scrolls with longer upper section and shorter 
lower section. 
The width of side borders of the depicted scroll might have surprised 
scholars who regard narrow borders as a key feature of the mounting style of ^ 
Xuanhe or Song Dynasty in general?^ There are at least three possible explanations 
for side borders in medium width: (1) the scroll depicted might represent a painting 
mounted in a style no later than the time ofEmperor Huizong, because the earliest 
identifiable mark on the painting is a Xuanhe seal belonging to the Emperor; (2) it 
could be mounted according to popular aesthetics instead of the court standard; or (3) 
the discrepancy is indeed a counterproof of the hypothesis that narrow side borders 
was a necessary element in the style ofXuanhe or hanging scroll mounting during 
29 Ming collector Zhou Jiazhou noticed that important Song handscrolls were always 
mounted with paper side borders, which were much more durable than silk borders 
commonly used by Ming mounters. See Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua 
zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua 
chubanshe, 1993), 74-75. 
每見宋裝名卷，皆紙邊，至今不脫。今用娟折邊，一數年便脫。切深心恨之。 
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the Northem Song Dynasty in general?® 
Exactly when side borders appeared in the history of mounting, whether in 
handscrolls or hanging scrolls, might be impossible to determine because of a lack 
ofevidence. Lu Tzung-ruen, and probably Yang Renkai too, was an advocate ofthe 
theory that side borders existed before the Xuanhe period. In the absence of artworks 
or images ofartworks mounted with side borders before the Northem Song, Lu 
attempted to prove their presence in early handscrolls by recalling ancient 
calligraphy executed on fans but remounted as handscrolls. The works ofcalligraphy 
on fan by the Two Wangs, for instance, were probably remounted into handscrolls as 
described in Compendium of Calligraphy by Zhang Yanyuan. These works would 
have to be mounted in such a way that individual works were separated from one 
another with a space comparable to the separator, and side borders would probably 
be needed to protect the upper and lower edges of the artworks from wear and tear. 
This argument might explain the first appearance of separators but was hardly 
acceptable in illustrating the first appearance of side borders. The fact that neither 
surviving textual records nor excavated objects demonstrate that side borders existed 
before the Xuanhe reign rebuts the optimistic suggestion upheld by Lu and Yang.^' 
Stave strips on the illustrated scroll are depicted as ifthe pair is formed by 
the two ends ofthe suspension cord, which is then attached to a hanging device 
30 
Cheng Jiang, using images of various sources, argues that narrow side borders being a 
necessary feature ofmounting ofhanging scrolls in the Song is a fallacy. Quoting the 
Qing version of Along the River During the Ching-ming Festival 清明上河圖 might be 
misleading, but the hypothesis is generally plausible. See Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo 
biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 93. 
31 Zhang Yanyuan, Fa shu yao lu, annotated by Hong Pimo (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua 
chubanshe, 1986), 30. “ 
二王……又有書扇二帙二卷。 
See also Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Evolution of the Mounting ofPaintings and Calligraphic 
Works in the Southern, Northem, Sui and Tang Dynasties: Preliminary Discussion on 
Mounting and Restoration of Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 2)," Mletin ofthe 
National Museum of History 6，no. 5 (1996): 95. 
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linking the scroll and the screen (Plate 16). The two strips were slightly shorter than 
the upper section, probably not firmly attached to the upper section. Zhou Mi 周密 
(1232-1298), in the chapter Format ofPainting and Calligraphy in the Royal Court 
of Shaoxing, used the name jingdai to describe jingyan the stave strips, the 
dimensions of which were standardized according to the different sizes and formats 
of the hanging s c r o l l s ? The depicted stave strips approximately divide the upper 
section into three portions with a smaller central section and two equal side sections. 
Lu Tzung-ruen pinpointed the fact that the way the strips are attached to the upper 
stave is comparable to the mounting ofhanging scrolls in Japan, where loose ends of 
strips are still used nowadays. He suggested the possibility of stave strips 
functioning as cords for hanging and wrapping the rolled scroll before the firm 
attachment of strips to the upper section became the norm.^^ 
Lu's argument is further supported by the painting Five Hundred Arhats -
Worshiping the Painting of Avalokitesvara in the Kyoto National Museum which 
illustrates a Buddhist hanging scroll (Plates 17 and 18). The painting is thought to -
have been directly imported from Ningbo 寧波，China around the year 1178, and 
depicts a scene where an attendant raises a hanging scroll with a long staffto a 
group ofBuddhists. The scroll is mounted with black upper and lower sections, as 
well as a light color peripheral ring formed by separators and narrow white side 
borders, and light color stave strips. The attachment of the stave strips is comparable 
to the scroll in the 12th century painting Scholar, with a single cord forming the 
32 Zhou Mi, "Qi dong ye yu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 212. 
諸畫裝褫尺寸定式：大整幅上引首三寸，下引首二寸。小全幅上引首二寸七分， 
下引首一寸九分。經帶四分。 
33 Lu Tzung-ruen, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin of the National Museum 
ofHistory 10，no. 12 (2000): 26-27. 
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stave strips and the suspension cord; the strips are obviously attached to the upper 
stave but the ends are left loose and the strips are shorter than the upper section. The 
central segment divided by the strips, however, is much narrower than the side 
segments. A carved brick excavated from a Song Dynasty tomb at Goushuiku 溝水 
庫，Jiuliu 酒流,Yanshi 偃師,Henan illustrates also a hanging scroll with swaying 
stave strips (Plate 19). Held by a gentleman, the small scroll is depicted as mounted 
with medium side borders and pointed strips attached to the stave.^^ 
An anonymous Song album leaf iUustrates the reverse ofahanging scroll, 
showing clearly a head wrapper in gray, contrasting with the white or light yellow 
backing, while an attendant raises the scroll high for his masters with a painting 
hanger (Plate 20). The painting is given the title SummerActivities 消夏圖’ and is 
believed to depict five kings engaging in scholarly activities such as appreciating 
artworks in a garden defmed by balusters and a screen.^^ The mounted hanging 
scroll may be painted according to the mounting style in the Song Dynasty or as 
early as the Tang Dynasty, depending on how well the painter knew the mounting 
styles ofthe preceding dynasties. Knowledge ofTang or earlier mounting styles was 
unlikely, as the cultural changes that took place over hundreds ofyears could be vast, 
but the painting at least confirms the first appearance ofobvious head wrappers in 
hanging scrolls as no later than the Song Dynasty. Division into sections on the 
reverse is comparable to the head wrapper on the cover ofhandscrolls (See Figure 5)， 
hence further confirming the hypothesis that hanging scrolls were derived from 
handscrolls. Ifthe painted hanging scroll reflects the designs ofmounts in reality, 
34 Dong Xiang, "Yanshi xian Jiuliu Goushuiku Song mu," CulturalRelics, no 9 (1959V 
84-85. )• 
35 Lan Shan, "Xiao zhongjian da, qidu yongrong - Nansong Xiao xia tu shangxi," Cultural 
Relics, no. 5 (1994): 95-96. 
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hanging scrolls were probably, contrary to the densely adomed head wrapper on 
handscrolls, decorated by plain siUc without colorfiil and complicated patterns during 
the Song or Tang Dynasty. 
Now in the collection of the National Palace Museum in Taipei, the Song 
scroll painting Eighteen Scholars 十乂乂學士圖(J^ late 21) illustrates four scholars 
enjoying a gathering in a garden while two attendants show them a hanging scroll 
hung on a tall stand. The hanging scroll in the painting is mounted with a black 
upper section and a lower section, Ught brown separators, roller knobs, and a stave 
with its flat surface facing the same direction as the scroll. The upper to lower 
section ratio is comparable to that of the Song figure painting Scholar and measures 
about 5:2. The stave strips, attached firmly to and slightly shorter than the upper 
section, divide the fabric into three nearly equal segments. The suspension cord, 
contrary to the designs found in Scholar and Five Hundred Arhats - Worshiping the 
Painting of Avalokiteh^ara, is apparently detached from the stave strips and 
supported by four rings on the top of the stave. Now referred to as jijiao quan 奚佳腳’ 
圈，the small rings were not mentioned in textual records until the Yuan Dynasty. 
That the suspension cord is supported with small rings and the stave strips are 
attached on the upper section deviate from other Song Dynasty examples as well as 
Yuan illustrations leads to some doubt about the dating of the painting. Both Lu 
Tzung-ruen and Robert Hans van Gulik indeed suggested dating it to the Yuan or 
even Ming Dynasty considering the style, brushwork and fimiishing of the spaced 
Both the hanging scrolls of Five Hundred Arhats - Worshiping the Painting 
36 Lu Tzung-ruen, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin of the National Museum 
ofHistory 10，no. 12 (2000): 26; Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt as 
Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il 
Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958), 200. 
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ofAvalokitesvara and Eighteen Scholars demonstrate outdoor scenes ofappreciation 
and hanging scrolls which are hung by forked sticks apparently taller than the 
attendants. It is possible that the tall stick is the same kind ofdevice used to suspend 
big scrolls mentioned in the Tang Dynasty text RecordofFamous Paintings through 
the Ages by Zhang Y a n y u a n , Written during the Song Dynasty, Guo Ruoxu 郭若 
虚（fl. Song Dynasty), in the Tuhua jianwen zhi 圖畫見聞誌（Overview of 
Paintings) stated that the official Zhang Wenyi 張文鬆(969-1049) was a keen lover 
and collector of painting scrolls and that he, when he viewed his paintings, used a 
canopy to protect them as well as a whitejade huacha 畫叉（painting hanger) to 
hold t h e m . The forked stick shown in Eighteen Scholars is depicted with four tiny 
tips so that the suspension cord is attached to the hanger at two points while the one 
illustrated in Five Hundred Arhats 一 Worshiping the Painting ofAvalokitesvara has 
only two pointed spears so that the suspension cord is supported only at one point. 
Although showing slight variations in their designs, these forked sticks should be the 
painting hanger that Guo referred to in the Song Dynasty text. 
While holding up the painting on a hanger is one ofthe display methods of 
hanging scrolls in the Song Dynasty, Mi Fu 米帝(1051-1107) wrote in Hua shi 畫 
史（The History ofPainting) that paintings, at least for the literati ofthe Song 
Dynasty，were appreciated by hanging them directly on the wall. Mi Fu, as a painter, 
37 Zhang Yanyuan, "Lun jianshi shoucang gouqiu yuewan," Lidai minghua ji, annotated by 
Yu Jianhua (Hong Kong: Nantong tushu, 1973)，46. 
大卷軸宜造一架，觀則懸之。 
38 Guo Ruoxu, "Tuhuajianwen zhi," bk. 6，in Hua shi cong shu, vol. 1 (Shanghai: Renmin 
meishu chubanshe, 1963), 87. • .< 
張文露性喜書畫……每張畫，必先施带幕’畫叉以白玉為之’其畫可知也。 
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calligrapher, collector and mounter,^^ encouraged people to hang their paintings of 
landscapes and snow scenes of comparable size on the walls of their living halls. 
Ancient paintings, however, should be hung regardless of their differences in size. 
For instance, a Jin painting can be put side by side with a Tang painting,�Produced 
during the Song Dynasty, Mi Fu's comment confirmed that hanging scrolls were 
indeed hung on the wall in the interior, in addition to being shared in the garden as it 
was depicted in the paintings mentioned above. In Mi Fu's studio, as recorded in 
Hua ji 畫繼（Painting Continued) by Deng Chun 都樁（fL late Northern Song to 
early Southern Song Dynasty), two works were displayed as a pair, their length no 
longer than three units so that the lower part of the works would not be covered by 
the backs of chairs or contaminated by sweat from people's shoulder when they 
waUced by/i Paintings for display on the wall were recommended to be kept in 
boxes when not used, but unrolled frequently to prevent dehydration.^^ Described as 
possible to be rolled up and stored in boxes, as an alternative format to screens, the 
paintings mentioned here by Mi Fu were very likely to be hanging scrolls of 
paintings. Mi Fu's The History of Painting also provided other valuable information 
39 During the Song Dynasty, collectors often mounted and repaired scrolls in their 
collection. Examples include Mi Fu and Su Shi. See Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese 
PictorialArt as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto 
italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958), 183. 
4° Mi Fu, "Hua shi," in Guojia tushuguan cang gujiyishu leibian, ed. Xu Shu, vol. 1 




41 Deng Chun, "Huaji," in Hua ji/Hua ji bu yi (Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 
1963),21. 
惟寶晉齋中掛雙幅成對，長不過三尺，標出乃不為倚所蔽，人行過，肩汗不著。 
42 Mi Fu, "Hua shi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong 
(Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，195. 
匣是收壁畫製。書畫以時卷舒，近人，手頻自不壞。歲久不開者，隨軸乾、斷、 
脆，粘補不成也。 
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on the mounting style of the Song Dynasty. For security reasons, Mi Fu, for instance, 
disagreed with the use of gold or silver in decorating roller knobs. He also stated that 
crystal roller knobs were too light and required extra weight added at the two ends of 
the rollers.43 Van Gulik suggested weight was likely to be added by using a pair of 
wind guards designed to keep a hanging scroll stable.^ Wind guards can now only 
be found in Japan. A similar device, however, was not seen in any Chinese texts, 
paintings or prints. 
The Southem Song connoisseur Zhao Xigu 趙希鶴（c.l231) mentioned in 
Dong tian qing luji 洞天清祿集（List of Achievements in Pure Cave Heaven) that a 
maximum ofthree to four scrolls should be hung in a single room. Frequent changes 
ofscrolls were recommended for the sake of protection and renewed interest. In 
front of a painting hung on the wall, a low table, on which no object other than an 
incense bumer, a musical instrument, or an inkstone may be placed, was 
recommended to provide ftuther protection.^^ His guideline for hanging works ofart 
reflects not only the care of a connoisseur expressed towards his collection but 
probably also the general custom of displaying artworks by hanging them on the 
wall. As will be seen in illustrations from later dynasties, the practice ofplacing a 
table with scholarly items in front ofapainting in the living hall was probably a 
norm since the Southem Song Dynasty. 
43 Mi Fu, "Lun jianshang zhuangbiao guhua," in Zhongguo hua lun lei hian, ed. Yu Jianhua, 
vol. 2 (Beijing: China Classical Art Publishing House, 1957)，1232 
軸不宜用金銀’既俗且招盜’若桓靈寶。不然水晶作軸：掛幅必兩頭墜性重。 
^ Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
onentale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Orie'nte, 1958)， 84. 
45 Zhao Xigu, "Dong tian qing luj i ," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
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The portability ofhanging scroll also made it a perfect replacement for 
murals in temples and religious settings. A kind of religious ceremony spanning no 
more than a few days Shui lu fa shi 7]<|室$去事(Liberation Rite ofWater and Land),^^ 
for instance, demanded dedicated hanging scrolls, namely shui lu hua 7尺?室畫 
(Painting for the Liberation Rite ofWater and Land) which could be easily displayed, 
removed, transported, and stored away, compared to the inflexible murals that would 
have to be stuck on a particular wall all year round. Paintings for the Liberation Rite 
ofWater and Land probably appeared earlier than the Song Dynasty. Written by 
Monk Zhi Pan 志磐法師 towards the end of the Southern Song, Shui lu xinyi 7义陸 
新儀 G^ew Ceremony ofLiberation Rite ofWater and Land) indicated that 26 
scrolls of paintings for Liberation Rite ofWater and Land should be displayed 
during the ceremony. While both horizontal and hanging scrolls were used in the 
Liberation Rite, hanging scrolls of individual portraitures of religious figures were 
not uncommon.47 The painting Five Hundred Arhats - Worshiping the Painting of 
Amitabha (J^late 22) now in the Daitoku-ji Temple collection probably demonstrates 
a scene when a similar kind of religious hanging scrolls was treasured and 
worshipped in the Southern Song. The tradition of using painting scrolls in religious 
settings was popular and continued not only in China but also in Japan. Hanging 
scroll paintings of Buddhist teachers were requested for religious and tea ceremonies 
•4C in Japan. Most of these paintings preserved to the modem time were however 
46 Liberation Rite of Water and Land is an elaborate Buddhist ritual, attributed to Emperor 
Wu of the Liang Dynasty 梁武帝(464-549), performed to help release the lower realm 
beings from their suffering. See Su Jincheng, "Shui lu fa hui yu shui lu hua yanjiu," 
Joumal of Nanjing Arts Institute, Fine Arts & Design, no. 1 (2006): 43. 
47 n>id., 44. 
48 Liu Shunqiang, Riben shuhua zhuanghuangyanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007), 24-25. 
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produced during or after the Ming Dynasty. 
The prosperity enjoyed by the mounting industry in the Song Dynasty was 
perhaps partially due to the increase in both variety and quality o fpape r and siUc. 
Different textures of l inen paper were produced at that time, allowing calligraphy 
executed on paper with various shades andjuxtaposit ion o f a r a n g e o fpape r and 
siUc.49 Concem in the court over the choice of paper used in artworks may have 
contributed to the development of mounting in the Song Dynasty. Emperor Huizong 
of Song wrote his Caoshu Qianziwen 草書千字文(A Thousand Characters in 
Cursive Script) on a long roll of l inen paper filled with 一 painted, not printed -
golden tracery ofdragons swimming among floating clouds, possibly reserved for 
use by the Northem Song royal f a m i l y . � � Z h o u Jiazhou noticed that for the title slips 
o f w o r k s by Emperor Huizong of Song and Emperor Zhangzong o f J i n 金章宗 
(1189-1208), nijin 泥金 golden characters on ci lan zhi 磁藍紙 porcelain-bhie paper, 
or less commonlyyz>2 sujian 金粟築，were preferred to demonstrate the 
magnificence of their scrolls.^^ 
49 Types ofpaper used by the Song people include baima zhi 白麻紙 white linen paper, 
taomaigan zhi 稻麥稈紙 wheat paper, huangma zhi 黃廊紙 yellow linen paper, mian zhi 
棉紙 cotton paper, yinghuang zhi 硬黃紙 rough yellow paper and xiejing zhi 寫經紙 
sutra-writing paper. Tian Hongsheng, ZhiJian: Zhongguo gudai shuhua, wenxian 
yongzhijianshang (Taiyuan: Shanxi guji chubanshe, 2004), 13-18. 
50 Yang Renkai, "Luetan Song Huizong caoshu qianziwen ji qita," in Song Huizong Zhao Ji 
caoshu qianziwen (Shanghai: Shanghai renmin meishu chubanshe, 1979), 4； Cheng 
Jiang，Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 67. ’， 
5 ' Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，68. 
a- lan zhi might be comparable td ci qingzhi 磁青紙 said to be invented in Xuande reign, 
Ming Dynasty. See Tian Hongsheng, Zhijian: Zhongguo gudai shuhua, wenxian yongzhi 
jianshang (Taiyuan: Shanxi guji chubanshe, 2004), 55. 
力《 sujian probably refers to the superior paper from the Jin Su Temple in Zhejiang, 
China. See Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt as Viewed by the Connoisseuf, 
Sene orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oricnte, ’ 
1958), 301; and Hong Shunxing, "Cong Wang Chong Qianziwen tan Zhou Jiazhou , 
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Offices designated for the production of siUc were established in the Northem 
Song with skilled workers from many different regions in China to provide official 
52 
garments to the court. Together with the 'weaving household，system, siUc 
production prospered in the Song and textiles functioned as a marketable commodity, 
which could be used to pay tax.^^ Vivid and magnificent in the Tang, described as 
soothing and elegant in the Song, siUc pattem designs in the new Dynasty bloomed 
due to a change of taste - beading and group patterns lost their charm and were 
replaced by lively birds, sprigs of flowers, and foliate scrolls.^^ The polychromatic 
designs on the renowned Song brocade with different combinations ofhues and 
intricate pattems, often used as head wrappers in handscroll mounting, were 
probably one of the most splendid and sophisticated textiles. Known from the Tang 
Dynasty, kesi 緙絲 tapestry was also widely used in mounting in the Song as head 
wrappers. 
The relationship between handscrolls and hanging scrolls is plausible, but the 
two might have taken some individual characteristics during the course of history.. 
While textual records and surviving examples confirm the use of patterned brocade 
and kesi tapestry as mounts in handscroll paintings and calligraphy, brocade was 
seldom mentioned being used in hanging scrolls, at least not in the court. Mi Fu 
criticized the vulgarity ofbrocade decorated with a double-oriole design. According 
Zhuanghuang zhi yu ben fii shoujuan zhuangbiao," The National Palace Museum 
Monthly ofChinese Art, no. 321 (2009): 101. 
52 A 'Weaving household' system, which encouraged household silks production in both 
elite and plebeian families, was established in the Tang Dynasty to increase the supply of 
fabrics. Apart from official and state-mn workshops, upper-class families were probably 
commissioned to produce official silk in the Song Dynasty. See Shelagh Vainker, 
Chinese Silk: A Cultural History (London: The British Museum Press, 2004), 126. 
53 Jbid., 124-125. 
54 Zhao Feng and Xu Zheng, The Ancient Art of Silk Weaving and Dyeing (Beijing: 
Cultural Relics Press, 2008), 33-35. 
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to him, brocade patterned with Sichun coin and double-oriole should never be used 
for backing antique paintings. Even using it only for contemporary paintings was 
considered a vulgar practice.，，Twill, which became popular during the Song and 
Yuan Dynasties, were probably more common in mounting royal hanging scrolls. 
Zhou Mi mentioned that twill patterned with luan phoenixes in black and light blue 
should be used for Six Dynasties scroll mounts.^^ Paintings in the imperial court 
I 
were adomed with luan phoenix and magpie twill and ivory roller knobs, while for 
those treasured by the emperor - on which inscriptions were written — twill with 
golden flowers was added.^^ Tao Zongyi, on the other hand, reported at least 23 
different designs of twill used as mounts in the Tang and Song Dynasties, including 
lucm phoenixes in various colors, waves, birds and flowers.^^ 
Although original mounts ofhanging scrolls in the style ofthe period are 
difficult to find nowadays, it is believed that mounting styles established in the 
Northern and Southern Song were still used in Japanese mounting, namely soochoo 
越 no hyoogu 宋朝式刃表具（Mounting in the Style ofSong), which served as a 
55 Mi Fu, "Lun jianshang zhuangbiao guhua," in Zhongguo hua lun lei bian, ed. Yu Jianhua, 
vol. 2 (Beijing: China Classical Art Publishing House, 1957), 1232 
蜀青圓錢雙驚錦最俗，不可背古畫’只背今人裝堂亦俗也。 
5 6 Zhou Mi, "Qi dong ye yu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du 
Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，211 
六朝名畫掛軸。用巷键绫上下裱’碧键綾引首，碧&綾托裱（全軸）…… 
“ % o u Mi, "Yun yan guo yan lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 377 
是曰僅閱秋收冬藏內畫，皆以鸞鶴续、象軸為飾；有御題^ ’則加以金花綾。 
58 Tao Zongyi, "Nan cun chuo geng lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du 
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model foxyamato hyoogu 大和表具(Mounting in the Japanese Style).^^ Although 
with different names, corresponding parts such as stave, stave strips, upper and 
lower sections, separators, side borders, roller and roller knobs can be found in 
modern yamato hyoogu. Some of the rules established during or before the Song 
Dynasty were followed by the Japanese. Upper elements of the mounts, for instance, 
are significantly longer than the corresponding lower elements (the ratios ofyamato 
hyoogu are approximately 2:1). Stave strips are attached to the mounts with one end 
stuck to the stave but the other end loosely hung on the upper section,^ ® fostering the 
belief of some scholars that stave strips were originally not fixed in Chinese 
mounting ofhanging scrolls. 
Emergence of the Literati - The Ming Dynasty 
It was said that mounting, especially for hanging scrolls, had attained its 
height in the Song Dynasty and later mounts were chiefly variants based on the Song 
model. Ranking of mounts in different dynasties is probably one of the most “ 
problematic issues art historians should tackle, but according to Yuan Dynasty 
literature, prints and paintings, iUustrated hanging scroll mounts show more 
resemblances than differences with the preceding examples. 
The popularity ofhanging scrolls outshone that ofhandscrolls in the Yuan 
and the former format was more frequently mentioned in contemporary literature 
than the latter.^^ Yuan mi shu jian zhi 元禾必書監志(The Book Collection of 
59 Liu Shunqiatig, Riben shuhua zhuanghuangyanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007), 23. 
6° Yuyama Yoshiham, Hyoosoo no gihoo (Tokyo: Nichiboo Shuppansha, 1982), 21-24. 
61 Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958), 
227. 
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Secretary House in Yuan Dynasty), for instance, recorded a detailed list ofmaterials 
including paper, twill and other types of siUc in different colors required for official 
mounting ofpaintings^ Lu Tzung-ruen noticed on the list that, unlike Tang and 
Song records on which patterns of fabrics were given, only the colors oftwill and 
siUc in demand were mentioned, which may imply a preference for plain and simple 
textile on mounts replacing the sophisticated pattems seen on mounts during the 
previous dynasties. Based on the relative length ofthe colored siUc, Lu further 
suggests that yellow and blue fabrics might be used in the upper and lower sections, 
black in head wrapper, and white in separators and stave strips. With white twill 
being one sixth of the quantity of yellow and blue siUc, Lu added, the 
monochromatic system was probably more common than the dichromatic system.^^ 
The renowned mounter might have missed the fact that separators were obviously 
smaller than the upper and lower sections and concluded on the preference of 
chromatic system based on the relative quantity without acknowledging the ratios of 
different sections of the scrolls in the Yuan Dynasty. 
An anonymous literature, Yuandai hua su ji 元代畫塑記（Record of 
Paintings and Sculptures in the Yuan Dynasty), apparently written in the same 
Dynasty，reported that in the fourth year of the Dade reign 大德四年（1300)，skilled 
mounters from Hangzhou were summoned to remount the artworks in the court 
collection with royal siUc. Artworks were remounted based on the 'traditional' style 
with seals ofthe contemporary reign, adomed withjade and ivory, and put into 
62 
Wang Shidian and Shang Qiweng, bk. 6’ Yuan mi shuJian zhi, vol. 2 (Yangzhou: Jiangsu 
Guangling gu j i ke yin she and Yangzhou gu j i shu dian fa xing, 1988)，2-3. 
63 Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Evolution of the Mounting ofPaintings and Calligraphic Works in 
the Sung and Yuan Dynasties: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of, 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 3)," Bulletin ofthe National Museum ofHistory 
6,no.6(1996): 125-126. 
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boxes made of lacquer or high-quality wood from Jiangnan. Rings made of a yellow 
metal were listed among other mounting materials, with the most likely being7z7wo 
quan rings used as supportive device for the suspension cord. The suspension loop 
and the stave strips were probably separated，* Again based on the material list,^^ Lu 
Tzung-ruen suggested that hanging scrolls in the Yuan were much longer than in the 
Song Dynasty. It may reflect only a rough overview of the mounts. Comparison with 
Song mounting ofhanging scroll would not be possible until mucH more information 
is available. 
Hanging scrolls in the Yuan were probably similar to those illustrated in Yin 
shan zhengyao 飲膳正要(Guide for Healthy Dishes and Beverages) written by Hu 
Sihui 忽思慧（c.1260-1335) in the third year ofthe Tianli reign 天曆三年（133(¾. 
Although the earliest copy was dated to the Ming Jingtai period (1450-1456), the 
observation ofYuan taboos, painting and illustration style all proved the authenticity 
of the r e p u b l i c a t i o n . 6 6 Particularly in the illustrations depicting the proper visual 
stimuli during pregnancy, hanging scrolls are shown to pregnant women and their * 
front mounts are clearly visible. The print illustrating such prenatal care as looking 
at flying eagles and sprinting dogs shows a hanging scroll mounted with upper and 
lowers sections in the ratio of 2:1, two separators, and interconnected stave strips 
with loose ends (Plate 23). A suspension cord is visible and the painting is shown to 
^ Anonymous, "Yuandai hua suji ," in Si ta ji / Yizhou ming hua lu / Yuan dai hua su ji 
(Beijing: Renmin meishu chubanshe, 1964)，27. 
65 Lu Tzung-ruen, "The Evolution of the Mounting ofPaintings and Calligraphic Works in 
the Sung and Yuan Dynasties: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 3)," Bulletin of the National Museum of History 
6,no.6(1996): 126. 
66 Prints produced in the Yuan have been lost and the Ming Jingtai republished Yin shan 
zhengyao was photocopied by Han Fen Lou 涵芬樓 in Shanghai, 1934. See Robert Hans 
van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial Art as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, 
vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958), 233. 
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the mother-to-be while hung on a forked device probably similar to the Song 
painting hanger. No side borders are visible, however narrow, on the print. In the 
illustrations for recommending looking at images ofpearl andjade, carp and 
peacock, hanging scrolls of almost exactly the same design are shown (Plate 24). 
The design ofcombining the suspension cord and the stave strips seems to be 
modified so that the usefUl unit of the cord is separated from the strips, the function 
ofwhich was perhaps merely decorative. The interconnected design ofthe strips, 
which were very likely to be formed by a single piece of fabric, might be remnant of 
the cord design ofthe Song Dynasty. The phenomenon may be sound, but it is 
possible that prints and later reprints mislead, reflecting indeed only the imaginary 
world ofthe illustrators. Given the single source ofinformation, it would be 
presumptuous to draw any conclusions. 
Closest to the design found on Guide for Healthy Dishes and Beverages, a 
woodprint depicting four renowned beauties ofthe Sui, and hence often named The 
Four Belles 四美圖（Plate 25), was unearthed in Khara Khoto and dated to the Jin 
Dynasty (1115-1234) . Said to be carved and printed by the Ji 姬 f ami ly ofPingyang, 
the print titled Sui chao yaotiao cheng qingguo zhifangrong 隨朝窃菲呈傾國之芳 
容 illustrates the beautiful ladies in a framed setting, as i f i t were indeed a mounted 
picture comparable to a hanging scroll. The title is inscribed from right to left on the 
top ofthe picture which is encircled by thin keyfret borders. Upper and lower 
sections, in the ratio of about 2:1 of white designs against dark backgrounds, are 
attached to the top and the bottom of the bordered picture. The upper section is 
adomed with a central M-shaped ribbon-like object, decorated with scrolls and 
minute trim. Whether the M is composed of a single or three separated ribbons is 
« 
uncertain，especially because the V shape in the very middle is almost halfthe 
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thickness of the other two pointed strips. The central decoration is flanked by two 
phoenix-like birds amongst a floral background. The similarity may induce one to 
suspect the popularity of a linking strip between the two stave strips on a hanging 
scroll from the Jin to the Yuan Dynasty. The hypothesis remains a hypothesis unless 
stronger evidence is available and detailed linkage among the hanging scrolls of the 
two dynasties and regions is mapped. 
Regardless of the accuracy of the depiction oflinking cord between the strips 
in the Yuan, until the Ming Dynasty, for mounts in the dichromatic system, 
swinging stave strips were gone and replaced by fixed bands dividing the upper 
section in approximately three equal sections. While early Ming Dynasty evidence is 
lacking, an iUustration from Lui shi liangying 瑞世良英(Great Men through the 
Ages) dated to the 11th year of Chongzhen ofMing (1638) suggested the fixation of 
stave strips was an apparent practice in the late Ming (Plate 26). In the illustration, 
the stave strips of the hanging scroll on the central table are firmly attached to the 
upper section. While in the present time, most of the paintings are executed before ‘ 
they are mounted, the print suggests the possibility that a painting can be mounted as 
a hanging scroll before it is painted or modified. Without ftuther explanation, Lu 
Tzung-ruen stated that in the Ming Dynasty stave strips in the same color as the 
separators substituted for the older tradition of employing golden yellow twill 
^^ __ 
decorated with black trims for stave strips. Except in The Four Belles, black trims 
at the edges of stave strips are only mentioned and considered as an ancient practice 
in the Qing text Record of Prolonged Appreciation on a Plain Heart by Zhou 
67 Lu Tzung-ruen, "General Introduction of the Development ofFraming ofMing 
Calligraphy and Paintings: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 4)," Bulletin of the National Museum of History 
1, no. 1 (1997): 99. 
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E r x u e . 6 8 
Various subcategories ofhanging scrolls - e.g.. Song style and dichromatic 
system (with or without the embedment of artwork) 一 were commonly used in the 
Ming Dynasty. In spite of their rarity, a few hanging scrolls which have never been 
remounted after the Ming Dynasty offer some evidence ofthe mounting style ofthe 
time. The court painting EmperorXuanzong's Hunt 宣宗射獵圖軸，now in the 
Palace Museum collection in Beijing, should have retained the Ming original mounts 
and demonstrated the style of mounting in the Ming court. The Palace Museum 
mounter, Wang Yikun, described that the painting was in the tone of dark yellow, 
mounted in the monochromatic system with ivory white satin with dragon and cloud 
pattem. Such color combination and design emphasized the contrast between the 
central piece and the peripheral mounts. The mounts added over 2 m ofIength, 30 
cm in width to the relatively small painting, practically rejecting Zhou Jiazhou's 
‘classic taste ofelegance' - small paintings mounted as short scrolls were preferred 
over long ones for ease of display.^^ The trend oflength ofhanging scroll mounts 
might be difficult to track. However, the idea that short mounts were preferred due 
to their being an important characteristic ofancient style ofmounting reflects a love 
ofantiquity. Mounting was a way to demonstrate the connection between the scholar 
68 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhuazhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 159 
……二垂帶，不必泥古，墨界雙綫，舊裱亦竟有不用者。’ 
The painting Yan guang lan cui tu 煙光嵐翠圖 by Qing painter Hong Wu 弘昨，used to 
be hung on the westem wall of the living room in Studio Yizhao nuan 宜照齋暖閣丨！! the 
Qing Palace, is found mounted with creamy stave strips outlined with double black trims. 
It is probably mounted based on the Qing knowledge ofancient style mounting. See Fu 
Dongguang, "Qianglong neifii shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum Journal 
2005, no. 2 (2005): 114. 
6 9 Wang Yikun, Shuhua zhuanghuangyange kao (Beijing: The Forbidden City Publishing 
House，1991)，38-40; Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiaojiyi 
卿,ed. Du Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe 1993) 
48. • ，..，, 
小幅宜短，短則式古，便於懸掛。 
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and the respected past. 
Bingtiao 屏{_ (screen strips) and duilian 對聯(couplet) were also widely 
used formats of hanging scrolls in the Ming. It is believed that screen strips were 
invented to accommodate paintings originally mounted as folding screens. For 
screen strips, probably due to its duplication as sets of two or more, a 
monochromatic system was always preferred/�On considering the integrity built by 
a set of several screen strips on a single theme, roller knobs might be discarded on 
some scrolls and replaced by flat-end rollers adomed with brocade. The murals 
found in Baiyun Guan 白雲觀(Temple ofWhite Clouds) on Baiyun Shan 白雲山’ 
Jiaxian 佳縣,Yulin 榆林，Shaanxi, provide some good examples ofhow these 
screen strips might have been hung on the wall during the Ming Dynasty. In the 
Sheng Fu Sheng Mu Ci 聖父聖母祠，built during the Wanli reign (1573-1620) in 
the Ming, a wall painting, spanning 3 meters, illustrates four hanging scrolls of 
flowers and paired birds paintings on the same horizontal level bordered with dark 
gray material in monochromatic system (Plate 27). Each of the four hanging scrolls 
is supported by a thin red cord hung by a nail above each painting at the center. 
Noticeably, there are no protruding roller knobs but flat-end rollers. The upper and 
*71 
lower sections are approximately in the ratio of3:2. For screen strips of 
'continuous scenery，，or tongjing 通景 in Chinese, the continuity of the scene is 
ensured by narrow side borders and flat-end rollers at thejoining edges, but slightly 
7° Lu Tzung-ruen, "General Introduction of the Development ofFraming ofMing 
Calligraphy and Paintings: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 4)," Bulletin of the National Museum of History 
7, no. 1 (1997): 101-102. 
71 Ben shu bian wei hui, ed., Zhongguo, JiaXian Baiyun Shan Baiyun guan bi hua (Beijing: 
Cultural Relics Publishing House, 2007), 265. 
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wider borders and protruding roller knobs at the non-joining edges7^ Couplets of 
calligraphy were also among the popular formats o f M i n g hanging scrolls. They 
were often hung in conjunction with the zhongtang 中堂（large hanging scroll to be 
displayed on the central wall of a hall), placed on the two sides o f t h e central piece. 
In order to avoid taking the attention away f rom the beauty o f t h e central hanging 
scroll, couplets were mounted as hanging scrolls shorter than the zhongtangJ^ Again 
in the ShengFu Sheng Mu Ci, two murals perhaps demonstrate the display of 
couplets and zhongtang in the Ming (Plate 28). All o f t h e scrolls are adomed with 
dark gray mounts in monochromatic system, each supported by a red suspension 
cord and a nail. Mounted as longer than the couplets on the sides, zhongtang are 
hung f rom a higher nail, so that the lower ends o f t h e zhongtang and the couplets are 
on the same horizontal level7^ 
In the Ming Dynasty, one cannot ignore the significance o f t h e rise of l i terat i 
culture, who separated themselves deliberately f rom the royals and the rich in their 
tastes o f a r t s , styles o f l i v ing and knowledge ofl i terature. In terms ofpa in t ing , the 
literati, often highly educated officials, embraced images like plum blossoms, 
orchids，chrysanthemums, bamboo shoots, rocks, pile trees, mountains and rivers, 
instead ofpopular themes such as auspicious immortals with cranes. Differences in 
subject matter reflected superficial disagreement between the literati and the 
professional artists; central to the literati argument was indeed the morality o f t h e i r 
72 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuangshuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 142. 
73 Lu Tzung-ruen, "General Introduction of the Development ofFraming ofMing 
Calligraphy and Paintings: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 4)," Bulletin ofthe National Museum ofHistory 
7,no. 1 (1997): 102. “ ^ 
74 Ben shu bian wei hui, ed., Zhongguo, JiaXian Baiyun Shan Baiyun guan bi hua (Beiiing-
Cultural Relics Publishing House, 2007), 266-267. 
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motifs and virtues in their ink strokes7^ Paintings of propriety and righteousness 
hence did not require frames ofluxury but subtlety, so as not to steal precious 
attention from the central artwork/^ 
Also influenced by the emergence of the literati was the addition of an 
inscription sheet on top of a hanging scroll, underneath the upper section. Literati, 
usually also knowledgeable poets, writers and critiques, enjoyed writing comments 
about artworks directly on the paper, siUc, or mounts. This tradition was carried over 
even to recent times, and famous paintings are therefore often flooded with 
comments by various collectors and scholars, surrounded by their personal or studio 
seals. Large inscription sheets were therefore added to provide extra space for eager 
comments by these scholars, contributing to a new element in the hanging scroll 
mounting. Zhou Jiazhou, however, rejected the use of inscription sheet/^ probably 
due to its visual interference and dominance. 
Some of the Yuan customs were preserved in the Ming, such as the 
preference of twill over other types of siUc and paper as a media of creation7^ The . 
Ming intellectual Wen Zhenheng 文震亨(1585-1645), however, disapproved of 
75 Chinese literati embraced motifs signifying important virtues and appropriate attitude of 
well-educated men such as lofty mountains and unbending bamboo. It is the difference in 
motifs - as well as the characteristics and qualities of the ink strokes - that visually 
differentiates professional or court painters from the literati painters. 
76 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 124. 
77 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 49. 
大畫……惟忌用詩堂。往與王百谷切論之，百谷經裝數百軸，無一有詩堂者。小 
幅短，亦不用詩堂。 
Zhou Jiazhou's comment can be read in a contradicting way, restricting the use of 
inscription sheet for small artworks only. See Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao 
(Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 135. Punctuated the other way, the comment that 
inscription sheet is not suggested for artworks relatively short in length contradicts the 
sentence supporting its use for small pieces (since most of the short pieces are essentially 
small). Although supported by Cheng Jiang, the alternative punctuation is illogical. 
78 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005),128. 
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painting and writing on twill in Zhang wu zhi 長物志(Treatise on Superfluous 
Things). The renowned Ming scholar Dong Qichang 董其昌（1555-1636)，who 
preferred smooth white twill for his paintings and calligraphy, was hence criticized 
for being permeated with the pride of government officials/^ Twill, especially those 
with colors and patterns favored in the preceding dynasties, was also widely applied 
to the mounting ofhanging scrolls.^® Wen Zhenheng recommended for instance 
black twill with patterns of dragons, phoenixes, cranes and clouds but avoided using 
‘moon white, or (spring onion white’ twill with roundels offlowers for the upper 
and lower sections. For the stave strips, white twill no wider than an ‘inch, was 
preferred.8i Narrow dark trims were recommended to encircle the artwork. 
Separators followed the patterns of the upper and lower sections but in white twill.^^ 
Realizing the classic elegance ofblack twill, Zhou Jiazhou recommended ‘moon 
white，or dark blue twill for the upper and lower sections on the consideration ofthe 
lack ofdurability ofblack twill.^^ Zhou advocated flexible use ofsiUc colors 
according to the size and tone of individual artworks. For instance, thin and finely 
79 Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，274 
近董太史筆’多用碌光白綾’未免有進賢氣。 
80 Lu Tzung-ruen, "General Introduction of the Development ofFraming ofMing 
Calligraphy and Paintings: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration of 
Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy (Part 4)，’’ Bulletin ofthe National Museum ofHistory 
7,no. 1 (1997): 103. 
81 . 
An ‘inch’ in the Ming is approximately equivalent to 3.2-3.4 cm in the present time. See 
Qiu Guangming, ed., Research on Weights andMeasures Through the Ages in China 
(Beijing: Science Press, 1992)，104. 
82 f »1 
Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 312 
竺褫定式：上下天地須用宫綾、龍鳳雲鶴等樣’不可用團：/£及憩白、月白二色。 
^垂帶用白綾’闊一寸許°烏絲粗界畫二條。玉池白綾亦用前花樣。 
‘Moon white’ refers to a pale bluish white similar to the modem ghost white, while the 
name of ‘spring onion white，clearly represents a pale greenish white. 
8 3 ji . . 
Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 103. • • ‘ 
天地宫綾雖古雅’巷不耐久’易爛，余多用月白或深藍。’ 
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weaved juan 锡(plain siUc) in pale 'moon white，was recommended for short 
artwork embedded into the surrounding mounts, and ivory white siUc for darker 
paintings for the sake of enhanced contrast.^^ 
Famous twill produced during the Xuande reign followed those produced 
during the time ofXuanhe in the Song Dynasty. Zhou Jiazhou included a section on 
various twill and plain siUc produced in the Ming Dynasty, and recommended high-
quality siUc produced in different regions.^^ Apart from twill, other types of siUc were 
also employed in mounting. In the collection of the National Palace Museum in 
Taipei, there is a piece of convertible siUc fabric (also named shuangcengjin 雙層錦， 
convertible brocade) dated to the mid Ming with design of green winding sprays of 
peony and chrysanthemum on a red ground, which was probably the head wrapper 
of the painting scroll TreasuredPaintings Hall 寶縫堂軸 by Chou Ying 仇英 
(c.1494-1552), as the title slip was still retained together with the fabric (Plate 29). 
Flipping over the fabric reveals design of red flowers on a green ground. Both 
peonies and chrysanthemums are surrounded by scrolls of stems and leaves, 
symbolizing prosperity and longevity， 
Now in the collection of the Nezu Museum, Tokyo, a painting ofdragon 
attributed to the Southern Song painter Chen Rong 陳容(fl. late Southern Song 
Dynasty) is mounted with ivory satin decorated with silver design of clouds and 






86 Zong Fengying, ed., Textiles and Embroideries of the Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 50, 
The Complete Collection ofTreasures of the Palace Museum (Hong Kong: Commercial 
Press, 2005), 30. 
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grass grains against a purple background as separators, blue satin with gold design 
ofdouble-vine peonies and Tang-styled grass grains as stave strips and accent strips. 
These satins were all produced in the Ming during the Yongle (1403-1424) or 
Xuande reigns (1426-1435). The mounter of this scroll not only utilized textile from 
the Ming, but also adopted the proportion ofhanging scroll in central China and 
fixed the ratio of upper to lower mounting elements at around 2:1厂 Gold and silver 
satins have been of limited use in mounting in China, however. The painting, i f i t 
were indeed a creation by the Southern Song painter, was probably remounted in 
Japan according to the Japanese Buddhist tradition, i.e. to apply thick, sophisticated, 
expensive, and luxury fabric, or even kasaya and robes wora by deceased monks on 
artworks as mounts to symbolize their faith and respect to the religion and their 
00 masters. 
Seen abeady in comments by Mi Fu who wrote that various combinations of 
hanging scrolls were recommended in the Song interior as decoration on the wall,^ 
the custom ofshowcasing hanging scrolls was continued in the Ming. In a scholar's 
studio，paintings oflandscapes, flowers and trees, religious figures in cloudy and 
misty landscape, and elegant calligraphy of renowned scholars were preferred, while 
87 
Koga Kenzoo 古賀健蔵，ed., Hyoosoo taikan 表装大鑑，Kireji kanshoo 裂地鑑賞 
(Japan: Yanagihara Shoten 柳原書店，1982-1983)，l,quoted in Lu Tzung-ruen, 
"General Introduction of the Development ofFraming ofMing Calligraphy and 
Paintings: Preliminary Discussion on Mounting and Restoration ofChinese Paintings 
and CaHigraphy (Part 4)," Bulletin ofthe National Museum ofHistory 7, no. 1 (1997): 
88 • Liu Shunqiang, Riben shuhua zhuanghuangyanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007), 27. 
89 • Mi Fu, "Hua shi," in Guojia tushuguan cangguJiyishu leibian, ed. Xu Shu, vol. 1 
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images ofbirds, animals, and human figures were thought to be distasteful.^® 
Enormous paintings of immortals, images of apricots and swallows, over-the-wall 
plum blossoms, pines and cypresses, metaphors oflongevity and etc. should also be 
banned for their vulgarity.^^ A print from Yuan qu xuan 元曲選(An Anthology of 
Drama in the Yuan Dynasty), a reprint based on the 44th year ofWanli (1616) Zang 
Shi Bogu Tang 臧氏博古堂 version, demonstrates an example of displaying a 
narrow hanging scroll of plant and rocks in an interior setting where the two main 
characters are enjoying their tea (J*late 30). Despite its popularity, a narrow hanging 
scroll was however considered to be an object of vulgarity, and should be avoided in 
a scholar's s t u d i o ? When not hung on the wall, hanging scrolls could also be used 
as decorative items on the shelves, announcing the knowledge and wisdom ofthe 
studio owner.93 j ^ ^ ease of rolling and unroUing hanging scrolls added to the charm 
of a scholar's studio which could be constantly re-adomed by new exhibition of the 
scholar's collection of scrolls. While paintings on display secured and decorated by 
mounts were enjoyed by the scholar and his intellectual friends, those resting on the 
shelves contributed to the show by - apart from advertising their beauty by showing 
their head wrapper and cord of various colors, pattems, textures, and styles - being 
90 Gao Lian, Zun sheng ba jian jiao zhu, annotated by Zhao Lixun et al. (Beijing: Renmin 
weisheng chubanshe, 1994), 226, 
壁間懸畫一。書室中畫惟二品’山水為上，花木次之，禽鳥人物不與也°或奉名 
畫山水雲霞中神佛像亦可。名賢字幅，以詩句清雅者共事。 
91 Zhang Yingwen, "Qing bi cang," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 348. 
若大幅神圖，及杏花燕子、紙帳梅、過牆梅、松柏、鶴鹿、壽意之類’ 一落俗 
套，斷不宜懸。 
92 mid., 281. 
單條。宋、元古畫，斷無此式，蓋今時俗制，而人絶好之。齋中懸掛，俗氣逼人 
眉睫，即果真迹，亦當減價。 
93 Gao Lian, Zun sheng ba jian jiao zhu, annotated by Zhao Lixun et al. (Beijing: Renmin 
weisheng chubanshe, 1994), 227. 
畫卷舊人山水人物花鳥，或名賢墨跡，各若干軸，用以充架。 
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hidden in wrapping bags or wooden boxes so that these precious scrolls were saved 
from moisture, insects and dirt.^^ Scrolls might have been stored also in the scholar's 
studio in a way illustrated in the Ming Dynasty handscroll Children Waiting at the 
Door 稚子候門 of Coming Home, after the Poem by Tao Qian 歸去來辭圖 by Ma 
Shi 馬軾（fL early to mid 15th century), Li Zai 李在（?-1431)，and Xia Zhi 夏正（fl. 
1426-1435). In the painting, a bundle of about a dozen scrolls is wrapped around by 
a suspended device, which is probably inspired by the hanging scroll. The device is 
decorated by an artwork flanked by separators, together with upper and lower 
sections, comparable to the design of the hanging scroll (Plate 31). 
Instead ofdecorating the room with a single set ofscrolls for a long time, 
similar to the practice recommended by Zhao Xigu in the Southern Song, frequent 
changes ofhanging scrolls were also suggested by Wen Zhenheng in order to 
celebrate different festivals. He stressed the importance of seasonal changes by 
laying out a calendar of paintings on display around the year. On the 15th day ofthe 
first month, which is traditionally a festival celebrated with lantems, operas and 
plays，designated particularly for valentines in China, hanging scrolls depicting 
scenes ofviewing oflantems and puppet shows were recommended. Paintings of 
peony and Chinese herbaceous peony should be displayed for the Qingming 
Festival. Small pieces of the Song and Yuan paintings ofdying tree, bamboo and 
rock, or four screen strips of 'continuous scenery’ could be hung without 
94 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 69 
裝褫始就，急用囊函。 
Zhang Yingwen, "Qing bi cang," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 322 . • 
藏畫以杉、砂木為围。 
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consideration of the time of year.^^ 
Due to the close economic and political relationships between the Ming 
Empire and Japan, the influence of the mounting style of the Ming can be found in 
Japan. The Japanese named the style of mounting after the Ming as myouchou 
shitate 明卓月仕立，literally meaning hanging scroll of the Ming Dynasty, classified 
as in the category of bunjin hyougu 文人表具 which means mounting in the style of 
the literati. The standard myouchou shitate features upper and lower accent strips on 
the top and bottom of the artwork in the ratio of about 2:1. The artwork and accent 
strips are to be attached first to a narrow frame, and further surrounded by a f rame 
comparable to the peripheral ring. Two narrow borders, named myouchou 明朝 in 
Japanese, link the upper stave to the knobs-decorated roller at the two edges of the 
mounts. No swaying or fixed stave strips are attached to the upper section.^^ 
Subtlest of Pastels - The Qing Dynasty 
Although frequent remounting still interferes with our understanding of 
mounting o fhang ing scrolls in the Qing Dynasty, much more information, including 
95 Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 












96 Yuyama Yoshihani, Hyousou no gihou (Tokyo: Nichiboo Shuppansha, 1982), 22, 30; 
Liu Shunqiang, Riben shuhua zhuanghuang yanjiu (Beijing: Cultural Relics Publishing 
House, 2007), 40. 
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actual mounts, paintings, prints, literature, and records, was indeed preserved 
compared to previous dynasties. Some interior settings are also available for view at 
present especially in the royal palace and houses ofthe wealthy. Van Gulik 
considered the Chinese mounting ofhanging scrolls in the Qing as "largely a 
continuation oflate-Ming styles," and believed that the preference ofunobtrusive 
mounts with materials with minimum design became more prevalent.^^ Qing scholar 
Zhou Erxue, for instance, recognized the importance ofantiquarianism without 
sacrificing the unobtrusiveness of mounts; he rejected the practice ofwriting 
inscriptions on mounts, a practice which might contaminate the beauty ofmounted 
artworks.98 
Subtlety in mounting was sought after by the literati, but the Qing court was 
never on a totally contradicting track. Many hanging scrolls with their Qing mounts 
preserved are now in the collection of the Palace Museums in Beijing and Taipei. 
While being allowed to view these objects is still considered a precious opportunity, 
as many ofthese works are safely locked within the storeroom, the Palace Museums 
scholars started to treat mounts as a subject ofresearch and provided a lot ofdetailed 
information on the matter. Fu Dongguang of the Palace Museum in Beijing for 
instance has done a survey of court mounting during the Qianlong reign (1736-1795). 
The court, sharing with other royal families ofprevious dynasties the need and 
desire to parade their wealth and power, demonstrated them selectively through the 
elaborate yet not necessarily eye-catching mounts ofhanging scrolls. 
97 Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente 1958) 
277. ‘ "， 
98 . 1 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，159. 
如上嵌金黃綾條’旁用沉香皮條邊等，古人取以題識。鄙-劇迹審定.，未宜济.‘ 
字，此式不必效之。 
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Unobtrusiveness was probably a crucial characteristic for the mounts of portraitures 
of the royal family members. Contrary to the mounting of other hanging scrolls, in 
which dichromatic or trichromatic system 三色裱 O^igures 2 and 3) were often 
employed, portraitures of the Emperor and his royal family in the Qianlong reign 
were always mounted according to the monochromatic system (Figure 1) with 
golden yellow twill decorated with dragons and clouds,9 The court mounters during 
the time of Qianlong also remounted many hanging scroll paintings with twills of 
the same patterns in light blue and creamy white as the peripheral ring, accompanied 
with flat-end instead of cloud-end or pointed-end stave strips during the Qianlong 
reign.ioo Fu Dongguang believed that before and during the Ming Dynasty, the head 
wrapper was made ofbrocade, but since the Qianlong period, light blue, cream or 
plain white siUc, accompanied by title slips in old copper color, were more 
commonly used.^"' There is an unusual case that a Buddhist painting in the palace 
collection was mounted with bright yellow brocade with design ofbutterflies and 
flowers as head wrapper to pronounce the specialty and value of the hanging scroll^ 
(Plate 32). Twill was generally often used in mounting. Twill for mounting in the 
Qianlong time was mainly in the colors of light green, ivory white, creamy and 
bright yellow, forming a harmonious palette instead of vivid contrasts (Plate 33). 
Patterns of dragons and phoenixes flying against a background of clouds on these 
mounting twill shine with d a r i t y ^ 
Despite all these attempts to provide unobtrusive peripheral materials for 
artworks, the hierarchy of power was reinforced through mounting, as it always was 
99 Fu Dongguang, "Qianglong neifii shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum Journal 
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in the court ofpreceding dynasties. Bright yellow twill accent strips, with or without 
patterns, were attached to paintings by and of the Emperor Qianlong (Plate 34).^ °^ 
Various hanging scrolls, depending on the quality, valuation, and preferences ofthe 
emperor, were mounted with different materials. Average scrolls were equipped 
with tying cords in creamy, light green, or yellow twill, yet paintings by emperors, 
or portraitures of emperors and empresses, could be tied with bright yellow twill 
with design of dragons and clouds which was regarded as a symbol ofroyal 
privilege.io4 The bright yellow color has probably been preserved for the royals 
since the start of the Dynasty. A painting by the Emperor Shunzhi 順治（1638-1661) 
is framed with a bright yellow border with design of dragons chasing pearls (Plate 
35). Roller knobs ofmany different materials such as hard wood, rhinoceros homs, 
cloisonne, lacquer, blue and white, and coral were used in mounting during the time 
ofQianlong, but ivory,jade and other precious knobs were reserved for royal pieces. 
A painting ofbamboo and rock by Emperor Qianlong for instance was mounted with 
carved boxwood knobs (Plate 36).^ ®^ Brocade scroll wrappers with elaborate designs 
ofdragons, flowers, and characters oflongevity, as well as lacquer or wooden boxes, 
were made to accommodate some treasured scrolls. Four small scrolls oiPaintings 
• r Emperor Qianlong's Poems 乾隆御制詩意圖 by Guan Huai 關槐(fl. mid 18th 
century) were stored in a circular lacquer box made in the shape ofthe character of 
longevity, decorated with pattems ofwater and cliffs in gold (Plate 37). '^ ^ 
Although both Zhou Jiazhou and Zhou Erxue discouraged the addition of 
inscription sheet on top of an artwork, monumental inscriptions could be found in 
103 H)id., 114. 
' ^n) id . ,116. 
'°' n)id.,117. . . 
‘ « 106 Md., 117-118. 
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many hanging scrolls with comments and words written by Emperor Qianlong, the 
authenticity of which are guaranteed by his gigantic seals. The Ming painting 
Tasting Tea 品茶圖 by Tang Yin 唐寅（1470-1523)，remounted probably during the 
Qianlong reign, should be more accurately described as an artwork (on which one 
poem by the artist and seven poems by the emperor can be found) swimming in a 
pool of 14 inscriptions mounted at the peripheral 0'late 38).'®^ Undeniably, 
inscription sheets as well as seals formed a major component in court mounting of 
hanging scrolls during the reign of Qianlong. Another painting remounted during the 
Qianlong period, Empty Forest After a Rain 雨後空林 by the Yuan painter Ni Zan 
{兒瓚(1301 -1374)，was found also surrounded by inscriptions, this time by various 
persons (Plate 39). Mounted with harmonious shades of light green and creamy 
white according to the trichromatic system, the composition is balanced by 
inscription sheets falling on the vertical central axis and large seals on either side. 
From the Ming Dynasty till the Qing, antiquarianism was common among 
elites of the society. The antiquarians, usually the rich and well educated, spent their 
time collecting and studying antiques which directly explained the level of their 
respect towards the past. Homage to the Song figure painting Scholar (Plate 15)，the 
series of four paintings now named as One or Two 胃一胃二圖，celebrates 
antiquarianism by being a modified copy of the ancient painting, with the portraits 
ofEmperor Qianlong replacing that of the unidentified scholar in the Song painting. 
At least in three paintings of the series, each of the images of the Emperor, in 
107 Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art of Mounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy (Taipei: 
National Palace Museum, 2008), 68. 
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addition to being surrounded by antiques,'®^ is depicted as being accompanied by a 
hanging scroll of portraiture of the Emperor, mounted however with slightly 
different design albeit of comparable size (Plates 40，41 and 42). Among the three 
paintings of One or Two exhibited in Macau, each ofthe portraits ofthe Emperor 
Qianlong is mounted with a suspension cord hung from a nail or a hook-like device 
much shorter than the string-like structure shown on the Song painting; each features 
a pair ofstave strips in light colors, probably fixed on the upper section; two ofthem 
are mounted with light blue upper and lower sections, and the remaining one in 
white. While in the Song version the scroll is mounted according to the 
monochromatic system, the Qianlong paintings feature dichromatic scrolls with 
upper separators and side borders in light creamy yellow or skin color. The absence 
o f a lower separator while the upper one is present is an odd case, because in most of 
the hanging scrolls, the upper and lower separators form a single unit and would not 
be adopted as individual elements. The rollers on the Qing paintings are relatively 
narrower, ornamented with brown knobs with flared ends. The length differences 
between the upper and lower sections in the Qing versions have been made less 
obvious, with the painting showing the most obvious difference giving a ratio of 
upper to lower section of 4:3. In other words, the ratio of2: l might no longer be 
upheld in the Qing, possibly reflecting that the ratio was not recognized as a crucial 
characteristic of ancient mounting or the painter(s) was ignorant about the standard 
format ofmounting ofhanging scroll. The tone ofthe mounts is generally lighter in 
the Qing, in replacement of the strong contrast ofthe Song mounts demonstrated in 
the Song paintings Scholar and Five HundredArhats (Plates 15, 17，and 22). 
108 Instead of 'antiques' created prior or contemporary to the Song, the Qing copies 
showcases 'antiques' of their time, including a porcelain moonflask in the style ofMing, 
many other ancient objects and contemporary copies of them. ， 
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An antiquarian lifestyle was by no means a privilege of men. The early Qing 
court painter Chen Mei 陳枚(fl. Qing Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns) depicted in 
the album leaf Antiquarian Activity around the Stove 圍爐博古 of The Pursuit of 
Pleasures in the Course of the Seasons 月曼$青遊圖(Plate 43) a group of court 
ladies, on a winter day in the 11th month, studying and discussing ancient scrolls, 
ceramics and bronzes. One of the female figures raises a hanging scroll of a painting 
of flowers by a painting hanger comparable to that found on the Southern Song 
painting Five HundredArhats - Worshiping the Painting of Avalokitesvara. The 
hanging scroll is depicted as mounted with bluish gray upper section with fixed flat-
end stave strips in white, creamy upper separator, and very narrow or no side 
borders. 
i 
i Another important treatise celebrating the significance of mounting after 
‘ Zhou Jiazhou's work, the Record of Prolonged Appreciation on a Plain Heart by 
I 
Zhou Erxue in the Qing Dynasty, provides some valuable information about 
mounting during the Qing Dynasty and how scholars and connoisseurs viewed the 
subject as a contrast to the court practice. As a meticulous scholar, Zhou Erxue 
emphasized the minute details such as the size and seams of siUcs for mounting 
hanging scrolls. Xuande reign twill with small luan phoenixes and clouds was 
recommended for mounting; upper and lower sections should be dyed black, 
adoraed with a pair of light ‘moon white’ stave strips. As double black trims were 
not an essential feature of ancient mounts, stave strips were recommended to be 
without such trims. Side borders, according to Zhou Erxue, should be in white, but 
their width depends on the size of the artworks. Big paintings should be matched 
with narrow side borders, small ones with thick borders. If golden yellow twill strips 
were embedded, narrow borders in the color of aloeswood were recommended. 
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Small artworks should be embedded and hence surrounded by a single seamless 
piece ofperipheral ring. Zhou also suggested that the length and format ofmounts 
should be decided based chiefly on the painting but not the height ofthe interior 
setting where the mounted work would be hung. Four copper rings are suggested to 
hold a golden yellow siUc cord for suspension. Zhou mentioned also a cord for tying, 
preferably made of old brocade. Hollow rollers could be ornamented with - apart 
from ivory and wood such as purple and white sandalwood - soapbark wood, and 
boxwood, porcelain knobs such as that in Guan, Ge, Ding-type or Xuande blue and 
white.io9 Roller knobs in ceramics were very likely first recommended in the Qing 
Dynasty, during which antiquarianism was a scholarly pursuit and ceramics in the 
styles ofpreceding dynasties were highly regarded. Zhou Erxue also devoted a 
whole chapter to the discussion on painting hanger, recommending certain types of 
hangers. Hangers made of old and strong scented cedar with rounded hook with a 
flat top or a U-shaped curve were suggested. Hooks with whitejades in the shape of 
a new moon, or staves with bamboo with a cross-section resembling a square, 
finished with a coating in the color ofhoney were also recommended. An alternative 
could be a copper hook of the Han Dynas ty . "o 
Another scholar, Zou Yigui 鄒一桂（1686-1772)，a contemporary ofZhou 
Erxue，wrote in hisXiao shan huapu 小山畫譜（Art ofPainting ofXiaoshan) some 
109 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu,，，in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 







地宣磁’與舊做紫白檀、象牙、烏犀、黃楊製極精樸者用之。 . .• 
""n)id., 170. 
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guidelines for mounting scrolls. He advised small artworks to be embedded into the 
surrounding mounts. Twill peripheral ring, of suitable size, were recommended for 
paintings on siUc and paper. According to Zou, wood ofhigh quality such as huali 
{huanghuali), zitan, boxwood, lacquer and homs were good materials for making 
roller knobs, but well-carved ones should not be used on scrolls mounted with 
ancient style. Jade was also unsuitable because of their weight. Similar to Zhou 
Jiazhou, Zou Yigui also urged collectors to protect their scrolls in wrapping bags 
and wooden boxes, store them in a cool place or on the beam ofthe house. Scrolls 
>1  
"' should be protected from mold and humidity by certain fragrances, frequent hanging 
III 
'" 111 and exposure to sunlight. 
Zhou Erxue disallowed interference of the interior setting on the 
i! determination of mounting style, but mounted hanging scrolls in situ might reflect 
!丨 
‘‘ instead the aesthetic rationale of the style of mounting during the Qing Dynasty. 
II 
, Interior display has been one of the major functions of mounting at least since the 
Southern Song when Zhao Xigu advised in List of Achievements in Pure Cave « 
Heaven that pictures on display should be frequently changed and fmther protected 
behind small tables, in order to avoid prolonged exposure of scrolls to harmful 
agents.ii2 This practice was probably continued in China from the Southern Song to 
the Qing Dynasty, since both contemporary prints depicting household environments 
111 Zou Yigui, "Xiao shan hua pu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 





"2 Zhao Xigu, "Dong tian qing luji," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
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and photographs of undisturbed interior of the court and houses of the rich showcase 
hanging scrolls safeguarded by small tables in the front, conforming to part ofthe 
description by Zhao Xigu. A print from Wu shengxi he ji 無聲戲合集 
(Compendium of the Unvoiced Drama) dated to Qing Shunzhi reign (1644-1661) 
illustrates a hanging scroll hung on the wall in a hall where a narrow table is placed 
in front of the scroll (Plate 44). The hanging scroll is slightly longer than the table so 
that the roller knobs are out of sight from the characters in the picture but could be 
seen in the print which adopts a bird's-eye view. Only a small portion ofthe lower 
section or separator is above the level of the table. The Ninth Month of the Activities 
ofthe Twelve Months 畫十二月令圖 by an anonymous court artist also shows a 
similar setting with the roller of a hanging scroll hiding under a long table (Plate 45). 
Although dated to 1934-1943, the photographs ofthe interior ofJie Zhi Tang 介祉 
堂 in Beijing, which has existed since the Qianlong period with its interior 
decoration remaining chiefly undisturbed in the modem era, probably reflects 
comparable display habits with long hanging scrolls partly covered by small tables 
(Plate46).ii3 
The interior decoration of Chu Xiu Gong 儲秀宮 0^a1ace ofGathering 
Excellence) ofthe Palace Museum in Beijing, where fumishing was kept unaltered 
since the flight ofEmpress Cixi, also exemplifies similar practice inside the 
Forbidden City. The kesi painting Sanxing tu song 三星圖頌 ofShoulao，God of 
Longevity, and God ofProsperity (Plate 47)，mounted in the form ofahanging 
scroll in the dichromatic system, is hung behind a narrow, finely decorated altar 
table, on which one can see a Westem clock and two altar decorations in the shape 
113 Zhu Jiajin, Ming Qing shi nei chen she (Beijing: The Forbidden City Publishing House 
2004), 166. 
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of a tower. The lower end of the scroll exceeds the level of the altar table and the 
light yellow lower separator and light green lower section are visible only below but 
not above the table. Each side of the hanging scroll is fixed to the wall with a pin, 
which is attached to the wall and decorated with three perpendicular rwy/-heads, to 
prevent convoluted borders. A pair of strings underneath the table is present, most 
likely in order to avoid a long scroll from touching the floor by keeping a small 
portion of the lower section rolled up. 
_i 
I Virtual Invisibility - The Republican Period and After 
,1 1 I ！ Most of the books and articles on the history of Chinese mounting stopped at 
1； 
;i the Qing Dynasty, and left out any discussion on the topic during or after the I  
I Republican period. Research and projects on restoration and conservation might be 
!' 
il abundant, but little was done to systematically study the changes of mounting styles 
ir 
and the overall development of the industry after the fall of the Qing Dynasty. 
During the Ming and Qing dynasties, various mounting styles started to ^ 
flourish in different parts of China, in addition to the imperial styles practiced in the 
court. Some famous regional styles include Jingbiao 京裱(mounting style of 
Beijing), Subiao 蘇裱(mounting style of Suzhou; a.k.a. Wubiao 吳裱),Hubiao 滬 
裱(mounting style of Shanghai), Su-Yang-Jing hiao 「蘇揚京」裱(mounting style 
of Suzhou, Yangzhou, and Beijing), Xiangbiao 湘裱(mounting style ofHunan), and 
Lingnanbiao (mounting style ofLingnan). These mounting styles could be chiefly 
categorized into the Northem School, represented by the mounting style ofBeijing, 
and the Southern School, represented by that of Suzhou. It was believed that the 
Suzhou style represented the highest mounting standard in China and even the 
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Beijing style was bom from the Southern tradition.''^ Harmonious combination of 
colors, such as creamy yellow or Alice blue, in monochromatic or dichromatic 
system, was one of the main characteristics of Suzhou style. The style also 
emphasized softness of the scrolls, so that they could be rolled and unrolled easily 
without posing possible damage to the artworks]i5 During the Qianlong reign, a 
group ofSuzhou mounters were summoned to work on several portraits ofancient 
emperors.ii6 Probably due to considerations of the Northem climate and preference 
ofthe people，the Beijing style developed to involve applying relatively thick and 
colorful mounts which differed from the Southern tradition. In contrast, the Suzhou 
style emphasized softness and color harmony. The mounting style ofHunan was 
characterized by its technique in mounting embroideries, and the Lingnan style was 
characterized by its preference of the trichromatic s y s t e m " " 
After the fall ofthe Qing Dynasty, the prosperity of private mounting 
practice favored the diversity of mounting styles and the contrast between the 
Northem and Southern schools was pronounced. In Beijing, there were two types of 
mounting workshops: (1) Jiuhuo Wuzi 舊貨屋子(Antique House), which provided 
ancient artwork restoration and mounting service, as well as selling ofantique 
calligraphy and paintings, and (2) Xinhuo Wuzi 新貨屋子 O^ew Items House) or 
Hanghuo Wuzi 行活屋子，founded since the Qing Dynasty, whose major business 
area was to mount blank paper for Nanzhidian 南紙店（Paper Shop). According to 
114 Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., 
Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 28. 
115 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuangshuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005), 160-161. 
1丨6 They include Suzhou mounters Qin Zhangnian 秦長年’ Xu Mingyang 徐名揚，Zhang 
Ziyuan 長子元，and Dai Huichang 戴匯昌.See Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi 
Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 28. • .. 
"'n)id.,28-29. 
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Wang Yikun, a professional mounter who once worked in Liuli Chang 琉璃廠， 
Beijing during the Republican period before working for the Palace Museum, 
hanging scrolls were often adomed with mounts in painted siUc, twill, or paper. The 
style of the Song Dynasty, monochromatic, dichromatic, and trichromatic systems 
were common. For small artworks, accent strips were sometimes added. Roller 
knobs of carved or plain zitan, sandalwood, boxwood, huali, rosewood, as well as 
cloisonne. Yuan-style ceramics, ivory, caqi 擦漆 on huali (with single layer of 
lacquer; appeared after 1920), and ox homs were used during that period. Wang 
1 ;l Ydam also listed some popular patterned siUc for mounting; they included twill with 
i； 
designs of old-fashioned dragons, phoenixes, and cranes (sometimes with phoenixes 
i； 
I or in roundels), as well as sanduo 三多(peach, finger citrus, and lychee), shou 
characters in roundels, and kui dragons with plum blossoms. These fabrics were 
'I 
118 produced by wooden machine before 1921 and by iron machine afterwards. 
The mounting designs in Beijing during the Republican period mentioned by 
Wang Yikun apparently inherited the styles of the previous dynasties. 
Monochromatic and dichromatic systems have been continuously and widely used 
probably since the Song Dynasty, while trichromatic mounting system was found in 
the Qing Dynasty. The style ofXuanhe, likely to be recognized as an ancient style 
"8 Wang Yikun, Shuhua zhuanghuangyange kao (Beijing: The Forbidden City Publishing 
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symbolizing antiquarianism, was clearly mentioned in text written by scholars such 
as Wen Zhenheng of the Ming Dynasty."^ Evidence ofthe existence ofpaper 
mounts could be found in text dated to the Qing Dynasty by Zou Yigui, who 
commented that paintings on paper could be mounted with either siUc or paper, but 
siUc borders were thought to be necessary in mounts ofeither materials.^ ^® 
Except caqi which appeared after the 1920s, roller knobs in the Republican 
period - zitan, boxwood, huali, lacquer, hom, and ceramics 一 were similar to those 
recommended by scholars in the Qing Dynasty. Zou Yigui suggested the use of 
knobs in huali, zitan, boxwood, lacquer and homs, and Zhou Erxue suggested the 
use ofknobs in antique sandalwood, ivory, soapbark wood, boxwood, and ceramics 
{Guan, Ge, Ding-type and Xuande blue and white). In contrast to Wang Yikun, who 
recorded choice of materials and styles closer to the Qing imperial taste, both ofthe 
Qing Dynasty writers preferred plain designs to carved oraaments.^^' The use of 
cloisonne roller knobs in the Republican period might also reflect a similarity with 
the Qing imperial preference of material and technique. Roller knobs in cloisonne 
were found on artworks mounted by the court during the Qianglong reign]22 
Nevertheless, fluther information is needed before we can determine the stylistic 
"9 Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993),312. 
裝褫定式：……書畫小者須挖嵌，用淡月白畫娟，上嵌金黃续條，闊半寸許’蓋 
宣和裱法’用以題識’旁用沉香皮條邊；大者四面用白綾，或單用皮條邊亦可。 
120 Zou Yigui, "Xiao shan hua pu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 




Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 158-159. 
軸頭覓官、哥、定熏及青花白地宣磁’與舊做紫白檀、象牙、烏厚、黃楊製極精 
樸者用之。 
122 Fu Dongguang. "Qianglong neifii shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum Journal 
2005, no. 2 (2005): 115-118. 
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changes and cultural meaning of roller knobs in Qing Dynasty and the Republican 
period. 
Since ancient times, patterned twill apparently continued to be a major 
mounting material in the Republican period, with many designs comparable to 
earlier times. Twill with designs of dragons, phoenixes and cranes has probably been 
used for mounting for centuries; there were textual records dated to the Ming 
Dynasty as well as actual mounts dated to the Qing Dynasty. The Ming scholar Wen 
Zhenheng wrote of twill with designs of dragons, phoenixes and cranes.^^^ A 
;i ‘ 'ij . . . 
ili painting by the Emperor Qinglong was mounted in his reign with twill of phoenix iii i 
:|j and cloud design (Plate 33). Although twill with pattems of sanduo, shou characters, 
and kui dragons with plum blossoms was unmentioned in related text in prior 
dynasties, they were undeniably popular auspicious motifs in the Qing Dynasty, as 
they could be found on textile for clothing as well as other artifacts. 
11 
Generally lacking in information on Chinese mounting since the 
establishment of the Republic of China, data on the Southern School mounting styles 
was even more scarce. Wang Yikun suggested that the private collection by the 
Shanghai collector Pang Yuanji 龐元濟(1864-1949) could perhaps fill the void. The 
collector had his possessions mounted in a standard Southern School style. The 
hanging scrolls in his collection were all mounted with dark blue upper and lower 
sections, peripheral ring of painted light green twill, dark creamy yellow secondary 
separator, light green siUc head wrapper, roller knobs in ox homs, lacquered wood, 
123 Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 312. 
裝褫定式：上下天地須用宫綾、龍鳳雲鶴等樣，不可用團花及憩白、月白二色。 
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or ceramics with the characters "Wucheng Pang shi zhencang 烏程龐氏珍藏”？24 
Apart from a short chapter written by Wang Yikun, information about 
Chinese mounting in the early 20th century is scattered and rare. The professional 
mounter Lou Pengzhu 樓朋竹 of the Capital Museum mentioned in an interview 
that mounts ofthe early 20th century were seldom retained or collected as important 
materials when these artworks were remounted. She did keep a piece ofpattemed 
twill from the 50s, which was thicker than those produced in later decades.�】； An 
independent Beijing mounter Wang Xu 王旭 also shared Lou Pengzhu's view, but 
he stressed that ancient paper from old mounts, on the contrary, is usually collected 
by mounters for later use in restoration of ancient artworks. Bom to a mounting 
family in which his grandfather and father were also renowned mounters, Wang Xu 
added that paper mounts were popular in the early 20th century because of its low 
COSt.l26 
In recent years, alternative mounting services oflower cost are also available 
in Beijing. While traditional hanging scrolls usually span over 250 cm and cost 
about ¥150-180 in Beijing, some people now prefer shorter and cheaper alternatives. 
One way to cut cost is to reduce the length ofahanging scroll, which should be 
more suitable for average houses and apartments with lower ceilings. Another option 
is to use a mounting machine. Despite poor quality and durability, the cost of 
mechanical mounting could be as low as one third ofthe cost oftraditional hanging 
scroll mounting (about ¥60-100 in Beijing)]】？ Recently, some mounters proposed 
124 Wang Yikun, Shuhua zhuanghuangyange kao (Beijing: The Forbidden City Publishing House, 1991), 50. 
125 Lou Pengzhu (Mounter, Conservaion Department ofPainting, Capital Museum), in discussion with the author, July 21 ’ 2009. ， 
126 Wang Xu (Independent Mounter, Beijing), in discussion with the author, July21 2009 
127 mid. ’ 
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that innovation of Chinese mounting styles is needed, and a variety of scrolls with 
different composition, material and color combination is found.^^^ Having observed 
that fewer and fewer artworks are now mounted as hanging scrolls compared to the 
early Republican period, Wang Xu speculated that hanging scrolls would be 
replaced by frames within 20 to 40 years, at least in Beijing. Hanging scrolls, in his 
opinion, would eventually become a mounting format limited to museums or private 
collections, but diminish in private p r a c t i c e ? 
The mounting teams in some major museums in China were built starting 
ii( 
I from the 1960s and 1970s. The Palace Museum, for instance, invited several 
II 
j experienced mounters from Suzhou to help with the restoration and conservation of 
the ancient artworks in the collection at that time. These mounters contributed to the 
training of younger generation mounters in the Palace Museum. The mounting style 
I, 
of the Palace Museum is therefore closer to the Southem School style in spite of the 
: fact that the museum is situated in Beijing, the center of the Northern mounting 
tradition.i3G At the similar period of time, the Shanghai Museum also recruited a . 
young generation of apprentices, who later became important senior mounters in 
i ! 
i 1 ^ 1 various museums around the world. 
Apart from offering professional training in mounting, several museums 
started to support research on mounting, initiate conservation and restoration 
projects related to ancient hanging scrolls and their mounts in the present decade. 
128 See, for instance, Tian Shuguo, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao zuixin kuanshi 255 li 
(Jinan: Shandong huabao chubanshe, 2006). 
129 Wang Xu (Independent Mounter, Beijing), in discussion with the author, July21,2009. 
130 Wang Hongmei, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijiexi (Hong Kong: Cangzhenge 
chubanshe, 2008), 19. 
131 Chu Pinfang (Associate Curator, Cultural Relics Restoration Research Office, Ancient 
Painting and Calligraphy Restoration, Shanghai Museum), in discussion with the author, 
July 8,2009. 
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The National Palace Museum is one of the pioneers in this area. The museum held a 
special exhibition The Art ofMounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy 書畫裝池 
之美 in 2008, probably the first of its kind, emphasizing the mounts ofthe artworks 
in its collection.i32 in conjunction to the exhibition, the museum also published a 
catalogue illustrating selected artworks together with their mounts. The catalogue 
not only offered a systematic introduction of mounting to its readers, but also 
presented some ofthe restoration projects on the museum's collection. 
Except in expensive replica of the originals (e.g., those produced by the 
National Palace Museum and the Shanghai Museum), or books on mounting (e.g., 
Talking about Mounting by Cheng Jiang)/" however, mounts are seldom included 
in the general museum publications or even products. This is probably a result of 
financial limitations or layout considerations; including information and illustration 
ofmounts means reducing the space available for images ofthe more important 
artworks. While the omission of mounts in printed reproduction might be justifiable 
for cost reason, their absence on online databases is questionable. Without readily 
available records ofmounts, an artwork is removed from its immediate context and a 
holistic evaluation of it becomes impossible. 
Walter Benjamin had warned about the loss ofaura in the age ofmechanical 
reproduction in the early 20th century��* Reproduction destroys the authority ofart. 
ImagM no longer speak for themselves their meaning in art and society. The work is 
deprived ofits context and surrounding environment, may it be a cathedral, a palace, 
a city or the mounting. The widespread ofreproduction led John Berger to exclaim, 
132 Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008). 
133 Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuangshuo biao (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005). 
134 Walter Benjamin, "The Work ofArt in the Age ofMechanical Reproduction," in ‘ ‘ 
Illuminations, trans. Hany Zohn (London: Fontana, 1992),211-244. 
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"The uniqueness of the original now lies in it being the original of a reproduction. It 
is no longer what its image shows that strikes one as unique; its first meaning is no 
longer to be found in what it says, but in what it is."^^^ The original still maintains its 
attractiveness and usefuhiess; traces of the brush, texture of the surfaces, and the 
face-to-face experience of artworks in the actual scale are celebrated anyway. The 
meaning of the authentic work, however, is dependent on our expectation of art 
which is a fimction of what we have leamt about these arts through reproduction.'^^ 
Mounts and embellishments, if any has been preserved through the centuries, 
:iii 
il r I are banished from easy public access, probably not because of their intrinsic value !l il 
|丨 but external limitation. The format of a mounted scroll can be studied visually only 
when the enclosed artwork is on display. Due to space restrictions in an exhibition 
I 
丨  hall, hanging scrolls and handscrolls are sometimes not fully unrolled. They are well 
ij 
protected behind glass cabinets so that no tactile information is available to the 
:| public. Although it is for the sake of the preservation of cultural treasures, mounted 
•I 
hanging scrolls were not designed to be displayed in glass cages. Without actual . 
experience of the mounted scrolls or their representation in books and catalogues, 
丨  
mounting research outside of the museum setting could be extremely difficult. It is a 
competition with time. This is the very moment to review the current practice of 
mounting and remounting, evaluate the role of mounting in the broader Chinese 
tradition, and rethink our custom of printed or digital reproduction, before it is too 
late. 
A Thousand Years of Hanging Scroll Mounting 
"5 John Berger, fVqys ofSeeing (London: British Broadcasting Corporation and Penguin 
Books, 1985),21. 
136 Jbid., 7-34. 
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The two paintings excavated in the Liao tomb at Yemaotai, Faku, dated to no 
later than c.986, should be counted as the earliest examples ofhanging scroll 
mounting, because of the presence of critical functional units which define mounting 
even today - upper and lower sections, stave, suspension cords and roller knobs. 
Provided that they were the earliest instances amongst existing objects, the art of 
hanging scroll mounting has existed in China for over a thousand years. Over the 
centuries, the mounting style ofhanging scrolls has been modified, systematized, 
diversified, and increased in sophistication to meet the functional and aesthetic 
needs ofdifferent artworks, produced and cherished by various parties in a diversity 
of situations. 
Units that provide crucial and basic functions, such as protection and display 
ofartworks, have remained primarily unchanged in format since their establishment, 
despite secondary changes in materials and omamental styles. Decorative elements, 
contrary to functional units, have been subject to a higher degree ofchange. Stave 
strips, for instance, seems to have developed from the loose ends ofthe suspension 
cords probably before the Ming Dynasty. It apparently serves no more than aesthetic 
functions.i37 Suspension cord and stave, which were useful devices for hanging and 
display，on the other hand, could be traced back to the Warring States period. 
Although the current study focused on the evolution ofmounting style and at 
most only briefly touched on the changes in materials and decorative techniques for 
these functional units, it is indisputable that mounting has always been produced in 
close relation with other arts and crafts. Changes, modification and advancement in 
technology, decoration, design of other art forms, especially siUc and paper 
production, directly or indirectly interacted with mounting practices. More 
137 We will see in Chapter Two that stave strips enhance the visual perception ofthe . ‘ 
artworks most likely by emphasizing the Rule ofThirds. 
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importantly, such interactions were very often mediated by cultural and social 
factors, especially preference for certain styles, materials, forms, and ideologies of 
the emperors, authorities, social elite, rich people, collectors, painters, and mounters. 
Zhou Erxue of the Qing Dynasty recommended ceramic knobs for scrolls such as 
that in the styles of preceding dynasties, at a time when antiquarianism was 
celebrated as a scholarly pursuit/^^ 
Increasing complexity in the design ofhanging scroll mounts is evident; 
from monochromatic mounts before the first millennium, to dichromatic mounts 
II 
I  
with separators in the Song Dynasty, to trichromatic mounts observed on Qing 
imperial mounts. The addition of a separator not only reflects a creative invention or 
‘ a shift in taste, but also an increase in flexibility; paintings of various sizes could be 
mounted with a more diversified scale of complexity without sacrificing the visual 
pleasure ofviewing. An enormous painting should be adomed with monochromatic 
mounts of minimum length and color variation, because the size of the artwork is 
large enough for either decorating a tall and wide wall or keeping the audience's • 
attention. Diminutive paintings, however, when mounted as hanging scrolls for 
display on large wall, because of their smalbess, are very likely pressed by the 
needs of adding length and color variation. In the latter case, a tiny artwork can be 
perfected by separator and framed with dichromatic or trichromatic mounts/^^ In 
other words, the appearance of more complicated mounting style allowed and 
indicated a change in fimctions and display situations of small paintings, probably as 
a response to the desire to further display the owner's taste, style, wealth, status, and 
138 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，158-159. 
139 Trichromatic system is generally recommended for mounting small or short artworks. 
See Kang Jianguo, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jifa, 2nd ed. (Chengdu: Sichuan kexue 
jishu chubanshe, 2005), 73. 
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power. 
Except on some imperial artworks or masterpieces, a palette ofearthy and 
pale colors was preferred in the Chinese hanging scroll mounting tradition, 
especially in the Ming and Qing dynasties when unobtrusiveness and subtlety of 
mounts was highly valued. Mounts in gray or dark blue were illustrated in paintings 
and murals ofthe Song and Ming dynasties such as Scholar, Five HundredArhats -
Worshiping the Painting ofAvaloUtesvara, and the Sheng Fu Sheng Mu Ci wall 
painting (e.g.. Plates 15, 17，and 27). In the Qing Dynasty, the court tended to mount 
their scrolls with light green, ivory white, creamy and bright y e l l o w . ^ Zhou Erxue 
ofthe Qing Dynasty also recommended upper and lower sections in black twill 
adomed with light ‘moon white，stave strips.^ The chromatic preference could also 
be interpreted as a general taste ofblandness ofthe Chinese culture. The French 
philosopher Fran90is Jullien believed that blandness was an aesthetic as well as 
moral pursuit ofthe Chinese people. The ideology ofblandness was evident in moral 
teaching, literature, poems, and paintings.'^^ 
A single chapter is certainly insufficient to summarize the stylistic 
development ofhanging scroll mounting without missing any details, not to mention 
a conclusion in a few hundred words. As this study never aimed also to investigate 
the aesthetic or psychological function behind these changes in styles, this brief 
historical survey is presented in the hope of informing the reader a general 
background ofChinese hanging scroll mounting, before relevant psychological 
刚 Fu Dongguang, "Qianglong neifti shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum Journal 2005, no. 2 (2005): 117. 
� Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 159 
天地以好墨染絕黑’或淡月白二垂帶。 ’ 
“ ‘F ranks Jullien, Eloge de la Fadeur (In praise ofBlandness: Proceeding from Chinese 
Thought and Aesthetics), trans. Paula M. Varsano (New York: Zone Books, 2004). 
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theories are discussed to help understand the effect of the virtual removal of mounts 
in printed and online catalogues. 
1111 ;iii • i 丨，彳1 • I 'ii 
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Chapter Two: Seeing through the Enchanting Borders 
Ancient literati and mounters repeatedly stressed the significance of 
mounting, emphasizing not only its remarkable functions in preservation and display 
ofartworks, but also its aesthetic effect. Zhou Jiazhou addressed the aesthetic 
fimctions ofmounting by paralleling it to cosmetics and the apparel ofwomen.' Just 
as beauty magazines suggest different colors to different women based on their skin 
tones and facial characteristics, Zhou Jiazhou proposed siUc oflighter colors for 
mounting dark tonal paintings, in order to heighten the contrast between artworks 
and mounts .2 Wen Zhenheng and Zhou Erxue also wrote explicitly on mounting 
styles and choices ofsiUcs, recommending certain designs, colors and pattems? 
Contemporary mounters too recognize the importance ofaesthetics. Manuals on how 
to mount a scroll offer lists of dos and don'ts, tips and formulas for amateurs and 
professional mounters. Published guidelines, for instance, suggest how to determine 
the design of mounts for the sake ofbeauty. For paintings ofdifferent dimensions 
and colors, mounts ofdifferent designs, tones, and measurements are recommended 
to enhance the aesthetic quality of the paintings. While aspects other than 
aesthetics - such as traditions, references, popularity and superiority - often fog our 
understanding ofsuch recommendations, beauty remains an undeniable concem in 
1 Zhou Jiazhou, "The Book ofMounting (Zhuanghuang zhi)，’，quoted and translated in 
Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie 
orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente 1958) 
289. ‘ ,, 
2 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993) 49 
畫如設色深者，宜用淡牙色，取其別於畫色也。 ’ 
3 See Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du 
Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 274, 312; 
Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhuazhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，158-159. 
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mounting. 
Given the present limitation in textual records and dated mounts from past 
dynasties, a project aiming to unveil how Chinese people in the past perceived 
hanging scroll mounting would be made in vain. It might be tempting to conclude 
from our appreciation of ancient artworks that people of the past and present share 
similar aesthetic experience. Objects change with their environment. Colors fade, 
materials alter, contexts change, significance ceases. However plausible the project 
seems to be, without explicit and reliable text, we cannot assume that people today 
mi| 
;5 i； have had minimal psychological change compared to those of a thousand years ago. il t： f : The ancient cultures were different from that of the present world. We are never 
"；：1 
certain that they responded to the external world like we do, not to mention what 
.ii 
"', 
they considered aesthetically pleasing and what were not. Constant remounting also 
f 
I : complicates our understanding of ancient aesthetic preference. Many of the original 
I mounting materials have been removed or altered through the ages, while those 
1l' 
I: remaining are difficult, if not impossible, to be dated. -
卜 :j Although a direct quest for ancient aesthetic preference is impossible, 
h 
theories and past research from psychology, especially in the area ofvisual 
perception, could be a valuable source of information for our understanding of 
Chinese hanging scroll mounting. Instead of claiming that modem psychology can 
unlock the secret ofmounting and reveal the view of the ancient Chinese, it offers an 
alternative framework, approach, and viewpoint, to help us grab a better picture of 
the art form. Visual perceptual psychology, in particular, could fuel our 
understanding of Chinese mounting ofhanging scroll paintings due to its high 
tolerance ofcultural and other related factors. Theories and findings in the 
subdivision which are especially tested across different ethnic and cultural groups 
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are presumed to be able to explain basic human physiological and cognitive 
characteristics. Compared to phenomena sensitive to cultural and social factors, 
these findings could be more safely generalized to communities of the past and 
present regardless of cultural backgrounds. It is, however, at most an approximation, 
but never a precise calculation. Any attempt to test claimed-to-be universally true 
phenomena on Chinese mounting, any effort to compare the Chinese artistic 
tradition against the West, would benefit our understanding of the subject and should 
be considered an essential step for further research. The precise perceptual processes, 
however, can not be confirmed unless with further empirical research. 
Palette and Induction 
To understand the chromatic tradition in the mounting of Chinese hanging 
scrolls, multiple aspects should be studied. Psychological or symbolic meanings of 
specific colors could be one - just as golden yellow was linked to superiority and 
power, and was restricted for imperial use in the Qing Dynasty.^ The collective 
preference of an ethnic group could also be an important aspect. Colors applied on 
paintings, ceramics or other forms of artworks can seemingly assist our 
understanding ofthe choice of colors in Chinese hanging scroll mounting. While the 
similarity between Longquan celadon wares and the light green siUc seems 
persuasive, the discrepancy between the love of warm colors on lacquer wares and 
the favor of cold colors on mounts is difficult to explain. 
Collective color preference has been a study subject in modem psychology. 
Many researchers in the North America and Europe agree that blue is the most 
4 Fu Dongguang, "Qianglong neifu shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace 'Museum J6urnal 
2005, no. 2 (2005): 113. 
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preferred hue, whether it is viewed in isolation or with backgrounds ofother colors.� 
It is found that even when the levels ofbrightness and saturation alter, such 
preference remains salient. Although they concluded with significant results, 
Camg6z et al. in their study demonstrated a large variety in preference choices; 
usually around 20% of the respondents chose blue in their experiment. The 
experiment also found that foreground colors were most preferred among European 
7 participants when the saturation and brightness levels were maximal. 
Research results based on American and European populations should never 
iiiiti :ii| • • 
'I be generalized to the Chinese community without caution. Indeed, it is found that 
|,:M 
people with different cultural backgrounds are likely to have different color 
丨：:； i.i 
preferences.^ A study in the 1930s on color preference among Chinese students 
,'' 
,|i 
[i revealed a consistent favoring of white over other colors 一 a result that stunningly 
' i i " 
'：：; differs from that of other racial groups.^ It is found that color preference is a 
I : ftmction of objects; for specific objects, specific colors are preferred. Similar results 
I were obtained among American and Chinese participants. For instance, when asked 
about their color preference for flowers，red was often preferred, but when asked 
'!i； 
about their color preference for chrysanthemums, yellow was most p re fe r red�� 
5 For isolated colors presentation, see, for instance, Joy Paul Guilford, "The Affective 
Value of Color as a Function ofHue, Tint and Chroma," Journal of Experimental 
Psychology 17 (1934): 342-370. For preference of color combinations, see Nilgun 
Camgoz, Cengiz Yener, and Dilek Giiven?, "Effects ofHue, Saturation, and Brightness 
on Preference," Color Research andApplication 27 (2002): 199-207. 
6 Lars Sivik, "Studies ofColor Meaning," Man-Environment Systems 5 (1975): 155-160. 
7 Nilgiln Camg6z, Cengiz Yener, and Dilek Giiven9, "Effects of Hue, Saturation, and 
Brightness on Preference," Color Research andApplication 27 (2002): 199-207. 
8 Miho Saito, "A Comparative Study of Color Preferences in Japan, China and Indonesia, 
with Emphasis on the Preference for White," Perceptual andMotor Skill 83 (1996): 115-
128. 
9 Shen N. C., "The Color Preference of 1368 Chinese Students, with Special Preference to 
the Most Preferred Color," Journal ofSocial Psychology 8 (1937): 185-204. 
1° Cooper B. Holmes and Jo Ann Buchanan, "Color Preference as a Function of the Object 
Described," Bulletin ofthe Psychonomic Society 22, no. 5 (1984): 423-425; Chou S. K. 
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Whatever the most preferred color in the Chinese community is and was, there 
might exist a most preferred color, or even a color combination, for Chinese hanging 
scroll mounting. Such preference might vary with time, social or cultural subgroups. 
To understand the underlying chromatic preference by studying the color preference 
ofthe ancient people, even if it were possible, would probably fail to take into 
account these variances and is doomed to err if we generalize such preference to 
scroll mounting. 
Color preference could have been a strong reason for some chromatic 
choices, but interactions with other colors could also have contributed to these 
decisions. Hue and brightness, contrary to the general intuition, are not constant. 
Pigments certainly fade and alter with age. Yet color exists not as a physical fact, but 
as a visual experience ofhuman beings, and so does brightness. Psychologists 
proposed that our perception of light and color depends excessively on the 
environment. According to the simultaneous contrast effect, the subjective 
perception of lightness differs when the luminance of the surrounding changes even 
ifthe luminance of an object is constant. In other words, the luminance of the 
peripheral field ofvision can interfere with our perception of lightness of a central 
visual field. Mounting, given contrast in luminance, may therefore influence our 
perception of an artwork. 
A now classical experiment shows that the very same gray squares would 
appear to have different brightness when placed against a light or a dark background 
(Plate 48). The experience can be partially explained by lateral inhibition, the 
hampering ofsignal transmission by adjacent receptors in the retina. If each receptor 
sends a fixed portion of inhibiting signals to its neighboring cells, at the edge where 
and Chen H. P., "General versus Specific Color Preferences ofChinese Students," the 
Journal of Social Psychology 6 (1935): 290-314. 
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the light and dark area meet, the receptors receiving high intensity of light at the 
border would be given less inhibition from the neighboring cells receiving low 
intensity, leading to a higher perceived brightness. On the other hand, receptors at 
the border receiving low intensity oflight receive more inhibiting signals from the 
adjacent cells that collect high intensity, resulting in an even lower perceived 
brightness." Lateral inhibition, however, is not the ftill answer to simultaneous 
contrast. Psychologists also attribute the phenomenon to the hypothesis of 
belongingness, stating that a surrounding area, to which a region seems to belong, 
iiiiti l^|i I influences the appearance of the central region (Plate 49)}^ When a region 
apparently belongs to a dark area, it appears lighter even if it is in fact surrounded by { 
more light than dark areas. As an artwork and its mounts form a relatively simple 
,ii 
:ii system, the major surrounding area should always be perceived as the place where 
r 
';;;: the artwork belongs. Based on any of the two phenomena, the same visual effect is 
it".l 
j expected. A piece of artwork, when mounted with a darker frame, appears brighter 
I than it actually is，and vice versa. Virtually changing the luminance on Photoshop .of 
the mounts of A Pair of Mandarin Ducks on a Sandy Islet, after Zhao Mengfu 仿趙 
k 
孟頫沙渚雙駕圖 by Emperor Qianlong would give a slight but obvious shift in 
brightness ofthe artwork (Plate 50). When the painting is mounted with a darker 
frame, it appears to be much brighter, compared to the one mounted with a brighter 
frame. 
Even with constant illumination, objects with the same color may be 
11 E. Bruce Goldstdn, Sensation and Perception, 7th ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson 
Wadsworth, 2007)，53-54. 
12 Michael White, "The Effect ofthe Nature of the Surround on the Perceived Lightness of 
Grey Bars with within Square-wave Test Gratings," Perception 10 (1981): 215-230; 
Alan Gilchrist, et al., "An Anchoring Theory ofLightness Perception," Psychological 
Review 106, no. 4 (1999): 795-834. 
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perceived differently due to differences in spatially adjacent colors. This effect is 
referred to as simultaneous color contrast or chromatic induction, which can be 
demonstrated by a center gray area surrounded by a chromatic border (Plate 51). The 
gray area is perceived as reddish-gray if a green frame encloses it; it is perceived as 
greenish-gray i f a red f rame encloses it. The central area, which is usually called the 
target or test field in such research, appears to have a slight color shift towards the 
complementary color of the border h u e ” In the Qing imperial court, bright yel low 
siUc was often used as mounts for royal portraits and paintings by the emperors, 
which were mounted according to the monochromatic system. Based on the theory 
ofs imul taneous color contrast, artworks mounted with bright yellow siUc would be 
perceived as more bluish than they are in reality (Plate 52). 
To minimize unwanted color shift due to chromatic induction, borders in 
neutral colors such as white, gray or black could be used. Achromatic f rames were 
evident in the history of Chinese mounting. Ming Dynasty scholar Wen Zhenheng 
recommended black twill with white stave strips for mounting general hanging 
scrolls, light ‘moon white，siUc for small artworks, and white siUc or narrow 
yellowish black borders for very large pieces]4 Also a Ming scholar, Zhou Jiazhou 
explicitly suggested siUc in light ivory color for mounting dark tonal artworks in 
13 Prasit Cunthasaksiri, Hiroyuki Shinoda, and Mitsuo Dceda, "Recognized Visual Space of 
Illumination: A New Account of Center-Surround Simultaneous Color Contrast," Color 
Research andApplication 29，no. 4 (2004): 255-260. 
14 Wen Zhenheng, "Zhang wu zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
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order to accentuate the difference between the center and the peripheral.'^ 
Interaction among neighboring colors, intentionally or unconsciously, is 
likely to be concerned and incorporated in the mounting practices that were 
transmitted through apprenticeship for decades or even centuries. The tradition still 
continues nowadays and the color of the peripheral ring is often chosen according to 
the overall tone of the artwork. Similarity in color temperature but difference in 
luminance is the key. The professional mounter Zhu Pinfang 諸品芳 at the Shanghai 
_ Museum, for instance, mentioned in an interview that the peripheral ring should be 
i in a lighter shade o f t h e overall or base tone of the painting.'^ Similar ideas are also 
:";'i 
'|| included in published manuals of mount ing]? If a painting gives an overall warm 
"I 
tone tinted to an earthy brown, according to the principle, mounts in light brown or 
丨  pale yellow should be used. Most of the ancient paintings on siUc give a rusty brown 
|| tone when aged. As seen in present mounting conditions, the peripheral ring ofthese 
i'-.i 
ancient siUc paintings, regardless of the mounting systems, are often mounted with 
t 
! siUc in creamy yellow, lighter shades of the overall tone of the paintings. Old ‘ 
paintings on paper are tinted to neutral tone and grayish frames are more appropriate 
according to this principle. In this case, simultaneous brightness contrast is probably 
more prominent than that of simultaneous color contrast. 
Kang Jianguo 康建國，contrary to the comments by Chu Pinfang and 
Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi 中 
15 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，49. 
畫如設色深者，宜用淡牙色，取其別於畫色也。 
16 Chu Pinfang (Associate Curator, Cultural Relics Restoration Research Office, Ancient 
Painting and Calligraphy Restoration, Shanghai Museum), in discussion with the author, 
July 8, 2009. 
17 Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., 
Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 162-163. 
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國書畫裝裱工藝學院書畫裝裱教研室(Research Laboratory ofMounting, 
Academy o fMount ing Chinese Paintings and Calligraphy), emphasized the 
significance ofharmony achieved through optimal contrast in color temperature.^^ In 
particular, Kang believed that, traditionally, mounters have avoided using mounts in 
a color similar to the overall tone of an artwork. This is indeed a common principle 
employed by mounters, as existing Chinese paintings tinted to warm tones generally 
employ siUc in pale colors, such as pale green, or light blue (e.g., Plate 33). Colors 
contrasting in temperature may induce greater chromatic induction, shifting the color 
perception of the paintings to the opposite scale. For example, a warm color painting 
may appear even warmer with a green frame. Light shades and pale tones promoted 
by Chu or Kang, however, minimize any possible induction effects while ensuring 
luminance or chromatic contrast. 
Such practice or comments, of course, never suggest directly any awareness 
of simultaneous brightness contrast or color shift due to chromatic frames. 
Individual accounts stating preference of frames in certain colors are more likely to 
reflect individual or collective taste, trend, functionality, tradition and culture. 
Indeed, Zhou Jiazhou discouraged the use o f b l a c k twill due to its poor durability 
despite ofits historical reference.'^ The visual effect of mounts in recommended 
colors, however, should not be overlooked or ignored altogether. Preference of 
achromatic frames and mounts with less saturated colors is indeed prominent in the 
Ming and Qing Dynasties, strongly contrasting with the mounting tradition in 
neighboring countries such as Japan, where mounts with vivid colors or even gold 
I g • 
Kang Jianguo, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jifa, 2nd ed. (Chengdu: Sichuan kexue 
jishu chubanshe, 2005), 181 • 
19 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，103. . • • 
天地巷綾雖古雅，巷不耐久，易爛，余多用月白或深藍。 
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and silver threads are often used ^4a te 53). 
Research has also shown that, apart f rom directly adjacent colors, the 
presence o f r e m o t e color fields would also induce a color shift of the central visual 
field. Psychologists introduced squares of color patches as remote inducers near a 
test field to study their influence on the color perception of the central target and 
monitor the color induction by the background color. The influence o f r e m o t e 
inducers is shown in many visual experiments, and researchers have identified 
several characteristics of the e f f e c t ^ It is reported that the magnitude of color 
>IC.| j. 
j i induction attributed to the remote color fields is independent of distance (between 
„;''! 
.,i I .:ij ;: remote inducers and the test field), surface area, or total edge length o f t h e ,:l 
i n d u c e r s . 2 i The magnitude of color induction seems to depend on the global average 
• il 
, ' ' 
:i chromatic variability o f t h e visual scene, while the compositional effect appears to 
;:"i 
；： be trivial.22 The higher the global average chromatic variability, the weaker the 
chromatic induction. Color induction is weaker when a colorful frame, whether 
1：" 
t immediate or remote, surrounds a test field, compared to a test field f ramed by a ^ 
|.'丨 
border with uniform color.^^ With the global chromatic variability held constant, the 
apparent color shift of a test field is more or less the same, whether it is framed 
inside a solid color ring which is further encircled by a border with multiple colors 
(high in chromatic variability), or vice versa. Dichromatic and trichromatic 
20 For instance, James W. Jenness and Steven K. Shevell, "Color Appearance with Sparse 
Chromatic Context," Vision Research 35 (1995): 797-805. 
21 Eli Brenner, Frans W. Coraelissen, and Wim Nuboer, "Some Spatial Aspects of 
Simultaneous Colour Contrast," in Seeing Contour and Colour, ed. Janus J. Kulikowski, 
Christine M. Dickinson, and Ian J. Murray (Oxford: Pergamon Press, 1989), 311-316. 
22 Eli Brenner et al., "Chromatic Induction and the Layout of Colours within a Complex 
Scene," Vision Research 43 (2003): 1413-1421. 
23 Eli Brenner and Frans W. Comelissen, "The tifluence of Chromatic and Achromatic 
Variability on Chromatic Induction and Perceived Colour," Perception 31 (2002): 225-
232. 
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mounting systems may facilitate reduction of chromatic induction. Variation of 
colors can be produced by the addition of separators, stave strips, and accent strips 
which are usually made of siUc in colors differing from the rest of the mounts. 
Adding color temperature variety to the mounts, as suggested by Kang, would hence 
reduce the effect of chromatic induction. 
It may lead to the conclusion that frames with high chromatic variabiUty are 
better in avoiding unwanted chromatic induction. Research however reveals the 
down side of vivid and colorful frames; surrounding fields with high chromatic 
variability actually make the central area look less saturated. Surroundings of dull 
uniform colors exert less interference on the internal color contrast of the central 
area.24 Probably since the Ming Dynasty, Chinese hanging scrolls have often been 
mounted with siUc which is in relatively uniform and low-contrast muted colors. 
Whether it is mounted according to the monochromatic, dichromatic or trichromatic 
system, unless accent strips and other decorative features are added，plain siUc 
without patterns or twill with subtle shiny patterns is often preferred in areas directly 
adjacent to the artworks. The perceptual shift in hue and saturation could thus be 
held at a relatively low level. On the other hand, Japanese mounting often employs 
colorful and vivid mounts, which probably not only reduce the color contrast of 
artworks, making them appear less saturated than they are, but also divert the 
viewer's attention from the artworks. Areas with bright colors or high contrast -
described as having high stimulus salience in the psychology of visual perception -
attract more visual attention compared to other areas where stimulus salience is 
24 Richard 0 . Brown and Donald I. A. MacLeod, "Color Appearance Depends on the' • 
Variance of Surround Colors," Current Biology 7 (1997): 844-849. 
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low.25 Highly elaborate and vivid Japanese mounts, by actively calling for attention 
and understating the artworks, glorify their own presence, while the relatively pale 
and dull Chinese mounts celebrate the unbeatable status of art by supporting the 
scrolls in silence. 
Although simultaneous brightness contrast and chromatic induction have 
been repeatedly proven in laboratories, the effect is relatively weak in real life. 
Chromatic induction can be understood as a special condition caused by the 
mechanism o fco lo r c o n s t a n c y . Color constancy refers to the effect in which the 
perceived hue of an object remains invariant even under the color changes of 
illumination. In chromatic induction, the surrounding colors are incorrectly assumed 
to be the illuminant, suggesting that a bias to the complementary color of the 
surrounding area would compensate for the chromatic shift caused by the chromatic 
change of the illuminant. It is hence proposed that chromatic interactions are 
probably advantageous for promoting color constancy in daily viewing conditions. 
Under constant illumination, with more color clues available in everyday life, . 
weaker chromatic induction should be experienced in order to give a perception of 
constant chromatic characteristics. This suggestion is also confirmed by the 
experiment of chromatic variability mentioned; higher chromatic variability in the 
surrounding area within the scene reduces chromatic i n d u c t i o n ? The chromatic 
induction of Chinese hanging scroll mounting, combined with its earthy tones and 
25 E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation and Perception, 7th ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson 
Wadsworth, 2007), 124. 
26 Thomas Wachtler, Thomas D. Albright, and Terrence J. Sejnowski, "Nonlocal 
Interactions in Color Perception: Nonlinear Processing of Chromatic Signals from 
Remote Inducers," Vision Research 41 (2001): 1535-1546; Paul Whittle and P. D. C. 
Challands, "The Effect ofBackground Luminance on the Brightness ofFlashes," Vision 
Research 9 (1969): 1095-1110. 
27 Eli Brenner and Frans W. Comelissen, "The Influence of Chromatic and Achromatic 
Variability on Chromatic Induction and Perceived Colour," Perception 31 (2002): 225-
232. 
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moderate chromatic variabiUty, is hence probably minimal, especially when scrolls 
are on display with other household furniture. 
While the Ming and Qing mounting tradition seems to inhibit chromatic 
induction by mounts with luminance modulation and moderate chromatic variability, 
contemporary mounters add some degree of chromatic freedom in their practice. It is 
recommended that a balance between harmony and contrast should be maintained by 
choosing siUc in suitable colors for mounting. More specifically, mounts should only 
contrast with the artworks in one of the following aspects: hue, luminance, intensity， 
and color temperature?^ Some variations according to this guideline may lead to 
stronger chromatic induction than the traditional practice, the visual effects of which 
would be various and require further investigations. 
Depth and Window 
The advocate of psychology of art, Rudolf Amheim, stated in his book Art 
and Visual Perception that "a clear visual distinction became necessary between the 
physical space of the room and the world of the picture. This world came to be 
conceived as boundless - not only in depth, but also laterally — so that the edges of 
the picture designated the end of the composition, not the end ofrepresented 
space."29 The European frames, as windows to the real world, create an illusion of 
continuous space beyond the picture plane. Perception of a three-dimensional world 
beyond the picture plane certainly involves more than the addition of a frame; 
relative size, occluded objects, shadow, texture gradients, atmospheric perspective, 
2g 
Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., 
Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 159-165. 
29 RudolfAmheim, Art and Visual Perception: A Psychology ofthe Creative Eye, NeW 
version, expand and revised ed. (Berkeley: University ofCalifomia Press, 1974), 239. 
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color and linear perspective, are all contributing to depth i l l u s ion?�Frames merely 
exaggerate the effect. It is particularly convincing in landscape paintings f ramed 
with buUcy and thick borders (Plate 54). According to the Gestalt theory, the 
phenomenon is referred to as figure-ground segregation, which is the automatic 
perceptual identification of an object and its background, leading to the visual 
perception o f a c o n t i n u o u s background occulted by an oblique object^^ In the case 
o fEuropean art, frames are perceived as objects in the foreground (as they actually 
are) while the paintings are perceived as the borderless background; the f rames in 
the foreground block the view of the area beyond the edges. The illusion is 
comparable to looking out a window, the frame of which cuts o f f p a r t o f t h e scenery 
outside. Most of the European frames, especially those gilded elaborate f rames 
produced in the 19th century, are in low relief and protrude from the wall and 
picture plane. Together with the realistic representation of people and objects 
achieved through oil colors, which look as if there are real humans and things in the 
eyes o f t h e Americans and Europeans, the viewer has little trouble in differentiating 
between figure and ground, and accepts the illusion of the window to the real world. 
The effect of figure-ground segregation is maximized when the characters in the 
picture are abruptly cut off at the edge. With the invention of photography, 
impressionists utilized such effect to create painterly snapshots, which resemble real 
life. 
With their ideology, techniques and materials being drastically different， 
Chinese paintings succeeded in conveying a virtual space with gradients and shades. 
It is debatable whether Chinese painters were intending to pursue the same ultimate 
30 Robert L. Solso, "Perspective: The Art of Illusion," in The Psychology of Art and the 
Evolution of the Conscious Brain (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 2003), 197-222. 
31 E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation and Perception, 7th ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson 
Wadsworth, 2007), 103-106. 
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goal as their European or American counterparts: to produce a ‘faithful’ or 
photographically realistic copy of nature. What a 'faithfiil ' representation means 
differs from culture to culture, to say nothing of preferences and valuations of such 
32 
' faithfuLness'. A certain kind of realism, however, has always been one of the 
painting laws in China since ancient times. The Southern Dynasties theorist Xie He 
謝赫（fl. 497-501) in Gu huapin lu 古畫品錄（Classified Record o f A n c i e n t 
Painters) listed "fidelity to object" or in the original language, ying wu xiangxing 應 
物象形，as the third law ofLiu fa 六法（Six Laws o f C h i n e s e Painting), following 
the first law which stresses spirit consonance and the second law which stresses the 
use ofbmsh.33 Although the emphasis on shensi 神似(spiritual resemblance) may 
understate the value of xingsi 开乡似 p h y s i c a l resemblance), the goal of representing 
nature fai thfully is undeniable. Originally designated for f igure paintings, the Six 
Laws became important standards for later dynasties and were generalized to other 
genres of artworks such as landscape and bird-and-flower paintings. 
Despite the comparative flatness of Chinese mounting, f igure-ground 
segregation is achieved. The common procedure of mounting Chinese paintings 
includes zhengxiangfa 正鑲法(frontal attachment), which involves attaching the 
artworks behind mounting materials, as well as the reverse, i.e.fcm xiangfa 反鑲〉、去 
32 See David Summers, "Representation," in Critical TermsforArt History, ed. Robert S. 
Nelson and Richard Shifif, 2nd ed. (Chicago: University ofChicago Press, 2003); Shih 
Shou-chien, "Dui Zhongguo meishu shi yanjiu zhong zaixian lunshu moshi de shengsi," 
in History ofArt and History of Ideas, vol. FV, ed. Fan Jingzhong and Cao Yiqiang 
O^anjing: Nanjing Normal University Press, 2005), 1-24; and Emst Hans Gombrich, Art 
and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation, 6th ed. (London: 
Phaidon, 2002). 
33 
Xie He, "Gu hua pin l u " in Gu hua pin lu： Xu Hua pin lu (Beijing: Renmin meishu 
chubanshe, 1962), 1. 
六法者何？ 一氣韻生動是也；二骨法用筆是也；三應物象形是也；.四隨類賦彩是 
也；五經營位置是也；六傳移模寫是也。 
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(reverse attachment). Reverse attachment is only appropriate for mounting artworks 
without a gutter border. If a gutter border is added, frontal attachment should be 
used; i f n o gutter border is added, either frontal or reverse attachment, or both, could 
be used. It is stated that Beijing mounters usually opt for reverse attachment for 
artworks with no gutter border attached, whereas Suzhou mounters often opt for 
frontal attachment?< A gutter border is often added to enhance the aesthetic quality 
o f t h e mounts and to provide a buffer for future remounting. Frontal attachment is 
hence often used for paintings.^^ In other words, artworks are often mounted in such 
a way that they are almost on the same plane as the frames, instead o f b e i n g attached 
directly on top o f t h e mounts. When hung on the wall, most paintings are readily 
perceived as existing on or behind the mounting plane, facilitating figure-ground 
segregation and the illusion of a continuous virtual space. 
The sudden discontinuation of images at the borders amplifies the illusion. 
The incomplete view of a person or an animal is probably rare in the Chinese 
painting traditions, but portions of mountains, trees, or buildings are not uncommon. 
Seals severed when the artwork was remounted can also add to figure-ground 
segregation. 
The thickness of the border is probably a determining factor for the strength 
off igure-ground segregation. The thicker the borders, the more spacious the world 
behind the picture appears to be. Gippsland, Sunday Night, a painting by John 
LongstafF (1861 -1941), for instance, appears to have ample space when reframed 
34 Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., 
Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao yishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 202-203. 
35 n)id., 196-197. 
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with a replica of the original f rame from 1898 (Plate 55)严 The painting A Palace 
Concert 唐人宮樂圖 by an anonymous Tang painter, collected in the National 
Palace Museum in Taiwan, when framed with imaginary borders, also demonstrates 
a similar effect (Plate 56). With a wider border, figures and objects appear to be less 
crowded than with a narrow border. If the border were too narrow, the figure-ground 
segregation simply ceases, and the artwork becomes the figure whose space is 
bounded and cut of fabrupt ly while the wall or whatever underneath the scroll 
becomes background. 
The theory off igure-ground segregation, although mainly developed and 
researched in Europe and the North America, is assumed to be universally true and 
innate. To detect or differentiate shapes f rom their backgrounds - from identifying 
food to spotting predators - is believed to be a survival ability shared not only by all 
humans but also with other primates?? Ancient Chinese people were presumably 
bom also with this ability to segregate foreground objects f rom their background, 
particularly because of its close relationship with basic survival needs. This can be 
proven by the way the Ancients depicted some objects as partially obscured instead 
o fde tached separate items. Interlaced dragons on the Westem Han colored siUc 
banner could not be perceived as segmented sinuous forms but as continuous bodies 
(Plate 2). The landscape had to be perceived as continuous even when it was 
partially obscured by the birds on A Pair of Mandarin Ducks on a Sandy Islet, after 
Zhao Mengfu (Plate 34). Living organisms with the ability of segregation might not 
be capable o fp roduc ing two-dimensional works that requires such ability, but those 
36 John Payne, Framing the Nineteenth Century: Picture Frames 1837-1935 (Victoria, 
Australia: Images Publishing Group, in association with the National Gallery ofVictoria, 
2007), 8. 
37 John D. Mollon, " 'Tho' she kneel'd in that place where they grew... ' Ttie Uses and' 
Origins ofPrimate Colour Vision," Journal of Experimental Biology 146 (1989): 21-38. 
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lacking the ability could never create any such works. 
Segregation relies on luminance and color discrimination. Psychologists such 
as Livingstone and Hubel used to believe that the perception of forms is largely 
influenced by luminance information, while color differentiation is a relatively weak 
mediator.38 Later research confirmed the role of color vision in segregation. Even in 
a noisy environment without clear luminance contrast, monkeys can rely on color 
difference to detect reddish fruits from a greenish shrub. It is suggested that one of 
the advantages of t r ichromatic color vision is to improve segregation when little 
luminance information is available, in addition to judging the ripeness offruits.^^ In 
particular, recent findings showed that, although color difference was a worse clue 
than luminance in shape discrimination tasks (which require segregation), certain 
chromatic mechanisms performed better than others - shapes defmed by isoluminant 
edges o f t h e red-green color system led to better performance than that o f t h e blue-
yellow, as the former system showed a lower threshold on average. Thresholds for 
both color systems are higher than the achromatic stimuli, indicating worse • 
performance than luminance d i sc r imina t ion ,� 
Traditionally, difference in luminance is often used as the rule o f t h u m b in 
the choice o fmoun t ing for the peripheral ring. In addition to rules mentioned by 
contemporary mounters, evidence shows that ancient mounters may also have been 
aware of the importance of difference in luminance. The Song Dynasty painting 
Scholar illustrates a hanging scroll with high contrast in luminance between the 
38 Margaret S. Livingstone and David H. Hubel, "Psychophysical Evidence for Separate 
Channels for the Perception ofForm, Color, Movement, and Depth," Journal of 
Neuroscience, 7 (1987): 3416-3468. 
39 John D. Mollon, " 'Tho' she kneel'd in that place where they grew... ’ The Uses and 
Origins ofPrimate Colour Vision," Joumal of Experimental Biology 146 (1989): 21-38. 
4° Kathy T. Mullen and William H. A. Beaudot, "Comparison of Color and Luminance 
Vision on a Global Shape Discrimination Task," Vision Research 42 (2002): 565-575. 
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mounts and the artwork 0"late 16). The portrait is much brighter than the dark gray 
border on the Song painting. Zhou Jiazhou recommended that dark tonal artworks 
should be mounted with materials in light ivory color to accent the contrast.^' He 
discouraged black siUc for mounting because of its poor durability, in spite o f t h e 
long history o f b l a c k twill. SiUc of extreme luminosity such as ‘moon white，and 
dark blue was, however, recommended.^^ Extreme luminosity readily produces 
strong contrast in luminance, as Chinese paintings are seldom extremely light or 
dark. Whether it was a conscious treatment to enhance figure-ground segregation is 
questionable, but the intention to facilitate discrimination, which is a prerequisite for 
segregation, is undeniable. 
Mounts with strong chromatic contrast compared to the artwork, although 
less common than those with earthy tones, can be found in imperial mounting of 
royal family portraits and imperial artworks, for which bright yel low mounts were 
used (e.g., Plate 35). The album leaf of the portrait of the Song Emperor Huizong, 
remounted during the Qianlong reign, exemplif ies how chromatic difference aids 
discrimination at the border in isoluminant condition (Plate 52). 
Discrimination is facilitated also by the difference in texture and pattern. 
Florets and foliage patterned mounts drastically differ from the plain siUc or paper of 
the painting, setting the f rame apart f rom the artwork. Textiles such as plain siUc and 
twill with repeated patterns are often used in mounting Chinese hanging scrolls. 
Patterned twill, in particular, defines the picture plane by adding a decorative frame. 
Repetition within a defined field may create an impression that the "pattern 
41 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993), 49. 
畫如設色深者，宜用淡牙色，取其別於畫色也。 
42n>id.,103. . .• 
天地宫綾雖古雅’宫不耐久，易爛’余多用月白或深藍。 
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continues infinitely but that we are only shown an arbitrary section.'^^ 
Psychologically, most Chinese paintings are mounted as if they are behind or on the 
same plane as their borders. A patterned border is likely to be seen as cut off 
abruptly, instead ofbeing perceived as an obscured continuous plane behind the 
artwork. Repetitive pattems add variety to the scrolls and facilitate possible 
segregation without distracting the viewer's attention from the painting，Mounting 
siUc and paper, closely related to the art and history of Chinese textile and paper, is 
worth systematic and in-depth research, which cannot be incorporated in the present 
thesis. 
Despite contrast in luminance and colors, the illusion of depth often ceases if 
a scroll is viewed in situations other than against a wall or any solid surface. The 
ancient practice of suspending a hanging scroll with a painting hanger held up by an 
attendant made such segregation unlikely. In this kind of situation, any binocular 
and monocular clue would give notice of the flatness of a suspending hanging scroll. 
The existence of an attendant behind a scroll destroys any possible depth illusion of 
an artwork (e.g.. Plates 17 and 21). The phenomenon is consistent with the fact that 
hanging scrolls depicted to be suspended by hangers are almost always mounted 
with extremely thin side borders, and in some cases, no obvious borders are found. 
When artworks are mounted with narrow side borders, such as those in the style of 
the Song Dynasty like Riding a Dragon 乘龍圖 by Ma Yuan 馬遠(fL 1190-1224), 
43 Emst Hans Gombrich, The Sense of Order: A Study in the Psychology of Decorative Art, 
2nd ed. (London: Phaidon, 2006), 79. 
^ People have a tendency to spend longer time reading more informative sections o f a 
picture. Textile with subtle repeated pattem usually contains much less information and 
requires little interpretation. This guarantees that the borders would not distract the 
viewer's attention from the painting. See Alfred L. Yarbus, "Eye Movements during 
Perception of Complex Objects," in Eye Movements and Vision (New York: Plenum, 
1967), 1 7 1 - 196 ; Norman H. Mackworth and Jerome S. Bmner, "How Adults and 
Children Search and Recognize Pictures," Human Development 1 3 (1970): 149- 177 . 
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no segregation due to mounting should be observed (Plate 57),5 jfahanging scroll 
is only to be viewed when it is suspended on a hanger, there is no magic of 
segregation regardless of the width of the side borders. Be it coincidence or 
correlation, paintings like Five HundredArhats - Worshiping the Painting of 
Avalokitesvara (Plate 17), SummerActivities 0'late 20), Eighteen Scholars (Plate 
21)，and Antiquarian Activity around the Stove (Plate 43) all show hanging scrolls 
suspended on hangers and mounted with thin side borders. Some Ming Dynasty 
prints (e.g.. Plates 23 and 24) also conform to this observation. On the other hand, 
scrolls displayed on walls are more often shown with medium to thick side borders. 
Examples include the scroll depicted in Five HundredArhats - Worshiping the 
Painting ofAmitabhah 0"late 22), the hanging scrolls illustrated in An Anthology of 
Drama in the Yuan Dynasty (Plate 30) and Compendium of the UnvoicedDrama 
(Plate 44)，scrolls on wall in Jie Zhi Tang (Plate 46), as well as the painting hung 
behind the table in the Palace of Gathering Excellence (Plate 47). 
Some might wonder whether such coincidence could be explained by the fact 
that both the emergence of thick side border and the practice ofdisplaying hanging 
scrolls in an interior environment appeared later in history. By far the earliest 
examples ofhanging scrolls, namely^wazYmg Chess Mate (Plate 3) and Birds and 
Rabbits (Plate 4) excavated at Yemaotai and dated to the Liao Dynasty, were 
mounted without side borders. Combined with the fact that narrow side borders had 
long been recognized as a characteristic of the Xuanhe style of Song and represent 
45 The painting was remounted in early Qing Dynasty, according to two square seals o f the 
collector Liang Qingbiao 梁清揮 ( 1 6 2 0 - 1 6 9 1 ) and his signature on the title slip that 
reads，Remounted byJiaolin 蕉林重裝（Liang Qingbiao was also called Jiaolin Jushi, the 
Gentleman ofthe Banana Field). The painting later became part o f the imperial 
collection and remounted again in 2000 by the Taiwan National Palace Museum while 
retaining the original style of Song mounting. See Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMounting 
Chinese Painting and Calligraphy (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008), 170，ckt. no. 
4 1 . 
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the antiquarian taste, and medium to thick side borders are frequently seen on 
paintings remounted in the Qing Dynasty (e.g., Plate 34), the temporal explanation 
sounds plausible. The excavated paintings ofYemaotai, nevertheless, were hung on 
the wall of the tomb before being detached from their backing; the situation 
disagrees with both the hypothesis and the counterargument.^^ Being an isolated 
example in Northern China, the Yemaotai scrolls could be a misleading individual 
case and possibly represent some sort of cultural exchange between Northern and 
Central China. Discussed in the section "Splendid Adornment - The Song Dynasty" 
of Chapter One, although a narrow side border was probably a mounting feature 
during the Xuanhe period of Song, medium to thick side borders on hanging scrolls 
appeared no later than the time ofXuanhe. Hanging scrolls mounted with a border of 
medium thickness are observed on Song Dynasty paintings such as Scholar (Plate 
16). Such explanation also fails to account for the difference between the two 
examples of the Five HundredArhats series. Hanging scrolls depicted in Worshiping 
the Painting of Avalokitesvara (Plate 18) and Worshiping the Painting ofAmitabhah 
(Plate 22) suggest that both narrow and thicker borders co-existed in the Song 
Dynasty. 
While scrolls with side borders displayed on wall are likely to induce 
segregation, the perceptual effect is still fragile and could easily be disrupted. It may 
disappear, for instance, if inscriptions were added within the picture frame or ifseals 
were impressed over the inner contour of the mounting. It is unconvincing that there 
exists a space behind the border of Wild Duck by a Stream 溪壳圖 by the Yuen 
painter Chen Lin 陳琳(c.1260-1320), since the positions of the seals suggest that 
46 Liaoning Provincial Museum, Liaoning Sheng Bowuguan cang shuhua zhulu (Shenyang: 
Liaoning meishu chubanshe, 1998), 19 . 
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the picture is on the same layer as the mounts, and inscriptions belonging to the 
picture cannot be floating in the air if they are to be considered as actual items 
existing in a believable space (Plate 58). Image, inscriptions and seals are perceived 
as ifthey had been assembled like illustrations of organisms and plants sharing no 
common light source nor perspective, which Gombrich has shown to his readers.*? 
Layers ofillustration and text replace the depth of the artwork. In sum, despite the 
assumed universality of segregation, the mounting of Chinese hanging scrolls should 
not be presumed to be an amplifier intended for such effect, although occasional 
illusion of depth might be perceived. Discrimination of luminance or colors might be 
emphasized, but no further evidence exists pointing to the awareness ofthe illusion 
ofa continuous background when a frame is added in the foreground. 
A strong chromatic difference is often seen on hanging scrolls mounted in 
the Japanese style. In particular, religious paintings are often mounted with siUc or 
brocade ofsaturated colors and shimmering patterns as adjacent borders, to glorify 
their religious idols and emphasize the devotion of the beholder. Mounts with highly 
saturated colors drastically differ from the artworks, based on past findings, figure-
ground segregation should be more readily perceived compared to the Chinese style. 
The series offour screen strips Flowers of the Four Seasons 四季：；^丼 by Qing 
painter Gao Fenghan 高鳳翰（1683-1748)，remounted with golden yellow brocade 
with floral and foliage pattem based on the Japanese style, enhances the readiness of 
segregation (Plate 59).48 Discrimination ofsurfaces can be achieved without 
hesitation merely by luminance differences, although the contrast in colors and 
47 Emst Hans Gombrich, Art andIllusion: A Study in the Psychology ofPictorial 
Representation, 6th ed. (London: Phaidon, 2002), 230-232 . 
48 Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy ( T a i p e i : . . 
National Palace Museum, 2008), 74，cat. no. 8. 
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patterns is almost as strong. 
Oversized Outfit and Hlusionary Size 
Mounting adds to the artwork the grandeur of size, both physically and 
psychologically. Mounts physically enlarge a painting; upper and lower sections 
increase its total height while side borders increase its total width.^^ Although only 
images falling on the foveal region of the retina (where the density ofcones is the 
highest) are able to achieve maximum clarity, cues appearing in a visual field of 
more than 180�horizontally (approximately 90� t o the left and 90� to the right) and 
130° vertically (approximately 65�up and 65° down) could be detected effortlessly 
(Plate 60).50 丁。illustrate this, we can take the huge Song Dynasty painting Windy 
Pines Among a Myriad Valleys 萬壑松風 by Li Tang 李唐（c.1049-1130) as an 
example (Plate 61). The height of the painting is 194 cm and its mounts 314 cm. 
Assuming the eye level of an adult to be 150 cm, placing the vertical center ofthe 
painting at eye level would give a hanging scroll suspended at approximately 180-
cm above eye level. An adult standing 100 cm away from the painting would be able 
to detect all the visual cues from the artwork as well as its mounts as the horizontal 
and vertical angles are within the limit of the peripheral visual field.^' A museum 
visitor would not miss the global image including the mounts, although mounting is 
never the leading character of the show. 
Psychologists believe that the perception of global image precedes that of 
49 An artwork is often slightly trimmed during mounting or remounting, but the discarded 
portion is usually insignificant in size. 
5° Robert L . Solso, Cognition and the Visual Arts (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1994), 
2 2 - 2 3 . 
51 The mounted scroll would be within 5° to the left and right, 6 1 ° up and 57° down, 
based on the measurements published in Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMounting Chinese 
Painting and Calligraphy (Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008), 45 . 
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local features. Global figural perception is useful in locating informative stimuli and 
people can allocate more time in the subsequent stage to obtain further 
i n f o r m a t i o n . 5 2 According to an experiment conducted in 1987 by Locher and 
Nodine，people tend to exhibit initial diversive exploration with widely scattered 
fixations ofbrief duration, each lasting less than 300 ms. The diversive exploration 
is usually followed by specific exploration with fixations ofincreased duration, with 
each lasting longer than 400 ms.^ ^ The overall appearance ofaframed painting as a 
whole would therefore be attended to before the content ofthe artwork is 
scrutinized. The addition of mounts hence makes the impression ofalarger scroll to 
the beholder at the early stage of exposure. 
According to psychological theories on size perception, a painting, when 
mounted with a peripheral ring, would also be perceived as larger than it is. It is 
understood that the perception of size and that ofdepth are closely related. In other 
words, the perceived size of an object is determinedjointly by the size ofthe retinal 
image (usually measured by the visual angle) and the perceived distance between the 
object and the viewer. In normal situations, visual angle varies inversely with 
distance. The same object will cast a smaller visual angle and hence a smaller retinal 
image when it is moved farther away from the viewer. Keeping the size ofretinal 
image constant, an increase in perceived distance would induce an illusion of 
increased size. When accurate information about distance is lacking, or intentionally 
misleading information is given, misconception ofsize often results. An example in 
daily life would be the moon illusion. When the moon is on the horizon, it always 
52 David Navon, "Forest Before Trees: The Precedence of Global Features in Visual 
Perception," CognitivePsychology 9 (1977): 353-383. 
53 Paul J . Locher and Calvin F. Nodine, "Symmetry Catches the Eye," in Eye Movements: 
From Physiology to Cognition, proceedings of the Third European Conference on Eye 
Movements, Dourden, France, September 1985, ed. John Kevin 0'Regan and Arianfe 
Levy-Schoen (Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1987), 3 5 3 - 3 6 1 . 
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appears to be larger than when it is higher on the sky. The size and hence the visual 
angle of the moon is ahnost constant throughout the night, but our depth perception 
influences its apparent size. Obstacles across the terrain such as mountains and 
buildings provide rich depth information of the moon when it is on the horizon. 
When it rises to a higher position on the sky, the lack of depth clues leads to the 
misperception that the sky is ‘flattened,，making the moon appear closer than it is. 
With the same visual angle, a shorter perceived distance produces a smaller apparent 
size, i.e., a smaller moon (Plate 62).54 
When figure-ground segregation is at play, the painting could be perceived 
as being placed behind the mounts. It is possible that the increase in perceived 
distance would induce a perception of a larger painting, although the actual size and 
distance are held constant. Compare the two conditions of the Ming Dynasty 
painting Farewell at the Gate 柴門送客圖軸 by Zhou Chen 周臣 ( ? - 1 5 3 5 ) -
without mounts versus with imaginary mounts - illusion of depth and size is 
suggested (Plate 63). The size effect is even more prominent when a tiny painting is 
mounted as an enormous hanging scroll. The Song painting Kuan-yin Bodhisattva 
大士像 by Gu Shigu 賈師古（fl. 1131-1162) in the Taipei National Palace Museum, 
for instance, appears to be much bigger than it is when mounted with large upper 
and lower sections, together with thick side borders (Plate 64). 
The change in apparent size of the central painting when surrounded by 
mounts could also be explained by the Delboeuf illusion, which demonstrates 
overestimation or underestimation of size of a central target when encircled by a 
54 E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation and Perception, 7th ed. (Belmont, CA: Thomson 
Wadsworth, 2007) , 188-189. 
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larger boundary (Plate 65).55 ^he apparent size ofthe inner circle increases when a 
slightly bigger concentric circle surrounds it. Within a certain range, the size ofthe 
outer circle is inversely related to the apparent size ofthe inner one. The bigger the 
outer circle, the smaller the inner target seems to be. Recent findings suggested that 
an exponentially decaying function of distance could explain the illusion, stating that 
the distance between the two concentric circles is a crucial factor in determining the 
apparent size ofthe target. There exists an optimal value that any distance shorter 
than that point would result in overestimation of the central target but any distance 
beyond that point would result in underestimation.^^ 
It is possible that mounted Chinese hanging scrolls exhibit a similar effect on 
the perceived size of the artwork. According to the illusion, when mounted with 
narrow borders, even if depth clues are lacking, the painting should be perceived to 
be larger than it is. The apparent enlargement of artworks would only cease (and the 
reverse is observed) if the width of the borders exceeds the optimal distance between 
the edge ofthe painting and the outer contour of the mounts. Since the visual effect 
does not require depth perception, whether figure-segregation is observed or not, 
mounts would induce size misperception of the central a r t w o r k s . Song style 
55 Joseph Delboeuf, "Seconde note sur de nouvelles illusions d'optique: Essai d'une theorie 
psychophysique de la maniere dont l'oeil apprecie les grandeurs," Bulletins de 
l'Academie Royale des Sciences, Lettres et Beaux-arts de Behigue 20 2d serie (1865V 
70-97. 
56 Brian Roberts, Mike G. Harris, and Tim A. Yates, "The Roles ofInducer Size and 
Distance in the Ebbinghaus Illusion (Tichener Circles)," Perception 34 (2005): 847-856. 
The Ebbinghaus illusion (a.k.a Titchener circles in common English), which 
demonstrates a similar effect of size misperception, is recognized as a general form of 
the Delboeuf illusion. 
57 The Delboeufillusion apparently shows no reference to depth, but according to a 
research in 1977，one-thirds o f the participants provided responses suggesting depth 
perception in the Delboeufillusion. Most of these responses implied a closer central 
cirde and a farther outer circle, regardless o f the distance between the concentric circles. 
See Lawrence M. Ward et al., "The Case for Misapplied Constancy Scaling: Depth . 
Associations Elicited by Illusion Configurations," The American Journal ofPsychology 
90, no. 4 (1977): 6 1 7 . Such perception of depth, however, does not correspond to the size 
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mounting with thin brown borders (usually about 2 to 3 cm) would probably elicit an 
overestimation in painting size, without any segregation effect (e.g., Plate 57). 
Medium to thick side borders had been used in ancient Chinese mounting for a long 
period of time. Examples can be found in paintings from as early as the Song 
Dynasty, such as the painting Scholar (Plate 16), in which the side borders were 
relatively narrow compared to the size of the painting. The width of side borders 
recommended by contemporary mounters for non-Song style mounts is from about 8 
cm to slightly larger than 10 cm, which is still relatively thin (the width of paintings 
mounted as hanging scrolls is usually more than 30 cm), and size overestimation 
should be elicited.^^ Although further experiments are needed to confirm this 
phenomenon, it is expected that the size overestimation effect is stronger in Song 
style mounting than in other styles with thicker side borders. 
The illusion hypothesis is complicated by the ancient text Record of 
Prolonged Appreciation on a Plain Heart by Zhou Erxue, which recommended 
narrow borders for large paintings, but wide borders for small paintings.^^ According 
to the illusion, such comment could be announced to amplify the massiveness of a 
large painting by narrow side borders. The reverse is, however, difficult to 
understand; it goes against our intuition that thick side borders would be needed to 
illusion. With the same visual angle, a shape perceived as closer to the viewer should be 
considered smaller than it actually is. Depth perception is not useful in explaining the 
difference between the two circles in the Delboeuf illusion. 
58 Contemporary mounting standards, although with some minor variations among 
mounters, are generally consistent. For some common measurements, see for instances, 
Feng Zengmu, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao (Jinan: Shandong Fine Arts Publishing 
House, 2008), 26-28; Yang Zhengqi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao daquan ( 1997, 
repr., Jinan: Shandong Fine Arts Publishing House, 2002), 42-44; Zhongguo Shuhua 
Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao Jiaoyanshi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua 
zhuangbiaoyishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 178- 186. 
59 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du 
Bingzhuang and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，158. 
大畫狹邊，小畫闊邊。 
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reduce the apparent size of paintings that are akeady small or even tiny. There are 
several possible and plausible explanations. The first one could be that the width of 
side borders for small paintings suggested by Zhou Erxue still fell within the range 
so that the central target would be overestimated, only with a weaker effect 
compared to the narrow borders oflarge paintings. Ifsuch illusion effect were 
indeed applicable to the ancient Chinese, it seems irrational for them to reduce the 
magnitude ofthe effect for smaller paintings. Second, the Delboeufillusion probably 
was not applicable to ancient Chinese art. Such effect could be either unnoticed or 
negligible. Even ifthe Delboeuf illusion were inappropriate, an explanation about 
size is still needed to account for such a comment. Third, it is also possible that other 
phenomena, especially those related to size，override the Delboeufillusion, whether 
the latter was a true phenomenon in ancient China. Global perception could be one 
factor. The change in perception of size due to depth illusion elicited by segregation 
could be another. The upsizing effect induced by thick side borders, whose widths 
fall within the optimal distance between the inner target and the outer boundary, 
would be twofold. Perceived as being placed behind a rectangular frame farther 
away from the viewer, the painting would seem to be larger and more spacious than 
it is. The Delboeufillusion merely amplifies the apparent enlargement. 
Mounting small paintings into big scrolls is more effective than enlarging the 
artworks psychologically; more importantly, it mediates the relationship between the 
hanging scrolls and the interior settings ofthe household. Although the suggestion 
by Zhou Erxue is apparently confirmed by some ofthe psychological theories that 
suggest enhancing paintings by means of illusion, mounted paintings often fail to 
induce figure-ground segregation due to the interruption ofseals and inscriptions. 
The overall change in physical size was probably the most important eoncem ofthe 
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ancient Chinese; narrow side borders on enormous paintings avoid oversized pieces 
being unfit in the interior setting, while thick side borders on small paintings prevent 
tiny pieces from being left unnoticed in a spacious environment. Mounting is a 
powerful mediator, which inhibits direct and immediate contrast of a painting and its 
environment. Size contrast is only one aspect, while other aspects include brightness 
and colors. Imagine a household with ample space; a small piece of artwork hung on 
a large wall would echo the illustration of the Delboeuf illusion, in which the size of 
the artwork seems to diminish due to the long distance from the outer boundary，。 
Mounting not only defines the edges, but also provides a flexible means that can 
compensate or even convert the undesirable contrast effect induced by the greater 
environment. 
Stave Strips and Composition 
As discussed in the previous chapter, stave strips probably developed from 
the functional loose ends of the suspension cord which were used as tying cords, and 
tumed into two vertical strips serving purely decorative fiuictions in Chinese 
hanging scroll mounting. While swaying stave strips are still preserved in the 
Japanese mounting tradition, they have changed to firmly attached elements on the 
upper section in China probably since the Ming Dynasty. Mounters in both cultures, 
whenever necessary, employ a pair of stave strips, which are set in a way so that the 
upper section is divided into approximately three equal portions. This practice 
6° Although findings showed that there exists an exponentially decaying function 
governing the relationship between distance and the apparent size of the target, the 
distance fimction is unlikely to continue to infinity. The fimction is able to account only 
for an illusion within a particular range of distance. Beyond a certain distance, there 
should be neither expansion nor compression of the target. See Brian Roberts, Mike G. 
Harris, and Tim A. Yates, "The Roles ofInducer Size and Distance in the Ebbinghaus 
Illusion (Tichener Circles)," Perception 34 (2005): 855. 
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obviously differs from the mounting style shown on paintings ofthe ancient time, on 
which swaying stave strips are depicted as being closer to each other, leaving a 
greater portion on either side (see Plates 16 and 17). Despite a difference in 
attachment method, the similarity of ratio change to thirds might reflect specific 
aesthetic purpose and possible cultural exchange between the regions. 
Dividing the upper section into three more or less equal portions seems to 
reinforce the compositional rules. According to art composition books, implicit and 
explicit directional lines or visual cues would lead the eyes to follow the trajectory, 
drawing attention to figures along the line track.^ ^ An outstretched arm, among other 
visual cues, is a powerful directional line. Mo'ise sauve des eaux (Moses Rescued 
from the Waters; 1638) by Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665) demonstrates a composition 
utilizing the directional lines with arms and clothing in shadow to draw the viewers' 
attention to the child at the bottom right portion ofthe painting 0"late 66 )? Another 
powerful cue is the direction of the gaze. In Leon Kroll's Moming on the Cape, for 
instance, it is suggested that viewers would focus their attention on the woman on 
the left, before tuming to the pregnant woman standing against the tree on the right 
61 While the theory ofdirectional lines remains a common beliefwithin the art circle and 
lacks empirical support, psychologists have studied loosely relevant phenomena, which 
may aid fiirther investigation in the area. Findings have repeatedly shown a preference 
for horizontal or vertical orientations over oblique orientations in humans and animals. 
Visual acuity is significantly better at main-axis orientations. The oblique effect, as they 
name it, is apparently true in foveal and peripheral vision. Whether main-axis features of 
mounts magnify preference ofhorizontal and vertical orientations requires more 
research. See Stuart Appelle，"Perception and Discrimination as a Function ofStimulus 
Orientation: The ‘Oblique Effect ’ in Man and Animals," Psychological Bulletin 78，no. 4 
(1972): 266-278; and Stuart Appelle, "The Effect ofStimulus Duration and Monocular 
Viewing on the ‘Oblique Effect ’ in Peripheral Vision," American Journal ofOptometry 
andPhysiological Optics 52 (1975): 263-266. A later cross-cultural research, however, 
demonstrated a better acuity in oblique oriented grating in Chinese adults, suggesting a 
difference in genetic compositions between Chinese and Caucasians. See Li-luo Fang et 
al., "The Oblique Effect in Chinese Infants and Adults," Optometry and Vision Science 
74, no. 1 0 ( 1 9 9 7 ) : 8 16-821 . 
62 Charles Bouleau，The Painter's Secret Geometry: A Study ofComposition in Art (Kew 
York: Hacker Art Books, 1980), 45-46. 
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(Plate 67).63 工打 other words, viewers are expected to follow the gaze of the figures, 
especially that of the left woman. Stave strips, not directly taking part in the 
composition of the image, might perform a similar ftmction as directional lines to 
draw visual attention to any salient figures along or near the two imaginary vertical 
lines, accentuating the effect of compositional rules. 
Compositional mles have caught the attention of American and European 
artists, philosophers, psychologists and even mathematicians for centuries, long 
before empirical psychological studies were invented. Two of the most studied 
hypotheses are probably center weighting and the Golden Section. According to 
these compositional rules, humans are psychologically attracted to certain ratios or 
elements at specific locations. Placing salient features at these spots on a painting 
would enhance its aesthetic quality. 
Centralized viewing which states that viewers give a higher weight to the 
center and spend longer fixation time on the center, have been repeatedly confirmed 
in experiments and scan path studies. Solso explained the theory with the amount pf 
traffic 一 the center can be compared to downtown Beijing, where every vehicle has 
to pass by (and trapped by traffic conjunction) when they drive from one side of the 
city to the other - when a viewer fixates on various areas of interest on the canvas, 
to quickly commute among these areas, the center would receive the greatest amount 
of traffic. Before such viewing pattem was confirmed by scan path studies in the 
20th Century, Euro-American artists were clearly aware of the pattem and tended to 
place important features at or near the center.^^ It certainly requires ftuther data to 
63 It has been found that there are individual differences in viewing pattem of paintings. For 
sequences of fixation by different participants o f L e o n Kroll 's painting, see Eckhard H. 
Hess, "Attitude and Pupil Size," ScientificAmerican 2 1 2 (1965): 5 1 . 
^ Robert L . Solso, Cognition andthe VisualArts (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1994)， 
150. 
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support a claim that center weighting is also prominent in Chinese painting tradition, 
but it is obviously true that some ancient Chinese paintings, especially portraits and 
figure paintings, did employ similar composition. The hanging scroll Birdon 
Wutong Tree inAutumn 秋色梧桐圖（1654) by the late Ming Dynasty painter Lan 
Ying 藍琪(1585-1664), now collected in the Palace Museum, Beijing, is a perfect 
example of its application (Plate 68). For paintings in which center weighting is 
employed, it seems that stave strips have nothing to do with reinforcement ofcentral 
viewing tendency, possibly because the effect is relatively strong in itself. 
Another compositional rule extensively used and studied in the Euro-
American tradition is the Golden Section. The aesthetics ofthe Golden Section - the 
ratio approximately equals to 0.618 - was appreciated in the West since the time of 
the ancient Greeks. The placement of stave strips seems to echo the golden ratio, 
especially when a hanging scroll is mounted with the pair ofstave strips closer to 
one another. The Suzhou style, for instance, requires that the central portion defined 
by stave strips is slightly smaller than the sides, so that the outer edges ofthe stave 
strips snap to the thirds of the upper section.^^ For decades, however, the debate of 
the preference ofthe Golden Section has remained unresolved, with some findings 
favoring the aesthetic rule, and others showing puzzling results.66 Berlyne, an active 
researcher in the quest, believed that the preference for the Golden Section, instead 
ofauniversal psychological tendency, was tightly related to cultural background. 
65 Lu Tzung-ruen, "Shixi guazhou zhuangbiao de youlai," Bulletin ofthe National Museum 
ofHistory 10, no. 1 2 (2000): 26. 
66 Christopher D. Green, "Al l that Glitters: A Review ofPsychological Research on the 
Aesthetics o f the Golden Section," Perception 24 (1995): 937-968. 
Related research should also be interpreted with cautions as many ofthem involve using 
rectangles ofdifiFerent ratios as testing materials, instead ofcompositional studies of 
prominent features at different locations according to ratios. Although studies on Golden 
Section attempt to test the theory through various methods, the underlying rationales 
could be different. 
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Japanese participants in his study actually preferred square-like rectangles (1:1) to 
the Golden Section (1.618:1)" Considering the controversy of the topic and the 
failure to be applied to the Asians, we should not assume that the Golden Section, 
despite its close relevance to nature, is applicable to the Chinese painting tradition. It 
is also suggested that preference for the Golden Section is probably a result of 
exposure effect. Piehl found that participants who were exposed to rectangles 
constructed based on the Golden Ratio in preliminary procedures tended to prefer 
these rectangles in later tests. Piehl's research supplied a logical explanation for 
Berlyne's problem: Why did the application of Golden Section in art only occurred 
^ o 
in "Mediterranean civilizations and their offshoots." 
Psychologists also suggested preference for alternative simple ratios other 
than the Golden Section. The Rule ofThirds, for instance, upholds that placing 
salient figures near the lines that divide the whole artwork into thirds would help 
create an interesting artistic composition.^^ If the Rule ofThirds were used in a 
painting, which is to be mounted with stave strips but without side borders, the 
compositional effect would likely be amplified. The application can be exemplified 
by the Northern Song painting Early Spring 早春圖 by Guo Xi 郭熙（fl. 1068-1093) 
in the National Palace Museum, Taipei (Plate 69). The painting is currently mounted 
in a dichromatic style with a pair of stave strips dividing the upper section in three 
aknost equal sections (Plate 70). The painter skillfiilly arranged a prominent groove 
near a waterfall at two-thirds from the left edge of the artwork. The groove aknost 
67 Daniel Ellis Berlyne, "The Golden Section and Hedonic Judgments ofRectangles: A 
Cross-cultural Study," Sciences de 1 'Art/Scientific Aesthetics 7 (1970): 1-6. 
68 
Daniel Ellis BQrXynQ,Aesthetics and Psychobiology (New York: Appleton-Century-
Crofts, 197 1 ) , 229. 
69 John Thomas Smith, Remarks on Rural Scenery (London: Nathaniel Smith, 1797), 16-
17 ; Robert L . Solso, Cognition and the Visual Arts (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 
1994)，150. 
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aligns on the same axis of the right stave strip. Similarly, another hanging scroll 
from the Song Dynasty Children at Play in an Autumn Garden 秋庭戲嬰圖 by Su 
Hanchen 蘇漢臣（fl. late 11th to mid 12th century), demonstrates similar 
compositional characteristics (Plate 71). The two children are located at the lower 
left portion of the painting, while a tall rock is placed so that one-third ofthe 
painting ofthe right is visually separated from the left. The Yuan painting Hermit 
Fisherman on Lake Dongting 洞庭漁隱圖 by Wu Zhen 吳鎮（1280-1354) is another 
example exhibiting placement of prominent features, i.e. trees in the foreground, at 
one-third from the left edge (?\aie 72). Contemporary artist Yu Zhizhen 俞致貞 
proposed San qi ting qi shou shi 三七停起手式（The Painting Law ofThree to 
Seven) and recommended that prominent features should be placed at the vertical or 
horizontal axis at 0.3 or 0.7 of the height or width ofapainting. She believed such 
law could be applied to other formats such as fan-shaped or circular paintings as 
well.70 Without proper reference to classical Chinese literature or systematic analysis, 
it is however difficult to justify the validity of such law in ancient China. It could be 
a modified or simplified version of the Golden Section theory or the Rule ofThirds 
in the modem era. It is, however, unlikely that stave strips were designed for the 
purposes ofintensifying the compositional effect ofthe Rule ofThirds. Firstly, there 
is no statistical or textual evidence showing that the Rule of Thirds is a major and 
valid aesthetic law in Chinese painting tradition. Although related examples could 
be found, there are many counter-examples as well. The Qing Dynasty painting 
fountain High, River Deep 山高水長 by Shixi 石谿（1G11-1G92), for instance, 
apparently adopts a totally different compositional system, because no prominent 
• ( 
‘ • 一 • 
70 Y u Zhizhen, Gong bi hua huijifa (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin meishu chubanshe, 1982), 25 . 
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71 vertical axis could be identified (Plate 73). Any compositional plan based on 
proportion, even if it existed in ancient China, could not be concluded in simple 
terms without thorough investigation7^ Secondly, even for a painting in which the 
Rule of Thirds is used, intensification of the effect is only possible when no side 
borders are present. With side border (usually of width 5-12 cm) adding to each side 
of a painting, the ratio of thirds would be disturbed, and amplification of the 
composition would only be possible if the stave strips are placed closer to one 
another. 
Research on the Golden Section, however, also demonstrates results that may 
assist our understanding of the stave strips and its aesthetic effect. While researchers 
are inclined to believe that the Golden Section has little or no perceptual aesthetic 
attractiveness, they have shown special preferences of a range of ratios - from the 
Golden section (0.618), to the 1.5:1 (0.667), to � 2 : 1 (0.707)7^ It is possible that, in 
addition to the preference of equality (1:1), a specific range of ratios is preferred. 
This is, of course, no more than speculation at the present stage. It should be noted 
that contemporary mounting practices may favor such range, with the thirds of the 
upper section bisecting the painting at about 0.69 to 0.75 of the width after the side 
71 It should be noted that even in the Euro-American tradition, although many artworks 
were made based on the compositional rules, such as Baptism of Christ ( 1448-1450) by 
Piero della Francesca ( 1 4 1 5 - 1 4 9 2 ) , which appears to be the most famous example of the 
Rule of Thirds, there also existed many other forms of 'mathematical' composition in the 
Early Renaissance. See Charles Bouleau, The Painter 's Secret Geometry: A Study of 
Composition in Art fNew York: Hacker Art Books, 1980)，95-96. 
72 Hanging scroll paintings might share more similar proportion with Euro-American 
paintings. However, painting formats such as handscroll or fan, obviously did not exist in 
any cultures in Europe or North America. Compositional rules developed based on the 
Euro-American artistic tradition would not apply in any way to these formats. 
73 Frans Boselie, "The Aesthetic Attractivity of the Golden Section," Psychological 
Research 45 (1984): 367-375. 
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borders are taken into account7^ The range is actually similar to the one found 
preferable in Westem empirical studies if the two strips are placed so that they are 
closer to one another. 
The coincidence ofthe range, before being taken any further, requires more 
detailed studies. All in all, mathematical ratios were not an inherited feature in the 
composition ofChinese paintings. It is perilous to assume that ratios widely used in 
the Westem artistic tradition are true and applicable to the Chinese art world, in the 
past or present. It is equally possible that stave strips were attached to the upper 
section，abiding to the present range of ratios, because oftechnical concem andA)r 
other aesthetic reasons. Kang Jianguo, for instance, proposed that the addition of 
stave strips is a way to increase the visual variability ofthe upper section without 
mentioning anything hinting to specific ratios and c o m p o s i t i o n . ” 
Psychology and Chinese Hanging Scroll Mounting 
Modem empirical psychology in visual perception offers an alternative 
perspective to the study of Chinese hanging scrolls mounting, especially in terms of 
chromatic choices, depth perception, size illusion, and possibly compositional 
influence. Whether intentional or intuitional, ancient scholars who wrote about 
mounting did promote the use of mounts in earthy or neutral colors, which exert less 
influence on the chromatic perception of a painting. Adding global chromatic 
variability by introducing secondary elements such as separator probably reduces 
chromatic induction and better conveys the original colors ofthe painting. Such 
practice drastically differs from the Japanese style, which shows a high level of 
74 Based on the recommended measurements in Feng Zengmu, Zhongguo shuhua 
zhuangbiao (Jinan: Shandong Fine Arts Publishing House, 2008), 29. 
75 Kang Jianguo, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao jifa, 2nd ed. (Chengdu: Sichuan kexud' 
jishu chubanshe, 2005), 73. 
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chromatic variation. According to psychological research, high chromatic variation 
would lower the perceived color saturation of a painting. Chromatic contrast, as well 
as luminance, texture and pattem contrasts, help to define the boundary of a 
painting, promote figure-ground segregation, and induce a depth perception so that 
the pictorial representation recedes into the background. Segregation also triggers 
the illusion of space and size. When the painting is perceived as an obscured scene, 
ample space cut off from view is assumed. The increase in perceived distance from 
the scene also suggests an increase in size. Segregation, and hence a chain of 
illusions, on hanging scrolls is a rather fragile effect and ceases if certain conditions 
are violated. Side border is one of the key requirements; without side borders, 
segregation becomes inapplicable, and space addition irrelevant, although size 
overestimation is still possible due to the Delboeuf illusion or global perception. 
Ancient scholars and mounters, instead of researching and learning about 
human visual perceptual characteristics, probably participated in the art of mounting 
with a simple wish to frame paintings in an artistically pleasing way. Modem 
psychological research, rather than defining a new standard ofbeauty, aims to study 
the eye and the mind and to discuss the cause of certain visual or aesthetic effects. 
Some coincidences between ancient mounting practice and empirical psychology are 
presumably due to a shared interest in visual characteristics and aesthetics. At the 
present time, suggestions as such cannot explain specific characteristics or every 
aspects of the ancient practice in full, yet they could be used as cornerstones for 
ftuther research in the field, expanding our knowledge of not only Chinese hanging 
scrolls, but also other mounting formats, or even Westem frames, which is also a 
seriously overlooked topic in academia. 
Because psychology is a social science rooted in Westem culture, even after 
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decades ofcross-cultural studies, it remains a subject area dominated by Americans 
and Europeans. Despite the intention of psychologists to unveil the different 
mechanisms ofall human beings through rigorous cross-cultural research, there is 
still a large volume of work yet to be done. What is more problematic is perhaps the 
limitation ofa Westem perspective, which serves as a looking glass and leads 
psychologists to research certain topics but not others due to their own cultural 
influence. The fascination with mathematic ratios, the passion for realism and 
illusion, all reflect Westem tastes. Empirical research with a shift offocus on 
Chinese pictorial tradition should be carried out, before the study ofChinese 
mounting can tum a new page. 
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Chapter Three: Experiment on Aesthetic QuaUty ofMounting 
The previous chapter discussed the various changes to the perception ofan 
artwork brought about by the addition of a mounting frame. Chromatic induction 
explains the possible changes in the perceived tone of a painting. Some mounted 
hanging scrolls could be viewed as if there exists an unlimited space beyond the 
plane ofthe mount, the effect of which could be accounted for by figure-ground 
segregation. Mounts may also lead to size overestimation ofapainting due to 
distance perception and the Delboeuf illusion. Further research is needed to confirm 
the interaction ofstave strips and composition, but the function ofthe strips as 
decoration aiming to increase the aesthetic pleasantness ofan artwork is undeniable. 
Regardless ofthe power of the psychological effects mentioned in the previous 
chapter, mounters always consider beautifying artworks by producing suitable 
mounts as one oftheir major obligations. Zhou Jiazhou, for instance, believed that 
mounting is similar to female makeup and apparel. While appropriate clothing 
beautifies a woman, suitable mounting adoms an artwork? The decorative ftmction 
ofmounts is also frequently mentioned by contemporary scholars and mounters.� 
The aesthetic function of mounting upheld by ancient scholars and 
contemporary mounters is definite, but its actual effect is empirically unproven. 
Empirical proofwas probably less of a problem in the distant past when digital 
‘ ^ o u Ji^hou，"The Book ofMounting," in Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese Pictorial 
A" as Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, vol. 19 (Roma: Istituto italiano 




2 See for examples Zhongguo Shuhua Zhuangbiao Gongyi Xueyuan Shuhua Zhuangbiao 
Jiaoyanshi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiaoyishu (Jinan: QiLu Press, 2002), 1 ; and 
Kang Jianguo, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiaojifa, 2nd ed. (Chengdu: Sichuan kexufi' 
jishu chubanshe, 2005), 3. 
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reproduction of artworks was unheard of and paintings seldom existed without their 
accompanying mounts. Since the birth of printed catalogues and later online 
collections, artworks were often shown without regard for their original size and 
mounts. Gigantic artworks shrink to fit our monitor screens, while tiny pieces 
enlarge to fill the pages. Possibly for the sake of space saving and a clean layout, 
information about mounts is often omitted. Neither images nor text descriptions are 
included in museum or exhibition catalogues. While museum professionals and 
scholars have given little attention to mounting in the previous decades, this kind of 
neglect should be questioned and scrutinized. The aesthetic influence of mounts 
should never be underestimated. The absence of mounting information in 
contemporary reproductions and publications should only be continued if justified 
by its visual effect and interference. 
To test the aesthetic influence of mounts on artworks, especially that of 
hanging scrolls, paintings in different mounting conditions had to be compared. 
While there exists a wide variety of mounting styles with thousands of color 
combinations, as a preliminary experiment in the field, it is impossible to include all 
these variations. To identify the general aesthetic influence of mounts, a style of 
moderate complexity, i.e. dichromatic system with stave strips, was selected. Two 
colors, one lighter and the other darker, for upper and lower sections were used in 
two different conditions, in order to test the potential influence of colors of the 
mounts. Artworks without frames, as well as those encircled by gray borders, were 
included in the experiment as control stimuli. Based on the goal ofbeautification in 
the mounting tradition, it is assumed that participants would prefer artworks with 
mounts compared to those without mounts or with borders in a neutral color, and 
would give higher ratings on aesthetic quality on those items. Probably since the 
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Ming Dynasty, scholars preferred earthy and muted colors for mounting materials. 
Discussed in the previous chapter, dull colors are less obtrusive and exert less 
chromatic induction on the artworks. Artworks mounted with lighter mounts are 
therefore suggested to receive higher ratings on aesthetic quality compared to the 
darker counterpart. 
It is believed that formal art training would influence visual perception and 
aestheticjudgment of artworks. Berlyne suggested that aesthetic response to an 
artwork depends on the pattems of diversive and specific perceptual exploration.^ 
Diversive exploration is characterized by short-duration, widely dispersed and 
sparsely populated fixation clusters, supposed to be pattem-oriented and 
advantageous for global impression ofthe overall composition. Specific exploration 
involves prolonged, concentrated and densely packed fixation clusters, believed to 
be meaning-oriented and beneficial to semantic processing ofindividual elements of 
an artwork. Later research shows that aesthetic preference is dependent on both 
diversive and specific exploration, with art-trained viewers displaying a different 
pattem ofexploration as compared to untrained viewers. In a study by Nodine et al., 
art-trained viewers showed less diversive but more specific exploration in viewing 
more formally balanced artworks. Their viewing pattem is reversed, with more 
diversive but less specific exploration when looking at less formally balanced 
images. Untrained viewers, on the other hand, showed less distinctive pattems in 
these two types ofimages. Their scanning paths seemed to be driven by individual 
elements instead of the overall composition. They also spent more time on central 
and foreground figures as compared to the art-trained group, who generally spent 
more time on relationships among shapes, colors, and space ofthe composition. The 
3 Daniel Ellis Berlyne, Aesthetics and Psychobiology (New York: Appleton-Century-'. 
Crofts, 1971)，100. � 
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researchers suggested that art training may have led to a change ofperceptual 
scanning focus from local features and information collection (picture-driven 
purpose) to global recognition of structures and underlying relationship among 
individual elements (schema-driven purpose), resulting in also difference in 
aesthetic judgment.^ As proposed in Chapter Two, the perception of mounts, 
especially that of size, might rely on diversive instead of specific exploration. The 
difference in exploration pattem between art-trained and untrained viewers might 
contribute to a difference in aesthetic judgment of artworks in different mounting 
:i ” 
!, conditions. 
Although the following statement is lacking in empirical support, Chinese 
mounting ofhanging scrolls probably provides powerful vertical and horizontal 
i components to an artwork, leading to a change in viewing patterns among groups 
with different levels of art knowledge, and hence possibly a discrepancy in their 
I 
aesthetic judgments towards the artwork. The stave strips and side borders add to 
verticality while the stave, upper and lower sections and separators, rollers and roller 
knobs add to horizontality. It creates a sense ofbalance in painting and calligraphy 
even when the artwork itself is composed of dynamic visual elements organized in 
an oblique fashion. In addition, familiarity of particular artworks may also influence 
a participant's aesthetic preference. It is therefore hypothesized that participants with 
an art background tend to give higher ratings to all stimuli and show a stronger 
preference of mounted artworks compared to unmounted or control ones. 
4 Calvin F. Nodine, Paul J . Locher, and Elizabeth A . Krupinski, "The Role ofFormal Art 
Training on Perception and Aesthetic Judgment of Art Compositions," Leonardo 26, no. 
3 ( 1 9 9 3 ) : 2 1 9 - 2 2 7 . 
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Method 
Participants 
Initially, 124 Chinese participants were recruited by convenience sampling, 
and each completed an online questionnaire from April to May 2010. With the 
exception ofone participant, whose responses were later excluded, all other 
participants reported having normal color vision. To ensure equal sample sizes 
across different groups, i.e. 24 participants in each ofthe four groups, only responses 
by 96 participants - 32 males and 64 females - were selected for statistical analysis. 
In the final data set，36 participants indicated that they have some knowledge 
ofart. Some ofthem were studying or have studied art, art history, graphic design or 
visual culture as their majors or minors in tertiary institutions; some have a visual art 
career (e.g., artist, designer, art administrator, or curator); some devote a significant 
portion oftheir leisure time to visual art-related activities (Appendix A). These 
responses were grouped under 'art background.' The responses by the remaining 60 
participants were categorized as ‘non-art background,' because they indicated that 
they were not actively or seriously involved in art in any ofthe listed aspects 
(education, career, and activity). 
Materials 
As a preliminary research on the influence of mounts on artworks, 12 
paintings by Ming Dynasty painters were selected for the current experiment 
(Appendix B) - four landscape (GOlA-D), four bird-and-flower (G02A-D) and four 
figure (G03A-D) paintings. The original artworks are collected in major museums, 
including the Palace Museum, Liaoning Provincial Museum, Shanghai Museum, 
Nanjing Museum in China and the National Palace Museum in Taiwan. All ofthese 
• i « 
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paintings were painted with color on paper in portrait orientation.^ The means of the 
heights and widths of the artworks are 123.3 and 61 cm respectively. The widths of 
these paintings range from 40% to 60% of their heights, with a mean of 50%. All 
paintings were positioned on the same spot (on a window of 600 x 800 pixels, the 
vertical and horizontal distances between the painting center and the upper left 
comer are always 333 and 194 pixels respectively). The paintings were resized so 
that they were all shown with the same height, i.e., 116.4 cm (300 pixels). For each 
painting, four different conditions were applied: without simulated mounts (S01, e.g., 
Plate 74), with simulated soft-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips 
(S02, e.g., Plate 75)，with simulated dark-color mounts in dichromatic system with 
stave strips (S03, e.g., Plate 76)，and encircled with gray borders (S04, e.g., Plate 77). 
The specific mounting styles in the mounting conditions (i.e. S02 and S03) were 
chosen based on the following considerations. 
Since there is no universal standardized style in mounting, the simulated 
mounts of the artworks (S02 and S03) were designed according to some of the 
commonly used rules in mounting workshops and museums in China and Taiwan. 
Monochromatic system is perfect for very large paintings (taller than 133 cm), while 
trichromatic system is often used on small paintings. Considering the average length 
ofthe selected paintings, the dichromatic system was chosen for the current project. 
It is also a style of moderate complexity which is appropriate for this preliminary 
research which aims to test the general aesthetic effect of mounts. The total length of 
5 The painting scroll Li Duanduan 李端端 by Tang Yin 唐寅（ 1470-1523) was listed as 
executed with color on silk in Chan Hou Seng, ed., Spirits Alive: Figures andPortraits 
from the Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 2 (Macau: Macao Museum of Art, 2008), 173， 
cat. no. 4 1 . The image o f the painting suggests that the material painting was paper 
instead of silk. It is also confirmed by other sources, e.g., Tang Yin, Tang Yin (Tang 
Bohu) hua ji, Chinese Painting (Tianjin: Tianjin renmin meishu chubanshe, 2001) , 99， 
cat. no. 86; Tang Yin, Tang Bohu, Zhongguo shi da ming huajia huaji, ed. Liu Guanliang 
(Beijing: Beijing gongyi meishu chubanshe, 2003), 75. 
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the mounts was designed to be about 215 cm (553 pixels), which approximates to 
the length ofmounts recommended by Feng Zengmu〉馬增木.6 Since a variety of 
upper to lower section ratios is applied to mounting in museums - for instance, 
works in the Shanghai Museum and the National Palace Museum are mounted in 
ratios ranging from 3:2 to 2:1 — a ratio of2:l was adopted due to its ancient 
reference. The artworks were set between upper and lower separators, and further 
flanked by two 8 cm-wide side borders (21 pixels). The total height ofthe separators 
was 33 cm, and the ratio of the upper to lower separator was 3:2. Two stave strips of 
width 3 cm (8 pixels) were set on the upper section so that the latter was divided into 
three equal portions. The stave strips were slightly shorter than the upper section and 
there was a small gap between the lower ends ofstave strips and the peripheral ring7 
The color combinations of the mounts were also designed according to 
mounting traditions and customs. A light yellowish gray (HEX color code: 
#F7F5ED) was used for stave strips, separators and side borders in both ofthe 
mounting condition (S02 and S03). A muted light green (HEX color code: 
#BDC7C2) was selected for the soft-color mounts group (S02), while a subdued 
blue (HEX color code: #506671), similar to the air force blue in the modem 
language, was chosen for the dark-color mounts group (S03). To simulate the 
common styleJuan quan lingxiang _圈续鑲（plain siUc peripheral ring with twill 
upper and lower sections) often used together with the dichromatic system, a subtle 
pattem was added to the upper and lower sections, as well as the stave strips, by 
6 For an artwork with the dimension 100 x 50 cm, Feng recommended the size of the 
mount to be 2 1 5 x 64 cm. See Feng Zengmu, Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao (Jinan: 
Shandong Fine Arts Publishing House, 2008), 28. 
7 Yang Zhengqi, ed., Zhongguo shuhua zhuangbiao daquan (1997，repr., Jinan: Shandong 
Fine Arts Publishing House, 2002), 42. 
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using the Pattem Overlay fimction available in Adobe Photoshop CS2, A thin 
brown suspension cord was attached to the inner top comers of the stave strips. The 
roller was flanked by two black lacquered roller knobs, each in the form of a slightly 
domed mushroom, due to their popularity in contemporary mounting. 
To identify the visual effect of mounts, the level of artistic quality must 
significantly differ from that of paintings surrounded by white space (S01), as well 
as that of paintings encircled by simple borders (S04). A medium shade of gray 
(HEX color code: #808080; B: 50% on the HSB color diagram) was used for the 
I 
I 
latter condition for its unobtrusiveness as a neutral color of medium brightness. 
Instead of thicker upper border and fixed-width side borders, the frame in the fourth 
condition (S04) is always composed by a rectangle of dimension 196.4 x 100 cm 
(505 X 257 pixels) placed behind the artwork with center alignment. 
丨 Design 
I 
Participants were asked to complete the whole experiment on any computer 
via an online interactive Flash program. One of its drawbacks is a difference in 
perception process. The emissive presentation of the screen certainly differs from 
our actual world, in which colors are often perceived through light reflection of 
surfaces. Although experiment results generated from this setting cannot be 
confidently generalized to real life viewing, they can be safely applied to online 
collection databases provided by major museums and auction houses. Furthermore, 
it is found empirically that colors are affected similarly by simultaneous contrast 
whether they are presented on a computer display or in real life? 
At the beginning of the study, all participants were instructed that it was a 
8 Layer Style - Blend Mode: Normal; Opacity: 16%; Pattem: Molecular ( 128 x 128 pixels, 
R G B mode); Scale: 32%. 
9 Ronnier Luo, X . W. Gao, and S. A. R. Scrivener, "Quantifying Colour Appearance. Part 
V . Simultaneous Contrast," Co/or Research andApplication 20，no. 1 (1995): 18-28. 
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study on the aesthetic quality of ancient Chinese paintings (Appendix A). 
Participants were then randomly assigned to one offour groups (K, L, M or N) and 
asked to rate 12 artworks in terms of aesthetic quality on a 10-point scale. The study 
adopted a pseudo-randomized design that ensured the same presentation sequence 
(shuffled but not random) but different conditions ofartworks for all groups 
(Appendixes C and D). For instance, the first artwork shown for all groups was 
Zhou Chen's Farewell at the Gate (G03C), but participants in group K would be 
asked to rate the painting with simulated dark-color mounts (S03), group L would 
rate the painting with gray borders (S04), group M would rate the painting without 
frame (S01), while group N would rate the painting with simulated soft-color 
mounts (S02). Each participant would be exposed to paintings ofall three genres 
(G01-03) in all four conditions (S01-04) and all ofthe possible combinations ofthe 
two independent variables (3 genres x 4 conditions = 12 combinations). This design 
was adopted to ensure contrast between different mounting conditions, while 
simultaneously controlling the variance in aesthetic quality ratings due to individual 
paintings. The overall mounting effect would be analyzed such that effects due to 
different paintings are balanced. In other words, the resulting means ofaesthetic 
quality ratings ofdifferent mounting styles would be the mean ratings on 12 
different paintings in the same mounting style by all the participants, while each 
participant was only exposed to three paintings (one of each genre) in that particular 
mounting style. 
The aesthetic quality section was followed by a section in which the 
participants were asked to provide demographic information including their gender, 
color vision ability, and art knowledge. The ultimate aim ofthe research, i.e. the 
effect ofmounts on the aesthetic quality ratings ofpaintings, was explained only, in 
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the debriefing section towards the end of the questionnaire. The delayed presentation 
of research rationale helped to prevent any possible bias due to demand 
characteristics/® 
Results 
A 4 X 3 X 2 repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
conducted to evaluate the effect of mounting styles, painting genres and art 
background on aesthetic quality ratings. The dependent variable was an aesthetic 
quality rating of 1 to 10. The within-subjects factors were mounting styles with four 
levels (S01-04) and painting genres with three levels (G01-03). The between-
subjects factor was art background with two levels (with and without an art 
background). The art background main effect was significant, F (1，94) = 4.05,p 
< .05，partial r^ = .04. Participants with an art background tended to give higher 
ratings on aesthetic quality {M= 6.91) than those without an art background {M= 
6.42). The painting genres main effect was tested using the multivariate criterion of 
WiUcs's lambda (A). The painting genres main effect was significant, A = .81, F (2, 
93) = 11.28,p < .01. The univariate test associated with the mounting main effect 
was non-significant, A = .96, F (3, 92) = 1.05，p = .29. No interaction effect was 
found: between mounting and painting genres, A = .92，F (6’ 89) = 1.02,p = .29; 
between mounting and art background, A = .99,F(3, 92) = .29, p = .85; between 
painting genres and art background, A = .99，F (2，93) = .29,p = .77. 
1° Demand characteristics refer to cues or other information which may be used to guide the 
behavior o f the participants in a study. Such cues and information often lead participants 
to do things that they believe the experimenters expect them to do. See John J . 
Shaughnessy, Eugene B . Zechmeister, and Jeanne S. Zechmeister, Research Methods in 
Psychology, 6th ed. CNew York: McGraw-Hill, 2003)，211 • 
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Figure 6: Participants tended to give lower ratings to figure paintings (G0^) on 
aesthetic quality, compared to landscape (G01) and bird-and-flower paintings (G02). 
Three paired-samples t tests were conducted to follow up the significant 
painting genres main effect. Two pairwise comparisons among the means for the 
three genres were significant, controlled for Type I error across the tests at the .05 
level by using the Holm's sequential Bonferroni procedure. Differences in mean 
ratings ofaesthetic quality were significant between landscape (G01) and figure 
(G03) paintings, t (95) = 3.66, p < .01, and between bird-and-flower (G02) and 
figure (G03) paintings, t (95) = 4.55,p< .01. The aesthetic quality ratings for figure 
paintings (M= 6.37) were lower than the other two genres, indicating participants 
generally preferred landscape (M= 6.76) and bird-and-flower (M= 6.87) to figure 
paintings (Figure 6 and Appendix E). 
• ( t 
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Figure 7: Participants generally gave higher ratings to artworks mounted with 
simulated soft-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips (S02), followed 
by artworks encircled with gray borders (S04) and artworks without simulated 
mounts (S01). In the current experiment, artworks with simulated dark-color mounts 
in dichromatic system with stave strips (S03) received the worst ratings in terms of 
aesthetic quality. 
Although no significant mounting main effect was found in the current study, 
there seems to be a pattem of aesthetic quality ratings among different mounting 
styles (Figure 7). Artworks mounted with simulated soft-color mounts in 
dichromatic system with stave strips (S02) tended to be rated as ofthe highest 
aesthetic quality, followed by those encircled with gray borders (S04), those without 
simulated mounts (S01), and lastly those with simulated dark-color mounts in 
dichromatic system with stave strips (S03). This pattem appears to be consistent 
across different art background groups. Participants without any art background 
generally gave lower ratings than those having some knowledge of art, but the 
pattem ofratings ofboth groups among the four mounting styles echoes the overall 
pattem in Figure 7 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: Participants with art background generally responded with h^ ie r ratTngs 
on aesthetic quality compared to those without art background. 
Discussion 
Consistent with the hypothesis, the art background main effect was found 
significant in the current experiment. Participants who were seriously involved in 
art, either in forms ofeducation, career, or leisure activities, probably with some 
knowledge ofart, tended to assign higher scores to all paintings, compared to those 
who lacked relevant knowledge. The result confirms the common beliefheld by 
psychologists and art specialists that formal art training would influence aesthetic 
judgment ofartworks. Difference in perceptual exploration pattem suggested by 
Nodine et al. could be an exploration,'丨 but the present experiment has no way to 
validate such claim. Familiarity with some artworks, which are all masterpieces 
collected in major museums, might also contribute to the result. Participants with an 
art background were more likely to recognize the paintings presented in the test, 
‘1 Calvin F. Nodine, Paul J . Locher, and Elizabeth A. Krupinski, "The Role ofFormal Art 
Training on Perception and Aesthetic Judgment o f A r t Compositions," Leonardo 26 .no 
3 ( 1993) :2 19 -227 . • 
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compared to those who had little experience with art. The positive correlation 
between repeated exposure and affect, although robust and reliable, is rather 
complicated. The strength of correlation depends on variables such as exposure 
12 
duration, presentation sequence, stimuli complexity, and age of participants. A 
study by Leder found a positive correlation between familiarity and liking, but also 
revealed that the relationship was stronger in spontaneous judgments compared with 
evaluations following long period of inspection. The correlation was also weakened 
by knowledge.i3 
1 
A significant painting genres main effect was also found, indicating that 
figure paintings were rated lower than the other two genres of paintings, i.e. 
landscape and bird-and-flower paintings. As all the artworks included in the current 
experiment were important Ming Dynasty hanging scroll paintings executed on 
paper in major museum collections, it may indeed reflect a general preference of 
： Chinese viewers despite the relatively small sample size (four paintings for each 
genre). Difference in colors, compositions, and painting styles instead of genre 
effect could also have contributed to the significant main effect. Further research 
with a larger number of painting samples is needed to confirm whether the current 
result is merely an effect of painting selection. 
Psychological theories related to peripheral visual field and global image 
perception suggest awareness of peripheral features such as mounts of a painting,'^ 
12 Robert F. Bomstein, "Exposure and Affect: Overview and Meta-analysis of Research, 
1968-1987," Psychological Bulletin 106 (1989): 265-289. 
13 Helmut Leder, "Determinants ofPreference: When Do We Like What We Know?" 
Empirical Studies ofthe Arts 19，no. 2 (2001): 2 0 1 - 2 1 1 . 
14 Detailed discussion of peripheral visual perception can be found in the section 
"Oversized Outfit & Illusionary Size" of Chapter Two. See also Robert L. Solso, 
Cognition and the Visual Arts (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1994), 2 2 - 2 3 ; and David 
Navon, "Forest Before Trees: The Precedence of Global Features in Visual Perception," 
Cognitive Psychology 9 (1977): 353-383. 
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but such awareness does not necessarily lead to interference or interaction, not to 
mention influence on aesthetic pleasantness orjudgment. The current experiment 
fails to find a significant difference in aesthetic quality ratings ofpaintings in 
various mounting conditions, although preference ofpaintings with light-color 
mounts was suggested by bar charts. It is possible that the aesthetic quality ofa 
painting is indeed independent of whether it is mounted or how it is mounted. 
Although viewers were aware of the presence and characteristics ofthe mounts, 
when asked to rate the paintings in terms of aesthetic quality, they could isolate the 
evaluation process of the artworks without taking into account any aesthetic effect of 
mounts. Recent psychological studies on visual search have suggested that while the 
overall features are registered to help identify the location oftargets, strong 
distracters such as vivid colors do not disrupt instructed visual search for specific 
targets unless they are in the same color as the targets.^^ More specifically, it is 
found that the cortical area V4 is involved in a top-down process that suppresses 
activity ofattending to background stimuli of other colors, in order to enhance focus 
ofattention on target stimuli.^^ When instructed to give aesthetic judgments on the 
artworks presented on screen, the participants might focus their attention on the 
paintings and somehow ignored any distractions (or enhancement) due to peripheral 
mounts. 
Two consistent mounting styles were used as two conditions (S02 and S03) 
in the present experiment, assuming they would have similar effect on all the 
paintings presented. Mounters, whether in the past or present, emphasized the 
15 Brad C. Motter and Eric J . Belky, "The Guidance o f E y e Movements during Active 
Visual Search," Vision Research 38 (1998): 1 8 1 5 . 
16 Brad C. Motter, "Neural Correlates of Attentive Selection for Color or Luminance in 
Extrastriate Area V 4 , " Journal of Neuroscience 14 (1994): 2 178-2 189 ; Brad C. Motter, 
"Neural Correlates ofFeature Selective Memory and Pop-out in Extrastriate Area V 4 , " 
Journal of Neuroscience 14 (1994): 2190-2199. ， 
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importance of designing mounts according to the size, format, tone, and theme ofan 
artwork. Different mounting styles and chromatic systems were used to match with 
and enhance different artworks. The two mounting designs used possibly enhanced 
the pleasantness of some paintings while undermining the beauty of some others. 
The absence of a significant mounting main effect could also be explained by 
subjectivity of aesthetic judgments. The current experiment design ensured that each 
participant was exposed to each painting in one of the four mounting conditions 
once. Difference across various mounting conditions was calculated based on ratings 
by different groups of participants. Repeated measures with each participants being 
exposed to all the mounting conditions of the same painting might yield a significant 
result. 
Limitations 
Due to technical limitations, the current experiment employed an online 
questionnaire that participants were asked to fill in online. The perceptual 
phenomena involved on screen display and in actual viewing environment differ 
fundamentally. Computer monitors emit light but everyday objects reflect light. This 
discrepancy made generalization of the result to print materials without justification 
inappropriate. The online nature of the test also implies a lack of control over the 
viewing conditions of each participant during the test - we cannot control the 
duration of exposure, room luminance, network speed, distance away from the 
screen, or the qualities of the facilities. In fact, according to program record, some 
participants spent less than two seconds in an aesthetic quality rating question, while 
some spent up to a minute or more before assigning a score. The high deviation in 
duration was possibly due to network traffic, distraction, or viewing habit 
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Conclusion: Subordination ofMounting 
'Scrolling' through the history of mounting over the past thousand ofyears, 
it is obvious that Chinese mounting, just like painting or calligraphy, is inseparable 
from broader Chinese artistic traditions. 
Although the mounting styles ofhanging scrolls might have undergone less 
vigorous changes at first sight compared to other art forms, e.g., ceramics, which 
illustrated dynamic changes in materials, techniques, and styles through the ages, the 
history ofmounting as a whole demonstrated its vitality in spite ofits assumed 
subordination to the mainstream artistic traditions of painting and calligraphy. For 
hanging scroll mounting, there were few changes in the fundamental materials and 
format, with paper and siUc attached to the top and bottom (sometimes the sides as 
well) ofartworks, but there were variations in chromatic system, side borders, stave 
strips, accent strips, and roller knobs in history. The dissertation has paid little 
attention to the changes of the overall mounting styles and formats for the sake of its 
integrity/ but such variation should never be disregarded. 
Changes in mounting styles, instead of random variations, should be 
understood by studying related artistic traditions and social cultural backgrounds. 
The art ofmounting, on the whole, is dependent on other materials - especially 
paper, siUc, and wood, which Chinese mounting cannot do without - and hence their 
characteristics and production. The aesthetic characteristics ofpaper, for instance, 
were studied and discussed in the book written by Zhou Jiazhou. The scholar 
‘ S e e Lu Tzung-ruen's joumal articles or Cheng Jiang, Tan zhuang shuo biao (Taiyuati: 
Shuhai Chubanshe, 2005) for detailed discussions on the general history ofmounting. 
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71 paralleled the use of paper made from bamboo to the fine clothing of ancient belles. 
The relationship between mounting and other materials was also evident in the 
mounting guideline suggested by Zhou Erxue of the Qing Dynasty, who 
recommended ceramic knobs such as that in Guan, Ge, Ding-type or Xuande blue 
and white.3 Under the wave of antiquarianism, ceramics in the style of preceding 
dynasties were ofhigh regard in the Qing Dynasty. As with any other medium or art 
form, stylistic changes of mounting were neither developed within a vacuum, nor 
free from the influence of other artistic pursuits, collective thoughts and beliefs of 
I 
I : the society at the time. I 
j Mounting, taking a significant role in the history of Chinese art, particularly 
j 
by preserving, protecting, decorating, beautifying, and displaying artworks, has been 
downplayed as a subordinate craft since ancient times. There was relatively less 
literature devoted to the topic in general, even less to its aesthetic aspects, not to 
mention the size of discarded mounts due to remounting through the ages. Although 
courts in the Song Dynasty and Qing Dynasty actively engaged in mounting of 
hanging scrolls by establishing imperial standards, the attention mounting received 
was trivial compared to mainstream art forms. Imperial initiation in remounting, by 
removing mounting elements of the preceding dynasties and attaching new mounts 
of the contemporary dynasty, was more appropriately regarded as an announcement 
2 Zhou Jiazhou, "Zhuanghuang zhi," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 





3 Zhou Erxue, "Shangyan suxin lu," in Shuhua zhuangbiao jiyijishi, ed. Du Bingzhuang 
and Du Zixiong (Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1993)，159. 
軸頭覓官、哥、定窯及青花白地宣磁，與舊做紫白檀、象牙、烏犀、黃楊製極精 
樸者用之。 
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oftaste, power and wealth of the authority, than pure respect and cherishing ofart 
and mounting. 
Since mounting is a discipline considered to be subordinate to painting and 
calligraphy, its aesthetic quality was seldom discussed whether in the past or present. 
While modem visual perceptual psychology might provide some insight in the 
possible visual influence of mounts on artworks, we are unable to draw confident 
conclusions based on the information we have at present. Despite a lack ofreference, 
some influence suggested in the thesis - namely simultaneous brightness contrast, 
chromatic induction, figure-ground segregation, and illusion ofsize — apparently 
could explain certain phenomena and preference in the Chinese hanging scroll 
mounting tradition. It is possible that the usual chromatic combination ofmounts, 
i.e. earthy tones, was developed from an awareness ofthe effect ofchromatic 
induction. The preference of mounts in extreme shades such as black and white 
might be due to the concerns of simultaneous brightness contrast. Side borders were 
probably limited to paintings hung on walls so that an illusion ofspace and size 
could be made possible. Such claims remain hypotheses, however, until further 
historical evidence or empirical data could be found. 
With a view to investigate whether mounted scrolk would appear to be more 
aesthetically pleasing than images without borders to the contemporary viewers, the 
current study included an experiment comparing the aesthetic quality ratings of 
artworks in different simulated mounting conditions, in hope ofunderstanding the 
implications ofomission of mounts in catalogues and online databases. Significant 
main effects were found for painting genres and art background instead ofdifferent 
mounting conditions. Without a significant result, we cannot rule out the possibility 
that the observed differences might be due only to randomness. Yet, the pattem.of 
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data seems to partly conform to the hypothesis; artworks presented with simulated 
mounts in light colors and those encircled by medium gray borders received higher 
ratings in aesthetic quality, compared to unmounted artworks and those presented 
with simulated mounts in dark colors. Further research with modification in 
experimental design, such as repeated measures, might be able to find significant 
results on this topic. 
Following the path of some renowned art historians and psychologists such 
as Emst Hans Gombrich, Rudolf Araheim and Robert L. Solso, attempting to 
i 
I supplement art historical research with a psychological approach, the current 
[ I ： research has borrowed ideas and findings in the field of visual perception. This 
I 
: approach is probably no longer new to researchers in the Euro-American traditions, 
but a psychological approach to Chinese art is，if not taboo, a novel land to scholars 
I dealing with traditional Chinese art. What theories and findings are applicable and 
‘ how they could be interpreted in the Chinese context might be debatable, but the 
value of the approach should not be disproved without elaborated discussion or 
justification. 
The current study, as a preliminary review on the mounting of Chinese 
hanging scroll paintings, reveals a lack of research in other related areas. A search 
for research paper ahnost always yields zero matches for Chinese mounting in 
general. Not only is there not a single paper investigating the mounting styles of 
calligraphic works framed as hanging scrolls, but there is also very little systematic 
research on the overall stylistic changes of Chinese mounts in whatever format. The 
hanging scroll is only one of the many variations of Chinese mounting. Handscroll, 
album leaf, fan, and screen, are all areas of study that deserve the attention of 
scholars and researchers. 
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Appendix A: Experiment Questions 
Consent 
Y o u are invited to participate in the study on the aesthetic quaUties of ancient 
Chinese paintings, conducted by a Master ofPhilosophy candidate in History of 
Chinese Art, Department o f F i n e Arts, The Chinese University o f H o n g Kong. Al l 
data collected and your personal information will be kept strictly confidential and 
will only be used for academic purposes. The whole process will take about f ive 
minutes. Y o u r participation is voluntary and you can withdraw from the study 
anytime. I f y o u have any questions concerning the study, please feel free to contact 







o A g r e e 同意 
o Disagree不同意 
Aesthetic Quality Ratings 
Please rate the aesthetic quality of the painting. 
請用1至10分來表示你對畫作美感素質的評價。 
least artistically pleasing 最欠美感-most artistically pleasing 最富美感 
0 1 0 2 0 3 0 4 0 5 0 6 o 7 o 8 o 9 o 10 
Demographic Background 
1. 061146『性別 
o 河 男 
o ？女 
2. I am Chinese.我是華人 ° 
o Y e s ^ 
o N o 否 
3. I have normal color vision.我的色覺正常 ° 
o Yes 是• 
o N o 否 
4. Please tick the appropriate description(s).請選出能形容你的句子。 
o I study / studied art, art history, graphic design or visual culture as my 
major or minor in a tertiary institution(s).我現在或曾經在高等院校 
主修或副修藝術、藝術歷史、設計或視覺文化。. .‘ 
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o I have a visual art career (e.g., artist, designer, art administrator, 
curator).我從事視覺藝術工作（如藝術家、設計師、藝術行政人 
員或策展人）° 
o I devote a significant portion of my leisure time to visual art-related 
activities (e.g.,artmaking).空餘時，我把很大部份的時間精神花 
在視覺藝術活動上（如藝術創作）。 
o None o f t h e a b o v e .以上都不適合。 
Debriefing 
Thank you for participating. The study examines the aesthetic influence ofhanging 
scroll mounting on artworks. Chinese hanging scrolls are seldom displayed without 
their mounts, but such borders are often omitted in catalogues and online databases. 
To investigate the perceptual effect ofbordering mounts, participants were randomly 
‘ assigned to one of the three categories and asked to rate the aesthetic qualities of 
twelve Ming dynasty paintings in different conditions: 1) Unmounted paintings, 2) 
I Paintings mounted with soft-color mounting siUc, 3) Paintings mounted with dark-
I color mounting siUc, and 4) Paintings with gray borders. 
All data collected and your personal information will be kept strictly confidential 
and will only be used for academic purposes. If you have any questions concerning 
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Appendix B: List ofArtworks Included in the Experiment 
Landscape Paintings (G01) 
GOlA Woocfy Valley 樵谷圖.Wen Boren 文伯仁. 
Ming Dynasty. 79 x 47 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace Museum, 
Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings of the Ming Dynasty from the Palace 
Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art Museum, The Chinese 
University o fHong Kong, 1988], 1 3 5 , cat. no. 40.) 
GOlB Traveling in a Mountain Pass 關山行旅圖.Dai Jin 戴進. 
Ming Dynasty. 61 .8 x 29.7 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace 
Museum, Beijing. (The Palace Museum, ed., Gu gong bowuyuan [Beijing: 
The Forbidden City Publishing House, 2005], 2 2 1 . ) 
GOlC Lofty Lu Mountain 廬山高.Shen Zhou 沈周. 
Ming Dynasty. 193.8 x 98.1 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting，ed., The Essential Collection ofthe 
National Palace Museum — Painting and Calligraphy & Books andDocument 
[Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2006], 1 1 1 ’ cat. no. 66.) 
GOlD Pavilion on the River Bank 江岸長亭圖軸.Gu Zhengyi 顧正誼. 
Ming Dynasty. 59.2 x 30.7 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace 
Museum, Beijing. (Xiao Yanyi, ed., Paintings ofSongJiang School, vol. 7， 
The Complete Collection ofTreasures of the Palace Museum [Hong Kong: 
Commercial Press, 2007], 75, cat. no. 29.) 
Bird-and-flower Paintings (G02) 
G02A Blossoming Flowers andRock 萱茂栀香圖.Chen Chun 陳淳. 
Ming Dynasty. 1 27 x 58.8 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Liaoning 
Provincial Museum. (Willow Weilan Hai Chang, Yang Renkai, and David 
Ake Sensabaugh, The Last Emperor's Collection: Masterpieces ofPainting 
and Calligraphyfrom the Liaoning Provincial Museum, ed. J . May Lee 
Barrett P^^ew York: China Institute Gallery, China Institute, 2008], 275 , cat. 
no. 28.) 
G02B Magnolia, Orchid and Rock 玉堂蘭石圖.Sun Kehong 孫克弘. 
1609 AD, Ming Dynasty. 135.8 x 59 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. 
Palace Museum, Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings ofthe Ming Dynasty 
from the Palace Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art 
Museum, The Chinese University o fHong Kong, 1988], 1 7 1 , cat. no. 57.) 
G02C Flowers and Bird 花鳥圖軸.Wen Chu 文俶. 
Ming Dynasty. 78.5 x 49.5 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Shanghai 
Museum. (Shanghai Museum, ed., Shanghai bowuguan cang lidai hua niao 
jingpinji [Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1998], cat. no. 49.) 
G02D Bird on Wutong Tree in Autumn 秋色梧桐圖.Lan Ying 藍琪. 
Ming Dynasty. 65 x 3 1 .8 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace 
Museum, Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings ofthe Ming Dynasty from 
thePalace Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art Museun^y The 
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Chinese University o fHong Kong, 1988], 259, cat. no. 96.) 
Figure Paintings (G03) 
G03A Buddhist Figures 佛像圖.W u Bin 吳彬. 
1602 A D , Ming Dynasty. 128 x 65.4 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. 
Palace Museum, Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings of the Ming Dynasty 
from the Palace Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art 
Museum, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1988], 254, cat. no. 93.) 
G 0 3 B Li Duanduan 李端端.Tang Yin 唐寅. 
Ming Dynasty. 122.8 x 57.3 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Nanjing 
Museum. (Chan Hou Seng, ed., Spirits Alive: Figures and Portraits from the 
Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 2 [Macau: Macao Museum of Art, 2008], 1 73 , 
cat. no. 4 1 . ) 
I G03C Farewell at the Gate 柴門送客圖軸.Z h o u Chen 周臣. 
Ming Dynasty. 1 2 1 x 57 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Nanjing 
I , Museum. (Chan Hou Seng, ed., Spirits Alive: Figures andPortraits from the 
:: Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 2 [Macau: Macao Museum of Art, 2008], 178， 
cat. no. 43.) II 
G03D Yuchuanzi Brewing Tea 玉川煮茶圖.D i n g Yunpeng 丁雲鵬. 
1 6 1 2 A D , Ming dynasty, 138 x 64.9 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. 
Palace Museum, Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings of the Ming Dynasty 
from the Palace Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art 
Museum, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 1988], 175 , cat. no. 59.) 
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Appendix C: Artworks Presentation Sequence in Different Groups 
Group 
Painting K L M N 
01 G03C Farewell at the Gate. Zhou Chen. S03 S04 S01 S02 
02 G02B Magnolia, OrchidandRock. Sun Kehong. S02 S03 S04 S01 
03 GOlC Lofty Lu Mountain. Shen Zhou. S03 S04 S01 S02 
04 G02A Blossoming Flowers andRock. Chen Chun. S01 S02 S03 S04 
05 G03D Yuchuanzi Brewing Tea. Ding Yunpeng. S04 S01 S02 S03 
06 GOlB Traveling in a Mountain Pass. Dai Jin. S02 S03 S04 S01 
07 G03A Buddhist Figures. Wu Bin. S01 S02 S03 S04 
08 G02D Birdon Wntong Tree in Autumn. Lan Ying. S04 S01 S02 S03 
09 G 0 3 B Li Duanduan. Tang Yin. S02 S03 S04 S01 
10 GOlD Pavilion on the River Bank. Gu Zhengyi. S04 S01 S02 S03 
1 1 G02C Flowers and Bird. Wen Chu. S03 S04 S01 S02 
12 GOlA Woody Valley. Wen Boren. S01 S02 S03 S04 
G01 : landscape paintings 
G02: bird-and-flower paintings 
G03: figure paintings 
S01 : without simulated mounts 
S02: with simulated soft-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips 
S03: with simulated dark-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips 
S04: encircled with gray borders 
« « 遽 
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Appendix D: Aesthetic Quality Rating Sections of Different Groups 
Group K r u | I 
B Q H E K T ^ 
K t t * i 
r ^ | a h J | ^ ！ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
^ m M ^ J | 猜用1至10分來表示你對耋作夷想素貧的評價• 
^ ^ B ™ ™ " ™ ™ ™ 
^ ^ H | i j H | B ^ 0 , <J 2 J 3 � 4 i^ 5 \J S � 7 � 8 u B U 10 
圆 ™ WMm 
C0l:G03C, S03 
~ m ^ 
1 ^ 、 _ 
*5 譯 M 
! | 11 "^- ^ 1^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
- * • � j | ^ ^ ^ : 猜用1至10分來表示你對畫作美想素質的評價* 
金：, D i l H H I i l H D 
-.._-^^^8^X … … … … … U B。，vJ 0 U » sJ '0 
: : 讓 mm ^^^B 
L = " * ^ H 9 H B 
-mmtmammammamm i 
齟：： 一 . : : ： . 一 一 . 一 珊 
K02: G02B, S02 
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' i I , 
^ • 響 i 
• ^ | P S ^ I y « ^ Plcasc ratc thc iesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
: 1 0 1 1 ^ : ^ ¾ 请用1至丨0分來表示你對畫作夷感素質的评壞• 
^ 8 ® $ ^ ^ i — ^ — i i | 
！ ^ ^ | H l g g j g i m i l ^ ^ m m i l ^ ^ 




J ! | 
•H! 
, Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
：,.,‘身 ^ 51用丨至10分來表示你對耋作笑5^素質的評《« 
'^'^^& ^ H H H H H 
' " ^ a ^ f e i K - ^ ‘ . j ‘ ^ 3 ^ « � ” s w« ^ ‘ ^ « :» v> ’� 1 -
K04: G02A, SOI 
. « 
4 
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^^¾ 
^ ^ ^ 1 A j H ^ ^ ^ H Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ H \ ^ , w^J r^H «节用1至.10分來表示你對畫作||«^^^«的評憤‘ 
陽 ^ ! 圓 ~ 删 睡 圓 丨 圓 1 
^ ^ ^ F ^ * ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 � ‘ ^ 2 ^ ^ u 4 o，<J »•• o ‘ o « <J » ‘J _� B i ^ ^ f l • ^^^Htrnt^m 
\ ‘ ! ^ ? - ^ ¾ ! ¾ _ _ w ^ H I ^ H 
；,w' 1 ^ H 
r : : - 丨 ： . . . , k ~ 1 
K05: G 0 3 D , S04 ^ B ； 
“ • ‘ 
J | | ^ ' Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ d f | P • 谏用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑想素《的評價• 
_ _ _ 國 漏 _ _ | 
jg^J^J^^ ^ ^ » 虹 <J ‘ <J 2 ^ 3 ^^  4 ^ » U 8 <J ‘ 0 « U » KJ '0 
^ p ™ 
减 恭 
^ ^ » 
Wi^ s^s^ sf^ r‘;;“ji^ ‘Tg，。 l^^ :^ ':;rtfaJ^  
K06: G O l B , S02 
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厂 W 
'' ^ f & ^ ^ i P 1 * ^ ™^ ^ c aesthedc quaUt> of thc painting, 
p ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ k 请用1至10分來表示你對畫作美感桌質的評憤• 
^ ¾ ¾ • 撤 � I <J ‘ ^ 3 J A ^ S 6 .^ 7 J » J 9 ^ to 
n 圓 
K07: G 0 3 A , S01 
wm 
^ ^ H , y ^ i J r j K ^ ^ B Plcasc ratc thc •esthetic quaUty of thc painting, 
^ l _ ^ f J n ^ ^ ^ l 猜用1至10分來表示你對盡作芙接素質的評價• 
• . J ^ W ^ g g g g g g ^ g ^ 
^ ^ B ^P7^%^|^ ' ^ ^ H 心 � . �� ‘ « 9 � I � 
l ^ l l ™ 
K08: G02D, S04 “ 
• I 
i 
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_ _ • 
wfliWB PK1^* HR^^ BI 
一 H% 4 
1 7 z ^ * * ^ 
« |J * ^ Pleasc rate thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
' j4,S 2 3»用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作美《：素《的™ • 
Z L mmiffjBBfflliffiBH^BIIBiiWBBffiHWWilfflil 
< , . • • - y ^ 9 ^ I '0 2 ^ 3 <J * U » U “ •• <J ‘ KJ » 0 » Vj ' � H^^ msm 
i m 'm 
(09: G03B, S02 
m 
^ ^ H I ^ ^ p � • ^ ^ H Plcasc rate thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ ^ t j k ' - \|' * ^ H 猜用1至10分來表示你對畫作芙感素質的评價* 
m j ^ \ l _隱11画1圓___ 
^ ^ K ^ ^ . . ...,^i|,^4A^--^^^H � ‘ � 2 � 3 o « U » U 8 U ‘ 0 « U » � ' 0 
_ 
(10:G01D,S04 
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7 n 
_ f l _ _ p | P ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ B Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUt> of the painting. 
%f>^J^ 请用1至10分來表示你對畫作笑«臬*的評11 • i^ii^^^^i^ j ^ ^ ^ ^ j Q j Q Q j i m j j m j ^ ^ Q ^ 




fc..,... . ¢.¾ 
Cll:G02C, S03 
n 
• • • • » « f t , . 
^ t 
m ‘ h‘ii Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of the painting. 
^ 请用1至10分來表示你對奎作笑接素質的评壞. 
^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
4 j ^ . r 4 ^ ^ “‘…3 - 乂， ^ - ' ‘ � ’o 
_ -
K12:G01A, S01 “ 
. ( 4 
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Group L 
mBfm 
^ ^ ^ H ^ p p S ] h J ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M Plcasc ratc thc aesthedc quaUty of thc painting, 
^ ^ ^ ^ u | ^ ^ ^ ^ | 猜用1至10分來表示你對畫作美惑素質的評價• 
H ^ ^ ^ | H ^ ^ B ^ H i ^ O T 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i m ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^ H u ’ <j 2 3 u 4 ^ u u ‘ o • u 9 o ,� 




i f ， 、 碍 iif .. ^, • 
5| t ； .，- \ 4^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
” : W , ^ »^用1至丨0分來表示你對畫作夷感素質的评價《 
‘ ' i f _ H H H ^ ^ ^ ^ H M M M H K 
-'j .^ jm^pj|^ |^ ||j^ uj^ ||j|^ j^ |^ ^^^ j^^ |||immpjim[|^ j^ ||jp^m 
i , H i i H H H H 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ ” 0» ‘ 0 2 ^ 3 U ^ U 5 U 8 0 7 VJ « 0 » U »0 
^Hj^nF QQmi^Q 
^^^^¾^^¾ 
L02: G02B, S03 
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mmmrnmm 
M M M B M M M W 
J | ^ B f i f ^ [ | 
I ^ S J ^ ^ B 
| ^ ^ U ^ ^ ^ ^ ， 二 , 4 ^ ^ | 丨^咖 ^ ^ *® *esthedc quaUt> ofthc painting. 
^ ^ O B S ^ - i | ^ H 请用丨至10分來表示你對畫作夷想素質的评1^  
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H m g ^ g g ^ m m ^ ^ g 
^ H M * ^ w i ^ M j ^ ^ ^ H � * 'U s ‘ —'，。》 
^ H ^ ^ ) ^ | ^ ^ | B B B B 
W^m 
L03:G01C, S04 
~m ^ ^ 
• 
« Plcasc rate thc aesthetic quaUt> of thc painting. 
： r J ^ ' - «节用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑感素黄的許債. 
1. A!'>% mmmmmmmmm^^^^mmmrnim^^ 
. j t i ; ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B H H H B 9 I 
^ ¾ ^ ^ ^ � ‘ � ‘ ^ 3 � 4 � , i d 6 7 ^ e ^ » ^ .0 
• 画 
丨梦 ^ r y I II ？ 
«_^ • 
L04: G02A, S02 ‘ 
• 4 « 
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Ji| 
'I • ^ 
^ ^ 甚 Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
\ - ; ^ ^ 辅用丨至10分來表示你對畫作美接素質的郛價《 
渗 渗 g g g g ^ g ^ 
^ ^ . ' ^ ^ ^ L � ‘ ^ 2 ^ »�-' 4 � s u ®- :-' ‘ U « U » U <0 | ^_ • 
J E i i , L 
M D F % I 
L05: G03D, S01 r m I 
i .. 
i 
I - . 
fl^V Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting, 
i i ^ J ^ P t 5»用丨至10分來表示你對畫作关«素霣的评價• 
! _ _ • • • • _ I | ^ ^ g ^ ^ ^ - |.- U 丨� 2 U 3 ^^  4 .j 5 i^ e u 7 � • � » u '� 




L06: GOlB, S03 
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" " Z " ^ ^ n 一 “ ‘ 
“ 一 系 
' ^ ^ ^ ¢ 0 5 ^ ¾ Pl^^c ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
- , _ ] 2 ^ 博用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作类想臬賁的评憤. 
綱 _ _ _ _ , n i 
^ • ^ ^ A j | y J ‘ . j 2 ,^  3 4 .. & J 6 , T j « ^ 9 ^ to 
湿 — 
“ - - - “ 一 
麵 麵 
L07: G03A, S02 
^ m 
- , \ ‘‘ ^ ^^L |K# Plcasc rate thc aesthetk quaUty of thc painting. 
I Ijli 0 j S ^ 请用丨至10分來表示你對畫作美接素黄的評價• 
j |p mmm^mrnrnm 
j P % ^ Q ^ ， 一 ‘ 3 d ‘ 。 s » ^ » ^ <0 
� , - . j j BBff l f f l 
# l i ! 辱 i : d 
L08: G02D, S01 
• t « 
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III 
fft« 4 1'： t ^ _ * *• 
« <1 身象 Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
• i i « ? : 请用丨至10分來表示你對畫作美«素《的評價. 
.«5'* ^ ____^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
— t 主 Q i R ^ ^ n | ^ ^ ^ ^ B f f l ^ ^ ^ f f l B H B 
% - ' ^ ^ l ^ 2 m l l l l l m l l l l l l l Q l g g l 
, f ^ ^ j 4 3 u ‘ 0 2 u 3 U 4 u » 0 » u 7 Vj 8 u » VJ '0 
^ ^ 圓 
’,'：錢,•. ‘ 
L09: G03B, S03 
m 
1' * % ^ ^ = ^ p Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
J ^ ^ 傳 • 猜用1至10分來表示你對畫作笑感素質的狎價《 
L : , 、 O l H H I H 
mWI^, )>i>T . � ‘�2 ^ 3 ^ * ^ 5 u « u 1 u « u » 0 '0 
: 義 ™ 
^ i v i ^ . i # j f t 
L10: GOlD, S01 
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mm 
^ K _ . : g ^ H Plcasc ratc thc •esthetic quaUty of thc painting, 
• g * ^ n ' ^ B 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作美感素質的評價. 
• ^ t ^ I n ^ M B | | ^ ^ 
^m. j ^ , ^ 1 心‘ ‘ u s - T j » ^ » 
Lj 一 
. l l :G02C, S04 ~ “ T l l j!:ii!ij 1 
m • ti'ii Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
^ , 5»用丨至10分來表示你對盡作美接紊黉的评價• 
v ^ H H I I ^ H 
S j | r ' • ^ ¾ ‘ ‘‘ ^ “ “ ‘‘ ^ ' ‘ ^ ‘ ^ ‘ '10 
聽 画 
麵 '_ , 麟 
L12: GOlA, S02 “ 
• « • 
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Group M 
S n H K 
0 ¾ ¾ ? ^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ Q f l n ^ J | 辅用1至10分來表示你對畫作笑感素質的評價* 
_ I l l l l _ _ • _ _ l l I 
^ ^ m n ^ m g w * �2 o 3 u * <j s u 8 o ‘ o»Kj 9 vj ’ � ^^M B B M 
g H ^ 
VI01:G03C, S01 
fiii.lrlfe’iifiktiiWttiit\Wf#^"k» i^«*^» 
H H I 
B B H I H 攀！彳：麗 
- ¾ ^ ¾ " 1 i I " - i ^ J ^ H B Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ ^ '* ^ " ^ ^ ' ' ' ^ H 猜用1至10分來表示你對畫作美«素《的評便. 
H 4 ^ ^ * | H H M H H I ^ H i 
1 3 ^ ¾ . ^ ^ ^ f M W | 0 丨 - �i KJ 3 U 4 . J s ^ 8 • � ‘ u B u » U I� 
圓 權 _ ^^^MgB i^ B^ 
M02: G02B, S04 
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麗 層 
Q B ^ ^ I >4 | |^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of ttic painting. 
S B | ^ i I t i | 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對耋作夷感素黄的評儐. 
M i ^ ^ | ^ H H H | ^ ^ ^ B 
8 ¾ ^ W 4 ^ V ^ H ^ ‘ ‘ J 3 �4 . S ^ 6 ^ T „ » ^ .0 
I , 画 
M03: GOlC, S01 “ ‘ III 
- • 
, Plcasc ratc thc aesthetk quaUty ofthc painting. 
： " J ^ - ..• 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作夷接素寅的評價. ： ^ ^ ^ ^ : i i l i i H i i l l H 
% S t ^ ^ J ‘ � ‘ ‘ 3 � ‘ ^ 5 6 . , , J 6 . » . � 1 0 
i ''^^¾ 丨 ® ™ 
::¾^¾ I 
^ i d K » « ^ ； 
V104: G02A, S03 
• \ « 
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r ^ i I 
^H^K WiwmB aW88$i3B 
ri! 
^ ^ ^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
\ i ^ ^ 5»用1¥10分來表示你對《作美8^#«的1?® • 
m ^ _ • • • _ • • 
^^^A^fratLi �, U 2 ^ ^ ^ 4 U » 0 •. • �‘ � » U » ^ ’� 
g | ^ P ™ ™ 
i ^ , 
^^ i^. ‘ > <^  - - f -* :.-二:，二-二二.产’ ^  二.’-二^^^  Vi05: G03D, S02 m 
^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ n v ^ ^ ^ H Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ H ^ f f w « ^ H 猜用丨至丨0分來表示你對耋作笑感素質的評價* • f _ _ i i i _ i _ f f f l 
^ ^ ^ R ^ ^ ^ ^ f j ^ ^ ^ | 。‘。2 口 3 ^ 0 s U 8 U，0 » � » U I� ^^¾ “ 
V106: GOlB, S04 
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^ 丨 一 一 _ 
i ^ ' ^ ^ 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作笑接橐質的评價* ftw ^ ^ ^ ™ " 
r , ^ ^ ^ 3 a ； ‘ ‘ 3 ^ ‘ • ‘ ^ • - ‘ , � M 画 
M07: G03A, S03 ‘ 
i T i f ^ ^ ^ g - r r r r 
. _ _ > _ 
_ _ _ 说 ： 
/v,,r*jl i W ^ =^ t^ {'> 
y\ «1 - ! V -'>VA> 'L 4， . • -;i^  ' • . 
.…：�• >'^ r ；- ::.. ^  .. 
^ ^ ¾ 
, 1 , / ^ ¾ ( ^ ¾ P l m c ratc thc aesthetic quaUt> of thc painting. 
I H|| J f « ^ 猜用丨至10分來表示你對耋作笑想素質的评價• 
J » rnmmi^ammm 
J f f r \ l j ^ � ‘ ^ . ‘ ^ « » 
暴 | | _ 
_ ^ M , . 
W-^ 'T- IL • tf^i-^^"-:i—nniT___i if^iH 
V108: G02D, S02 ~" 
• ( « 
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^ ^ ! 1 « 
^ ^ ^ ^ 1 « ^ .象 ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ H ' * i ； s ^ H 辅用1至丨0分來表示你對畫作美«素質的評價• 
• f H _圓_國111111_11 
^ ^ 1 j v j ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ ‘ � 2 � 3 � ‘ <J » u » � ‘ o » u » <j I� 
^ H | ' V i ^ ^ ^ H 眺 隱 删 
V109: G 0 3 B , S04 III 
P P I ^ m S B o R H 
« 
' ^ ^ ^ f • Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ ^ m ^ • 瑰用1至10分來表示你對臺作美惑素《的評價• 
j ^ ^ ^^ W^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ W^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ T^OT^ W^^ ^^ B 
. , ' ^ \ - � l g l j ^ _ m i l l i m m i l l l g ^ 
^ y ^ ， 》 > i ~ J ^ 丨 ^ » d 3 � A , s o ® U，<J » U » � , � 
“ % \ ^ ^ fflM :¾¾: 
観…… —」雇 
M 1 0 : GOlD, S02 
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• S 
Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
• * j e ^ ‘ 请用1至10分來表示你對蛮作美感桌質的評壞• 
, � . � � B m B | ^ H B 
^ * ^ sJ ‘ .- » ^ 3 -,. < » : B J r ^ 8 . j 9 ； 10 ^ -
B H I i 
I I 
• 
M l l : G 0 2 C , SOl 
r m I i I i 
. l l i p 
a» ^ 1 Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of the painting. 
I 博用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑感素《的許壞. 
v ^ 1 m B I H H H i H i 
( J f e : ' : i - ' * ^ m ^ ‘ J ‘ 3 4 i 6 ， , B ^ B , 10 
國 画 ^ 
M 1 2 : G O l A , S03 
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Group N T H 
B O O H i i ^ 
® M b 
P V j B k J | ^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
^ ^ K ^ j i 猜用1至丨0分來表示你對畫作美感索*的评價• 
H F ^ S i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ 
^^^B||jj|HHN^ \j 1 u 2 'vj » <j * <j，u « u ‘ <j 8 u » u '0 
_ 画 
•^ ” ’. '\ 'i^ r "•；•' ‘ ‘"““^ 
t':\. . r^：^--，. .； . f�4 
- . -1 • ' . y y i .. • >'. '-
fcv":""'",,:^L-3rr^ 
N 0 1 : G 0 3 C , S02 
， 卞 ^ ® 
Ui : ’ - , : 
• | 11 � 1 ^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
•*• - P ^ f ^ 辅用1至10分來表示你對畫作美感素资的評憤• 
、 1 , H i H I H H 
� ‘ ' i 3 m ' " ^ ‘ J 2 .^ 3 <^ , j » o 8 u ， u 0 \ j » <j '0 
| W f e B B B Q 
i^m 
N02: G 0 2 B , S 0 1 
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•:壞 
^ j f f ^ ^ a - f l % Plcasc ratc thc testhetic quaUty of thc painting. 
a H ^ ^ ^ • 请用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑感素《的評饭• 
M ^ ^ ^ i m g m m n u m g g g 
^ ^ 9 ,…'‘：二‘。 _ — 
N03:G01C, S02 
^^ iB 
^ ^ H 身 * ‘ ^ ^ H Plcasc ratc thc aesthedc qutUty of thc painting. 
^ H ： 育 : ^ ^ , ^ H 谏用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑绝素貧的弃饭. 
^ 1 ^ ^ I L W ^ 1 , ^  之 ， ^ ^ « ‘ j • w» ^ .0 
j m -
N04: G02A, S04 
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r m I 
I ； 
i |i- ^ : 
^ ^ 这 Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
> . . ^ ^ i 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作美感素«的评價* 
i ^ i _丨圓11圓1__丨_1 
J S ^ ^ ¾ ¾ ¾ ^ 丨 J ’ U 2。 3 ^ 4 u s 0 8 U，U » U » U ' � 
• ™ 
tt^T; 
H i K ^ J 
- f -
N05: G03D, S03 
?»• , 
為 
^ K V Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
S ^ ® * 猜用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作美感素質的界價• 
W W • II_"II"I•__IIIII • 
A ( t ^ ^ f f i ^ . W . ‘ �‘ 0 2 J 3 ^ A o s U » U ‘ ^ « -vJ » 'U '0 
讓 一 
* * • 
N06: GOlB, SOl 
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l^^*iif^fil^WiiiwiffftiiMMftiilB^rf^i 
w i M B W i 
B n r i H 
m^Mm 
| ^ ^ | . ' ^ ' ^ w d ^ [ ^ ^ ^ ^ | Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
I ^ l � . _ •‘ W ^ ^ B Sfffli?.io^3l5^^f^?t«{i^^«t*«rft^3ffH . w^m _••••• • -
N07: G03A, S04 
1 
1 
1 ^ 羅 
. , ) , 7 ^ ¾ ^ ¾ ¼ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty ofthc painting. 
丨 S l | j ^ P | ^ ^ I 5*用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑_«的胃. 
^ ^ ! ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H S 
jP^^^ra|k .^  =‘ ^ 3 … S � 6 ) r � g � 9 ^ ,0 
丨 暴 _ : — 
M . 
N08: G02D, S03 
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« » 4 
i * * 
A * ** 
« ^ 4 ^ Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
* i 2 2 猜用丨至10分來表示你對畫作笑«素質的狎價• • * % H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ 食 k BiiHWiHilffWMIIBIliBiWWfifflWBBffB F^ mmHma^ammmm 
y A ^ . i ^ mB ‘ ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ * 0 5 V>>8 ^ 7 0 • 0 » <J 10 
t^iB mm 
N09: G03B, S01 H D 
_ ； 
“ t - > . ' ^ ^ • Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting, 
i j ^ \ ‘ 麵 ¥ 1盼 3 | 5 «祂細乍 3 1絲動測* 
,1、 i ^ ^ ^ ^ n m ^ ^ 
;> 气 
^ j ^ L . � ’ “ ‘ ‘ � 丨 � 2 ^ 3 u 4 � 5 i^ 6 0 ‘ ^ « ^ » 0 10 
S ^ % ' . £ LW_MWI 
M 
- W S i J < ^ 
m m . 
N10: GOlD, S03 
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.*.*m^.^^^'.^ .->«：« <6*r*WW<Wrtt i^ W^M,i<^*^>>Syt< 
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、.'•" .、 . •, , - • •• .•‘ .%• !，、k . • , . •, , • ‘ 、 •‘ . ‘ ：  - .'-'V ,.. 
::>'''.’..-、'^ '.'>：.' i> ;:ir:»;«N、；：.:-
, ’ ’ . . ‘ : . - • . j ' . : j f t , . ' / . . . .、I ., > , . • • -.-i. i • , • ••• < “ ‘ \ •• 
^ ^ m 
B ' '••' i ^ 9 w i p F ® y Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUt> of thc painting. 
I ^ y^ 请用丨至丨0分來表示你對畫作笑感素《的評價* 
^ W 二 ™ ™ ^ H e 
H M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H H H 
, j ^ ^ ‘ ‘ � ' J ‘ � ^ U S ^ 6 j 1 � « � » 1^ '0 
1 隱 圓 
H U U f i l s • 
备、 I : 
j m m f f ^ 
_ i B f f ^ ^ ^ B ^ 
N l l : G 0 2 C , S02 
mam sK^SKBKIBBi 
H •穩 
1 ^ 1 • ‘ ^^‘ H I Plcasc ratc thc aesthetic quaUty of thc painting. 
H ^ H 请用丨至10分來表示你對畫作美«素《的評價. 
國 ™ ^ 
N12:G01A, S04 
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Appendix E: Means (Standard Deviations) for Aesthetic Quality Ratings 
Mounting style 
S01 S02 S03 S04 
Landscape Art background 7.08 7 . 1 1 6.86 6.81 6.97 
(G01) (1.84) (1.55) (1.66) (1.95) 
Non-art background 6.53 6.67 6.50 6.53 6.56 
(1.78) (1.76) (1.78) (1.63) 
Total 6.74 6.83 6.64 6.64 6.76 
( 1 .81) (1.69) (1.74) (1.75) 
Bird-and-flower Art background 7. 17 7.36 7.08 7.03 7.16 
(G02) (2.09) (1.48) (2.09) (1.54) 
Non-art background 6.35 6.45 6.80 6.70 6.58 
( 1 .61) (1.88) (1.89) (1 .57) 
Total 6.66 6.79 6.91 6.82 6.87 
(1.84) (1.79) (1.96) (1.56) 
Figure Art background 6.53 6.56 6.39 7.00 6.62 
(G03) (1 .73) (1.98) (1.84) (1.79) 
Non-art background 6.12 6.32 5.82 6.20 6. 1 1 
( 1 . 5 1 ) (1.86) (1.79) (1.85) 
Total 6.27 6.41 6.03 6.50 6:37 
(1.60) (1.90) (1.82) (1.86) 
Total Art background 6.93 7.01 6.78 6.94 6.91 
Non-art background 6.33 6.48 6.37 6.48 6.42 
Total 6.63 6.74 6.58 6.71 
SO 1: without simulated mounts 
S02: with simulated soft-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips 
S03: with simulated dark-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips 
S04: encircled with gray borders 
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Plate I: Silk pamtmg from a.Chu tomb. Excavated at Zidanku, Changsha. 
Warring States Period. 37.5 x 28 cm. Ink on silk. Hubei Provincial Museum. (Liu 
Xiaolu, Chinese Silk Painting [Beijing: China Bookstore, 1994], plate 13.) 
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j ; ^ ^ B s i i i i C B a s ^ ^ ^ ^ m n M M 
| S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B Q ^ ^ B SKil^H^ p^Hi| 
I WBSSm I 
置 BgH I HH 
^ ^ S | H 
^ H H ^ 9 I 
| n H B i 
^ ^ E S ^ ^ ^ H 
mOBm 
1 ^ 9 1 




Plate 3: Awaiting Chess Mate 山弃候約圖.Excavated at Yemaotai, Faku, Liaoning. 
Liao Dynasty.丨 54.2 x 54.5 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. Liaoning Provincial 
Museum. (The Archaeological Team of the Liaoning Provincial Museum, 
"Excavation of the Liao Dynasty Tomb at Yemaotai in Faku County, Liaoning 
Province," Cultural Relics, no. 12 [ 1975]: Illustration 1.) . .. 
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m m m i m g m i i i ^ i i ^ ^ g m m i i i m Q j g ^ ^ ^ ^ HHii 
^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H H H 
m^^^^^m wH|HH n n i ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ | ^ ^ 9 H | i ^ ^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H B ^ J ^ ； . • ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ 8 E l l ^ ^ & r f l h i ^ ^ 
m ^ m ^ f^fi| 
^^^^^u 
g^^^^^^^^^^m^ 
Plate 4: Birds and Rabbits 竹雀雙兔圖.Excavated at Yemaotai, Faku, Liaoning. 
Liao Dynasty. 155.5 x 60.2 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. Liaoning Provincial Museum. (The Archaeological Team of the Liaoning Provincial Museum, "Excavation of the Lia  Dyn sty Tomb at Yemaotai in Faku County, Liaoning Province," Cultural Relics, o. 12 [1975]: Illustr io  2.) 
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r m ^ i i 1 
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| f e g j j ^ j ^ ^ ^ g | ^ ^ ^ ^ W 
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W!^；； .- . J i ; M J , i m g | ^ P ^ ^ ^ ^ 
i .,.: M s # S B ^ B & ' i i 
:^:Mg^ 
i<ttf4*irt!<4^ _4*t>^ tw<s_^  • __ ^mv^i0tw^m^M0M^^ytmis^ tt_4_44^J_?<^M»S__«^»^^*^ 
_妙费_<条#> — _¥4_»_善<>^4 f 
^^^4tP'X^ «，*_«石_—章5^家_ 
«ltrow -^^ j^i^ ^^ ^ ^ • ^^ 
誦 
Plate 5: The Harmonious Family Life ofan Eminent Recluse 高士圖.Wei Xian 衛賢 
(fl. 10th century). 
Five Dynasties. 134.5 x 52.5 cm. Ink and color on silk. Handscroll (mounted from 
hanging scroll). Palace Museum, Beijing. (The Palace Museum, Liaoning Provincial 
Museum, and Shanghai Museum, ed., Chinese National Treasures ofPainting and 
Calligraphy from theJin, Tang, Scmg and Yuan Dynasties [Shanghai: Shang^1ai 
shuhua chubanshe, 2002], 264, cat. no. 24.) 
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H i i ^ B ^ 8 H I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 9 l ^ ^ ^ ^ p l A ^ H H H i t . 
g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H * -iJfc/vr^^ >^ |^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ H^ % ^ ^ ^ ^ H l ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ H I 
^^^^^^^^^^ H^ 伪 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ 
• Plate 6: The Harmonious Family Life of an Eminent Recluse 局士圖(Detail ofti t le and dual-dragon square seal). Wei Xian 偉于賢(fl. 10th century). Five Dynasties. 134.5 x 52.5 cm. Ink d color on silk. Handscroll (mounted from hanging sc oll). Palace Museu , Beiji g. (The Palace M se m, Liaoning Pr vincial Muse m, and Shanghai Museu , ed., Chi ese N tional Tr a u es ofPainting and C IIigr phy fr m the J n, Tang, So g and Yuan Dynasties [Shangh i: Sha hai sh hua c ubans e, 2002], 267, cat. no. 24.) 
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Plate 7: The Harmonkms Family Life of an Eminent Recluse 高士圖（Detail ofXuan 
he seal). Wei Xian 衛賢（fl. 10th century). 
Five Dynasties. 134.5 x 52.5 cm. Ink and color on silk. Handscroll (mounted from 
hanging scroll). Palace Museum, Beijing. (The Palace Museum, Liaoning Provincial 
Museum, and Shanghai Museum, ed., Chinese National Treasures ofPainting and 
Calligraphy from theJin, Tang, Song and Yuan Dynasties [Shanghai: Shanghai 
shuhua chubanshe, 2002], 266, cat. no. 24.) 
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' H i M r i r ^ ; i ^ w ^ 条 替 养 _ 鰊 
^ 1 mumi 
^ ^ M ^ t^^iilifi^ 
I 
Plate 8: Blue Magpie and Thorny Shrubs 山鷓棘雀圖.Huang Jucai 黃居菜（c.933-
after 993). 
10th century. Northern Song Dynasty. 97 x 53.6 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. (National Palace Museum, "Blue Magpie and 
Thomy Shrubs," Painting and Calligraphy of the Northern Sung (960-1127), 
http://tech2.npm.gov.tw/sung/ [accessed May 16, 2010].) 
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^ ^ ^ m h m i 
^ ^ ^ M ^ f f t tA%^% ^  
M ^ B M ^ ^ ^ M . ^ m 
Plate 9: Blue Magpie and Thorny Shnihs 山鷓棘雀圖（Detail). Huang Jucai 黃居菜 
(c.933-after 993). 
10th century, Northern Song Dynasty. 97 x 53.6 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. (National Palace Museum, "Painting and 
Calligraphy of the Northem Sung (960-1127)，” National Palace Museum, 
http://tech2.npm.gov.tw/sung/ [accessed May 16, 2010].) 
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Plate 10: Fishing Village under Snow 漁村小雪圖卷(Front separator). Wang Shen 王誅（1048-"04). Northem Song Dynasty. 44.4 x 219.7 cm. Ink and color on silk. Handscroll. Palace Museu , Beijing. (The Palace Museum, Liaoni g Provincial Museum, and Shanghai Museum, ed., Chinese National Treasures f Pai ting and C l igraphy from t e Jin, Tang, Song  Yua  Dy sties [Shangha : Sha gh i shuhua c banshe, 2002], 304, cat. no. 30.) 
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1 _ . t " r r % u r 斷 ： ： 国 _ : : 」 
iiiM_t : _ 』 ， 」 」 : : ： 
_ M I P - P ' i - ： ' -： 
_ M p r ^ ^ ^ ^ . ; r • tlMM:, •' 
l L 」 i l ‘ — ^ f c ^ y ” 
Plate 12: Ritual to Pray for GoodHarvest 草書行穰中占(Tang Dynasty tracing copy; 
detail). Wang Xizhi 王羲之（303-361). 
Jin Dynasty (265-420). 30 x 372 cm. Ink onyinghiiang paper. Letter mounted as a ‘ 
handscroll. The Art Museum, Princeton University. Bequest of John B. Elliott. 
(Osaka Municipal Museum of Art, ed., The Embodied Image: Chinese Calligraphy 
from the John B. Elliott Collection [Tokyo: Yomiuri Shinbunsha, 2003], 12-13, cat. 
no. 2.) 
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Plate 13: Three Passages: Ping'an, Heru andFengju 平安何如奉橘三帖（Detail). 
Wang Xizhi 王羲之（303-361). Jin Dynasty (265-420). 24.7 x 46.8 cm. Ink on paper. Handscroll. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (National Palace Museum, "Three Passages: P'ing-an, Ho-ju, and 
Feng-chu," National Palace Museum - Collection - Selections, 
http://www.npm.gov.tw/masterpiece/enlargement.jsp7pic=K2B000050 [accessed 
May 16, 2010].) 
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Plates 201 
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Plate 15: Scholar 人物.Anonymous. 
Early 12th century, Song Dynasty. 29 x 27.8 cm. Color on silk. Album leaf. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., Grand View: SpecialExhibition of 
Northern Simg Painting and Calligmphv [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2006], 
216, plate 34.) . < « 
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a i — — t a m i M i i w w ™ " ™ ^ M ^ ^ g m B f f l l f f i ^ g 
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Plate 16: Scholar 人物(Detail). Anonymous. 
Early 12th century, Song Dynasty. 29 x 27.8 cm. Color on silk. Album leaf. National 
Palace Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., Grand View: Special Exhibition of 
Northern Simg Painting and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2006], 
221.) 
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Plate 17: Five HimdredArhats - Worshiping the Painting ofAvalokitesvara. 
Lineage of Zhou Jichang 周季常（fl. 1178-1188). 
Chunxi 淳熙 5-15 (1178-1 188), Southern Song Dynasty. 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Color on 
silk. Hanging scroll. Daitoku-ji Temple, Kyoto 日本大德寺.(Nara National Museum, SacredNlngho, Gateway to 1300 Years ofJapanese Buddhism [Nota: 
Nara National Museum, 2009], 131.) 
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Plate 18: Five Hundred Arhats - Worshiping the Painting of A valokitesvara (Detail). 
Lineage ofZhou Jichang 周季常（fl. 1178-1188). 
Chunxi 淳熙 5-15 (1178-1188), Southern Song Dynasty. 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Color on 
silk. Hanging scroll. Daitoku-ji Temple, Kyoto 日本大！恵寺.(Ruan Rongchun, ed., 




Plate 19: Carved brick from a Song Dynasty tomb. Excavated at Goushuiku, Jiuliu, 
Yanshi, Henan. 
Dong Xiang, "Yanshi xian Jiuliu Goushuiku Song mu," Cultural Relics, no 9 
(1959):85. . .• 
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Plate 20: Summer Activities ;、肖夏圖.Anonymous. 
Song Dynasty. 24.3 x 15.4 cm. Color on silk. Album leaf. Suzhou shi wenwu 
baoguan weiyuanhui 蘇州市文物保管委員會.(Wu Zhefu, Li Huishu, and Zhou 
Yunjin, ed., Simg Painting: Part IVNorthern Simg — Southern Siing, "Five 
Thousand Years of Chinese Art" Series [Taipei: Zhonghua wu qian nian wen w u j i 
kan bianji wei yuan hui, 1985], 199, plate 197.) 
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Plate 21: Eighteen 5 ,^/20/^ 7"又十八學士圖.Anonymous. 
Song Dynasty. 174.1 x 103.1 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (National Palace Museum, Ilhistratedcatalogue ofpaintings and 
calligraphy in the Nationa1Palace Museum, Taipei, Taiwan, vol. 3 [Taipei: National 
Palace Museum, 1989], 63.) • •• 
208 Enchanting Borders |^^^^S 
| ^ H | ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
a W B i ^ ^ ^ S g ^ ^ ^ ^ M 
^H^^ ^H 
_ ^^ ^gBm . Mi^ ^B^ES^ H ^^ H^^ m m^B^l i ^ ^ H Plate 22: Five HimdredArhats - Worshiping the Painting oJAmitahhah. Zhou Jichang 周季常（fl.. ll78-1188). Chunxi 淳熙 5-15 (11 8-1188), Southern Song Dynasty. 111.5 x 53.1 cm. Color on s lk. Hanging scroll Daitoku-ji Templ , Ky to 日本大！恵寺.(Nara National Museum, Sacred Ningbo, Gateway to 1300 Years of Japanese Buddhism [Nara: Nar  Natio al Museum, 2009], 131.) 
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Plate 23: Illustration from Guide for Healthy Dishes and Beverages 飮月善正要 by Hu 
Sihui 忽思慧(c.l260-l335). Pregnant women should look at pictures off ly ing 
eagles and sprinting dogs. 
Reprinted based on Ming Jingtai period(1450-1456) version, photocopied by Han 
Fen Lou 涵芬樓 in Shanghai, 1934. (Lu Jun, ed., The Complete Collection ofTexts 
on Chinese Traditional Medicinal Products From the Han Dynastv through the Qing 
Dynasty (220 BC- 1911 AD), vol. 23 [Beijing: Huaxia Publishing House, 1999], 27.) 
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Plate 24: Illustration from Guide for Healthy Dishes and Beverages 飲膳正要 by Hu 
Sihui 忽思慧(c.1260-1335). Pregnant women should look at pictures ofcarps and 
peacocks. 
Reprinted based on Ming Jingtai period (1450-1456) version, photocopied by Han 
Fen Lou ;、函芬樓 in Shanghai, 1934. (Lu Jun, ed., The Complete Collection ofTexts 
on Chinese Traditional Medicinal Products From the Han Dynasty through the Qing 
Dynasty (220 BC- 1911 AD), vol. 23 [Beijing: Huaxia Publishing House, 1999], 26.) 
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Plate 25: TheFourBelles 四美圖. 
Jin Dynasty(1115-1234). Woodprint. (Robert Hans van Gulik, Chinese PictorialArt 
^s Viewed by the Connoisseur, Serie orientale roma, vol. 19 [Roma: Istituto italiano 
per il Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1958], 197, plate 78.) . 
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' 臺 暴 1' L i 一 麵 u » . I i , - i I. I " j T " i " T T  I | . . J | . . � L " ‘〜， : • 一、Plate 26: Illustration from Great Men through the Ages 瑞世良英. Reprinted ba ed on Ming 11th year of Chongzhen (1638) version. (Liu Xin, ed., Zhongguo g b nhua - Renwu jiian, Jiao hua lei [Changsha: Hu an meishu c uba she, 1998],241.) 
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Plate 27: Mural of flowers and birds. Sheng Fu Sheng Mu Ci in Bai yun guan, 
Baiyun Shan, Jia Xian. 
Wanli Reign (1573-1620), Ming Dynasty. 300 x 235 cm. (Ben shu bian wei hui, ed., 
Zhongguo, Jia Xian Baiyun Shan Baiyun guan bi hua [Beijing: Cultural Relics 
Publishing House, 2007], 265.) 
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Plate 28: Mural of wine drinking. Sheng Fu Sheng Mu Ci in Bai yun guan, Baiyun 
Shan, Jia Xian. 
Wanli Reign (1573-1620), Ming Dynasty. 205 x 235 cm. (Ben shu bian wei hui, ed., 
Zhongguo, Jia Xian Baiyun Shan Bai yun guan hi hua [Beijing: Cultural Relics 
Publishing House, 2007], 266.) 
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Plate 29: Silk fabric with design of green winding sprays of peony and 
chrysanthemum on a red ground. 
Middle Ming Dynasty. 137 x 32.5 cm. National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Zong 
Fengying, ed., Textiles andEmhroideries of the Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 50, 
The Complete Collection ofTreasures of the Palace Museum [Hong Kong: 
Commercial Press, 2005], 30, plate 29.) • < « 
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Plate 31: Children Waiting at the Door 稚子候門（Detail) of Coming Home, after 
the Poem by Tao Qian 歸去來辭圖.Ma Shi 馬拭(fl. early to mid 15th century), Li 
Zai 李在（?-1431), and Xia Zhi 夏正(fl. 1426-1435). Ming Dynasty. Height 27.7 cm. Ink and color on paper. Handscroll. Liaoning Provincial Museum. (Willow Weilan Hai Chang, Yang Renkai, and David Ake 
Sensabaugh, The Last Emperor's Collection: Masterpieces of Painting and 
Calligraphy from the Liaoning Provincial Museum, ed. J. May Lee Barrett [New 
York: China Institute Gallery, China Institute, 2008], 122, cat. no. 4.) 
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Plate 32: Head wrapper with design of phoenixes and clouds on yellow ground of 
the scroll The Buddha 畫佛圖 by Yao Wenhan 姚文潮(fl. Qing Qianlong reign). 
Qing Dynasty. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace Museum, Beijing. (Fu 
Dongguang, "Qianglong neifu shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum 
Journal 2005, no. 2 [2005]: 116，fig. 3.) 
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Plate 33: Twill with design of phoenixes and clouds (Mounts ofBamboo andRock 
御筆竹石圖 by Emperor Qianlong). 
Qianlong Reign (1735-1796), Qing Dynasty. Palace Museum, Beijing. (Fu 
Dongguang, "Qianlong neifu huihua zhuanghuang yujianding — yi 'Ping an chun 
xin tu, de zhenwei zhenbie wei li," in Ping an chun xin tuyanjiu, edited by Nie 
Chongzheng [Beijing: The Forbidden City Publishing House, 2008], 38.) 
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Plate 34: A Pair ofMandarin Ducks on a Sandy Islet, after Zhao Mengfu 仿趙孟兆頁 
沙港雙駕圖.Emperor Qianlong 乾隆（1711-1799). 
Qianlong Reign, Qing Dynasty. Hanging scroll (Dichromatic system). Palace 
Museum, Beijing. (Fu Dongguang, "Qianlong neifu huihua zhuanghuang yu 
jianding - yi ‘Ping an chun xin tu' de zhenwei zhenbie wei li," in Ping an chim xin 
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Plate 35: Landscape Painting 山水圖.Emperor Shunzhi 順治（1638-1661). 
Qing Dynasty. 108 x 25.5 cm. Ink on twill. Hanging scroll. Palace Museum, Beijing. 
(The Palace Museum, ed., Eternal Knowledge: Imperial Books, Art Works and 
Culture ofthe Qing [Macau: The Macao Museum ofArt , 2007], 50, cat. no..2.) 
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Plate 36: Carved boxwood roller knob ofBamboo andRock 御筆竹石圖 by 
Emperor Qianlong 乾隆（1711 -1799). 
Qianlong Reign (1735-1796), Qing Dynasty. Boxwood. Roller knob. Palace 
Museum, Beijing. (Fu Dongguang, "Qianglong neifu shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," 
Palace Museum Journal 2005, no. 2 [2005]: 117，fig. 4.) 
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Plate 37: Shou character shaped gilded lacquer box with design ofwaves and cliffs 
for four scrolls of Paintings after Emperor Qianhng 's Poems 車乞隆御制詩意圖 by 
Guan Huai 關槐（fl. mid 18th century). 
Qianlong Reign, Qing Dynasty. Palace Museum, Beijing. (Fu Dongguang, 
"Qianglong neifu shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace Museum Journal 2005, no. 2 
[2005]: 118,figs. 7-8.) 
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Plate 38: Tasting Tea 品茶圖.Tang Yin 唐寅（1470-1523). 
Ming Dynasty. 93.2 x 29.8 cm (mounting 261 x 56.5 cm). Hanging scroll 
(remounted during Qing Qianlong reign; trichromatic system). National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja •！芳如，ed., TheArt ofMounting Chinese Painting 
and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 69, cat. no. 6.) 
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Plate 39: Empty Forest After a Rain 雨後空林.Ni Zan 悅瓚（1301 -1374). 
Yuan Dynasty. 63.5 x 37.6 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll (remounted during 
Qing Qianlong reign; trichromatic system; 269 x 61 cm). National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja 劉芳如’ ed., The Art ofMounting Chinese Painting and 
Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 65, cat. no..4.) .• 
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Plate 40: One or Two 是一是二圖(Featured in exhibition "The Life of Qian Long" 
at the Macao Museum of Art). Anonymous. 
Qianlong Reign (1735-1796), Qing Dynasty. 76.5 x 147.2 cm. Color on silk. 
Horizontal hanging scroll. Palace Museum, Beijing, (The Macao Museum of Art, 
The Life ofEmperor Qian Long [Macau: The Macao Museum of Art, 2002], 149, 
plate 42.) 
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Plate 41: One or Two 是一是二圖（Detail; featured in exhibition ‘‘Qing Legacies -
The Sumptuous Art of Imperial Packaging" at the Macao Museum of Art). 
(The Macao Museum of Art, The Life of Emperor Qian Long [Macau: The Macao 
Museum ofArt , 2002], 150.) 
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Plate 42: One or Two 是一是二圖(Detail; featured in exhibition “The Golden 
Exile — Pictorial Expression of the School of Westem Missionaries' Artworks of the 
Qing Dynasty Court" at the Macao Museum of Art). 
(The Macao Museum of Art, The Life of Emperor Qian Long [Macau: The Macao 
Museum ofArt ,2002] , 151.) -
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Plate 43: Antiquarian Activity around the Stove 圍爐博古 of The Pursuit of 
Pleasures in the Course of the Seasons 月曼清遊圖.Chen Mei 陳枚（fl. Qing 
Yongzheng and Qianlong reigns). 
Qing Dynasty. 37 x31.8 cm. Color on silk. Album leaf. Palace Museum, Beijing. 
(Guo Xueshi and Zhang Zikang, ed., Zhongguo li dai shi nil hua ji [Tianjin: Tianjin 
renmin meishu chubanshe, 1998], cat. no. 115.) 
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Plate 45: Activities of the Twelve Months: The Ninth Month 畫十二月令圖•九月 
(Detail). Anonymous Qing court artist. 
Qing Dynasty. 175 x 97 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. 
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- 叙 ： , . ； ： - ^ J _ Plate 46: Interior ofJ ie Zhi Tang 介祉堂（後院上房西次間).Photo by Zhu Jiajin 朱 家滑. 1934 1943. (Zhu Jiaj n, M ng Qing shinei chenshe [Beijing: The F r idden City ublishing House, 2004], 188, f g. 182.) 
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Plate 47: Furnishings in the room at the east end of the Chu Xiu Gong 儲秀宮 
(Palace of Gathering Excellence). 
Qing Dynasty. Palace Museum, Beijing. (Zhu Jiajin, ed. Furniture ofthe Mingand 
Qing Dynasties (II), vol. 54, The Complete Collection ofTreasures o f the Palace 
Museum [Hong Kong: Commercial Press, 2002], 299, cat. no. 252.) 
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Plate 48: Simultaneous Contrast. 





Plate 49: White's Illusion. 
The two rectangles on the display seem to differ from each other in luminosity, with 
(a) being darker than (b). The two rectangles are in fact of the same shade ofgray 
and reflect the same amount oflight. (E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation andPerception, 
7th ed. [Belmont, CA: Thomson Wadsworth, 2007], 55, fig. 3.15. Originally from 
Michael White, "The Effect of the Nature o f the Surround on the Perceived 
Lightness of Grey Bars with within Square-wave Test Gratings," Perception 10. 216 
fig. la.) ， 
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Plate 50: Simultaneous Contrast based on the painting A Pair of Mandarin Ducks on 
a Sandy Islet, after Zhao Mengfii 仿趙孟頫沙诸雙駕圖 by Emperor Qianlong 乾隆 
(1711-1799). 
(a) Painting surrounded by light mounts and appears darker than it is; (b) Painting 
surrounded by dark mounts and appears lighter than it is. (Original mounted painting 
illustrated in Fu Dongguang, "Qianglong neifu shuhua zhuanghuang chutan," Palace 
Museiim Journal 2005, no. 2 [2005]: 114, fig. 1.) 
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Plate 51: Simultaneous Color Contrast or Chromatic Induction. The left inner square appears to be greener while the one on the right appears to be 
redder than it actually is. 
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Plate 52: Portrait of Emperor Huizong 徽宗像.Anonymous. 
Song Dynasty. 55.8 x 46.9 cm. Color on silk. Album Leaf (remounted in 1748, Qing 
Qianlong reign; left-right folding format; 74.2 x 116.5 cm). National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art of Mounting Chinese Painting and 
Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 50, fig. 17.) 
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^^^^^^M M m ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m m m * * ^ ^ * * * * ^ * " ^ f f f W f f l D Plate 53: Birds and Bamboo 竹雀圖.Attributed to Mu Xi 牧谿（fl. late 13th century).Southern Song Dynasty. 84.5 x 30 9 cm. Ink on paper. Hanging scro l (mounted in the Japanese tyle gyoii n  gyou 行( 行).Nezu Museum, Tokyo. (Nezu Mus um, Ki rcm andDonsu: Woven Te tiles Introducedfrom China [Tokyo: Nezu Museum 2000], 8, cat. o. 4.) ’ 
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Plate 54: The Temples ofPaestum. William Linton (1791-1876). 
1876. 149 X 240.4 cm. Oil on canvas. Mounted with a replica of an existing frame (a 
gilded applied composition ornament frame of the 1840s). Tate Britain, London. 
(Adrian Moore, Frames Conservation, "Tate Frames Conservation: Linton Frame," 
Tate Britain, http://www.tate.org.uky^conservationy'frames/linton.htm [accessed May 
12，2010].) 
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Plate 55: Gippsland, Sunday Night, February 20th，1898. John Longstaff(1861-1941). 
1898. 144.8 X 198.7 cm. Oil on canvas. National Gallery ofVictoria, Australia, (a) 
Framed from 1940 to 2002; (b) Reproduction of the original frame from 1898. (John 
Payne, Framing the Nineteenth Century: Picture Frames 1837-1935 [Victoria, 
Australia: Images Publishing Group, in association with the National Gallery of 
Victoria, 2007], 8.) 
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Plate 56: A Palace Concert 唐人宮樂圖.Anonymous. 
Tang Dynasty. 48.7 x 69.5 cm. Ink and color on silk. National Palace Museum, 
Taipei, (a) Mounted with narrow borders; (b) Mounted with thick borders. 
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Plate 57: Riding a Dragon 乘龍圖.Ma Yuan 馬遠（fl. 1190-1224). 
Song Dynasty. 115.9 x 52.4 cm. Ink on silk. Hanging scroll (remounted in 2000 by 
the National Palace Museum according to the Song style mounting dated to early 
Qing Dynasty; dichromatic system; 211 x 53.2 cm). National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. (National Palace Museum, "Riding a Dragon," The Art ofMounting Chinese 
Painting and Calligraphy - Selections, . . • 
http://www.npm.gov.tw/exh97/mounting/ch b4.httnl [accessed May 12, 2010].) 
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Plate 58: WildDiick byaStream 溪麂圖.Chen Lin 陳琳（c.1260-1320). 
Yuan Dynasty. 35.7 x 47.5. Color on paper. Hanging scroll (remounted in early 
Qing Dynasty; trichromatic system; 245.5 x 60 cm). National Palace Museum, 
Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art of Mounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy 
[Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 61, cat. no. 2.) 
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» 1鯽通瞧,醐 - _ _圓 < ^ 1 ^ » 8 Plate 59: Flowers ofthe Four Seasons 四季花丼(Two o f four screen strips). Gao 
Fenghan 高鳳翰（1683-174¾. 
Qing Dynasty. 165.9 x 46.6 cm. Color on paper. Four screen strips (Japanese style). 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., TheArt ofMounting Chinese 
P(-ing and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 76-77’ e^t. no. 
8.) 
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Plate 60: Scene simulating the decrease in visual acuity that occurs in the peripheral 
visual field. 
(Robert L. Solso, Cognition and the Visual Arts [Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 
1994], 25,fig. 1.18.) ” 
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Plate 61: Illustration of Windy Pines Among a Myriad Vallevs 萬壑松風 by Li Tang 
李唐（c. 1049-1130) with mounts. ‘ 
Hanging scroll (dichromatic system). National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMounting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace’ 
Museum, 2008], 45, fig. 1.) 
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Plate 62: The moon illusion. 
With the same visual angle, the moon appears larger when it is on the horizon where 
more depth cues are available, compared to when it is higher in the sky where few 
depth cues are present. (E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation and Perception, 7th ed. -
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Plate 63: Farewe// at the Gate 柴門送客圖軸.Zhou Chen 周臣（?-1535). 
Ming Dynasty. 121 x 57 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Nanjing Museum, (a) 
Without mounts; (b) With imaginary mounts (dichromatic system). (Chan Hou Seng, ed.，Spirits Alive: Figures and Portraits from the Ming and Qing Dynasties, vol. 2, ’ 
[Macau: Macao Museum of Art, 2008], 178，cat. no. 43.) , ， • 4 • 
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Plate 64: Kiian-yin Bodhisattva 大士像.Gu Shigu 賈師古（fl. 1131-1162). 
Song Dynasty. 42.2 x 29.8 cm. Ink on paper. Hanging scroll (trichromatic system). 
National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., TheArt of Moimting Chinese 
Painting and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace Museum, 2008], 59, cat. no. 1.) 
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Plate 65: The Delboeuf Illusion. 
The inner circle on the left appears to be smaller than the inner circle on the right. 
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Plate 66: Mo'ise sauve des eaux (Moses Rescued from the Waters). Nicolas Poussin 
(1594-1665). 
1638. 94 X 121 cm. Oil on canvas. Musee du Louvre, Paris. 
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lAn ^ M WMm Plate 67: Morning on the Cape. Leon Kroll (1884-1974). 
c.l935. 91 X 147 cm. Oil on canvas. (E. Bruce Goldstein, Sensation andPerception, 
7th ed. [Belmont, CA: Thomson Wadsworth, 2007], 138, fig. 6.27.) , 
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Plate 68: Birdon Wiitong Tree in Autumn 秋色梧桐圖.Lan Ying 藍琪(1585-1664). 
1654, Qing Dynasty. 65 x31 .8 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Palace Museum, 
Beijing. (Kao Mayching, ed., Paintings ofthe Ming Dynastyfrom the Palace Museum [Beijing: Palace Museum; Hong Kong: Art Museum, The Chinese Un versity of Hong Kong, 1988], 259, cat. no. 96.) 
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afef^.^ ) A 2 A i j i i ^ B ^ ^ i i ^ ^ B i l i i l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M M i M 1^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M HHl^ ^^ H^^ |^ Plate 69: Early Spring 早春圖.Guo Xi 郭熙（fl. 1068-1093). Northern Song Dynasty. 158.3 x 108.1 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll (dichromatic system). National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., The Essential C llection ofthe Nation  Palace Musewn - Painting and CaUigraphv & Bo()ks d Docum t [T ipei: Nati nal Palace Museum, 2006], 63, cat. no. 53.)
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1 119.7 I Plate 70: Illustration oiEarly Spring 早春圖 by Guo Xi 郭熙（fl. 1068-1093) with 
mounts. Hanging scroll (dichromatic system). National Palace Museum, Taipei. (Liu Fang-ja, ed., The Art ofMoimting Chinese Painting and Calligraphy [Taipei: National Palace 
Museum, 2008], 45, fig. 1.) 
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Pla^ 71: Children at Play in an Autumn Garden 秋庭戲嬰圖.Su Hanchen 蘇漢臣 (fl. late 11th to mid 12th century). � 
Song Dynasty. 197.5 x 108.7 cm. Color on silk. Hanging scroll. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., The Essential Collection ofthe National Palace 
_seum - Painting and Calligraphy & Books andDocument [Taipei: Natioial 
Palace Museum, 2006], 74，cat. no. 57.) 
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Plate 72: Hermit Fisherman on Lake Dongting 洞庭漁隱圖.Wu Zhen 吳鎮（1280-
1354). 
Yuan Dynasty. 146.4 x 58.6 cm. Ink on paper. Hanging scroll. National Palace 
Museum, Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., The Essential Collection of the National Palace 
Museum - Painting and Calligraphy & Books andDocument [Taipei: National 
Palace Museum, 2006], 101, cat. no. 63.) 
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Pla& 73: Mountain High, River Deep 山高水長.Shi Xi 石谿（1612-1692). 
Qing Dynasty. 332.1 x 127.8 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. National Palace Museum，Taipei. (Lin Po-ting, ed., The Essential Collection ofthe National Palace Museum — Painting and Calligraphy & Books andDocument[Tai^Qi: National 
Palace Museum, 2006], 115, cat. no. 68.) • 
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Plate 74: Flowers ^^^^^召/>^/花鳥圖軸 by Wen Chu 文俶（1595-1634) presented 
without simulated mounts (S01). 
Ming Dynasty. 78.5 x 49.5 cm. Color on paper. Hanging scroll. Shanghai Museum. 
(Shanghai Museum, ed., Shanghai howuguan cang lidai hua niao jingpin Ji 
[Shanghai: Shanghai shuhua chubanshe, 1998], cat. no. 49.) 
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¾^^ 如^、,物^r：•dWW6*i^^•¾、…丄¾，； ,.^_fl^ Plate 75: Flowers «"^^^5/>"花鳥圖軸 by Wen Chu 文俶（1595-1634) presented with 
simulated soft-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips (S02). . « « 
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Plate 76: Flowers ^/"^/历厂^/花鳥圖軸 by Wen Chu 文俶（1595-1634) presented with 
simulated dark-color mounts in dichromatic system with stave strips (S03). 
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